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FOREWORD
Christian Theology is asking lot more serious questions today both in America and elsewhere in every
church.
How do we define God?
Where did the universe come from?
Why is there something rather than nothing?
Where is this nothing where God could create something?
If God alone existed before creation, where did he create?
Do we have freedom of choice or are we just machines with pre-programming?
Why did God make evil? Or did He not? What is evil?
Why do we die even though there is no apriori reason for it?
Why did God ordain death onto his Sons?
How do we justify judgment and hell?
How do we justify eternal hell in a God who is defined as love?
This book is my attempt to articulate a response of the Eastern Christian tradition and to bring to notice
that all these have been answered in the Judeo-Christian tradition with the concept of creation within
the body of God providing a free space for the free beings. Every part of creation can be thought of as
a Person within Person each with relative freedom. The whole universe is teeming with beings of
varying degrees of dimensions and freedom in all the visible and invisible levels. Man has the unique
status of being the sons of God (Adam was Son of God) sharing the divine dimension with other
beings as image of God. Considering the Universe as a Purusha (Person) within itself having organs of
organic and inorganic beings and parts puts new understanding of sin, God's intense concern for the
Sin and incarnation to redeem. When one part fails to function as required, the whole body and hence
God is pained. We create our on hell. Just because of that God cannot sit idle until the whole creation
is made new. The same Mystical Traditions of the Judaism is followed by the Eastern Churches to the
idea of Theosis and Universal Redemption over Ages. The same Theological concepts appear in the
Upanishads which are written in India in Sanskrit, a language which appeared after 150 AD and I
believe is the transcription from Thomas traditions into Syncretic Indian forms within Hinduism.
I know that not every theologian will agree with me. But I have remained perfectly within the
theology of the Eastern Churches and tried to find reasonable explanation for freewill, sickness, death,
heaven, hell, theosis and total redemption of the Universe and all the hosts thereof. That was my
purpose.
Prof.M.M.Ninan
San Jose, CA 95126
August 2021
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EXISTENCE OF GOD
This section is an attempt to bring together various arguments for the existence of God.

SAINT THOMAS AQUINAS
FIVE WAYS OF PROVING THE EXISTENCE OF A GOD

Saint Thomas Aquinas was a 13th century mediæval Italian theologian, and a Dominican monk of the
Catholic Church. As a devout Christian, he developed these five arguments to prove that God exists.
In the first part of his Summa Theologica, Thomas Aquinas proposed his Five Ways of proving the
existence of a God. Aquinas' Five Ways argued from the unmoved mover, first cause, necessary
being, argument from degree, and the teleological argument.
Aquinas, Thomas (1274). Summa Theologica:
1. The unmoved mover argument asserts that, from our experience of motion in the universe
(motion being the transition from potentiality to actuality) we can see that there must have been
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2.

3.

4.
5.

an initial mover. Aquinas argued that whatever is in motion must be put in motion by another
thing, so there must be an unmoved mover.
Aquinas' argument from first cause started with the premise that it is impossible for a being to
cause itself (because it would have to exist before it caused itself) and that it is impossible for
there to be an infinite chain of causes, which would result in infinite regress. Therefore, there
must be a first cause, itself uncaused.
The argument from necessary being asserts that all beings are contingent, meaning that it is
possible for them not to exist. Aquinas argued that if everything can possibly not exist, there
must have been a time when nothing existed; as things exist now, there must exist a being with
necessary existence, regarded as God.
Aquinas argued from degree, considering the occurrence of degrees of goodness. He believed
that things which are called good, must be called good in relation to a standard of good – a
maximum. There must be a maximum goodness that which causes all goodness.
The teleological argument asserts the view that things without intelligence are ordered
towards a purpose. Aquinas argued that unintelligent objects cannot be ordered unless they are
done so by an intelligent being, which means that there must be an intelligent being to move
objects to their ends: God

"Twenty Arguments For The Existence Of God"
http://www.peterkreeft.com/topics-more/20_arguments-gods-existence.htm
Since then several authors have collected arguments for and against the existence of God. A "Twenty
Arguments For The Existence Of God" can be found in http://www.peterkreeft.com/topicsmore/20_arguments-gods-existence.htm
These are:
1.
The Argument from Change
2.
The Argument from Efficient Causality
3.
The Argument from Time and Contingency
4.
The Argument from Degrees of Perfection
5.
The Design Argument
6.
The Kalam Argument
7.
The Argument from Contingency
8.
The Argument from the World as an Interacting Whole
9.
The Argument from Miracles
10.
The Argument from Consciousness
11.
The Argument from Truth
12.
The Argument from the Origin of the Idea of God
13.
The Ontological Argument
14.
The Moral Argument
15.
The Argument from Conscience
16.
The Argument from Desire
17.
The Argument from Aesthetic Experience
18.
The Argument from Religious Experience
19.
The Common Consent Argument
20.
Pascal's Wager
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In the metaphysical order, the highest determinations of Being are Actuality (entelecheia - Greek:
ἐντελέχεια) and Potentiality (dynamis - Greek: δύναµις). The former is perfection, realization, fullness
of Being; the latter imperfection, incompleteness, perfectibility. The former is the determining, the
latter the determinable principle. Actuality and potentiality are above all the Categories. They are
found in all beings, with the exception of the Supreme Cause, in whom there is no imperfection, and,
therefore, no potentiality. God is all actuality, Actus Purus.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Theological Arguments for the Existence of God can be categorised as follows:
Cosmological Argument
The Kalam Cosmological Argument
Teleological or Design Argument
Ontological Argument
Axiological Argument
Argument from consciousness
Argument from experience
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1. COSMOLOGICAL ARGUMENT

The Cosmological Argument covers a lot of ground and takes a number of different forms, although
the most common deal with two ideas:
• that the existence of the universe requires God as an explanation (First Cause - this form is also
called the Etiological Argument) or
• that order in the universe requires God as an explanation.
Cosmological argument is an argument for the existence of a First Cause (or an Uncaused cause) to
the universe, and by extension is often used as an argument for the existence of an "unconditioned" or
"supreme" being, usually then identified as God. It is traditionally known as an argument from
universal causation, an argument from first cause, the causal argument or the argument from existence.
Whichever term is employed, there are three basic variants of the argument, each with subtle yet
important distinctions:
•
•
•

the arguments from in causa (causality),
in esse (essentiality), in fieri (becoming), and
the argument from contingency.

The basic premise of all of these is that something caused the Universe to exist, and this First
Cause must be God.
"Is the world created or uncreated?—that is the first question.
Created, I reply, being visible and tangible and having a body, and therefore sensible; and if sensible,
then created; and if created, made by a cause, and the cause is the ineffable father of all things, who
had before him an eternal archetype. For to imagine that the archetype was created would be
blasphemy, seeing that the world is the noblest of creations, and God is the best of causes." Plato,
Timaeus Translator: B. Jowett 2008
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Xenophanes of Colophon (570-470 BCE), declared God to be the eternal unity, permeating the
universe, and governing it by his thought.
The Eleatic School, called after the town of Elea (Velia, Italy), emphasized the doctrine of the One.
Parmenides of Elea (510-440 BCE), affirmed the one unchanging existence to be alone true and
capable of being conceived, and multitude and change to be an appearance without reality.
This doctrine was defended Zeno of Elea (490-430 BCE) in a polemic against the common opinion
which sees in things multitude, becoming, and change. Zeno propounded a number of celebrated
paradoxes, much debated by later philosophers, which try to show that supposing that there is any
change or multiplicity leads to contradictions.
Melissus of Samos (born c. 470 BCE) was another eminent member of this school.
The following pre-Socratic philosophers described reality as being monistic:

•

•
•

Thales: Thales' most famous belief was his cosmological thesis, which held that the world
started from water . "That from which is everything that exists and from which it first becomes
and into which it is rendered at last, its substance remaining under it, but transforming in
qualities, that they say is the element and principle of things that are." "
Anaximander: Apeiron (meaning 'the undefined infinite'). Reality is some, one thing, but
we cannot know what.
Anaximenes: Given his doctrine that all things are composed of air. Air differs in essence in
accordance with its rarity or density. When it is thinned it becomes fire, while when it is
condensed it becomes wind, then cloud, when still more condensed it becomes water, then
earth, then stones. Everything else comes from these
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•
•

Heraclitus: everything is in constant flux and is symbolized by fire.
Parmenides: Being. Reality is an unmoving perfect sphere, unchanging, undivided. We say
there are things that exist and things that don't exist; Parmenides wrote that nothing doesn't
exist, only existence does.


•
•
•

Post-Socrates:

Neopythagorians such as Apollonius of Tyana centered their cosmologies on the Monad or
One.
Stoics, like Spinoza later, taught that there is only one substance, identified as God.
Middle Platonism under such works as Numenius of Apamea of Syria (2nd C) express the
Universe emanating from the Monad or One.

Neoplatonism is Monistic.

•

Plotinus taught that there was an ineffable transcendent god, 'The One,' of which subsequent
realities were emanations. From The One emanates the Divine Mind (Nous), the Cosmic
Soul (Psyche), and the World (Cosmos).

It has been used by various theologians and philosophers over the centuries, from the ancient Greeks Plato and Aristotle
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Plato (c. 427–347 BC) in The Laws (Book X), argued that motion in the world and the Cosmos was
"imparted motion". That required some kind of "self-originated motion" to set it in motion and to
maintain that motion. Hence he came out with a "demiurge" of supreme wisdom and intelligence
as the creator of the Cosmos in his work Timaeus.

Aristotle (c. 384–322 BC) argued against the idea of a first cause, a "prime mover" or "unmoved
mover" (πρῶτον κινοῦν ἀκίνητον or primus motor) in his Physics and Metaphysics. Aristotle's
argument was that a non-eternal cosmos would require an efficient first cause. According to his
theses, immaterial unmoved movers are eternal unchangeable beings that constantly think about
thinking, but being immaterial, they're incapable of interacting with the cosmos and have no
knowledge of what transpires therein.
Aristotle believed that all changes were caused by some agency. He defines motion as the actuality of a
potentiality. He argued that there are four types of cause.
Firstly, there are ‘material causes’ - the primary matter from which things are made.
Secondly, there are ‘formal causes’, the designs, patterns and forms that are impressed on primary
matter.
Thirdly, there are ‘efficient causes’, the mechanisms whereby designs are realised.
Finally there are ‘final causes’, which are the purposes for which objects are designed and built.
In the physical order, potentiality and actuality become Matter and Form. To these are to be added the
Agent (Efficient Cause) and the End (Final Cause); but as the efficiency and finality are to be reduced,
in ultimate analysis, to Form, we have in the physical order two ultimate principles of Being, namely,
Matter and Form
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Illustration Ira Glickstein 2009

In book 12 of his Metaphysics, Aristotle used the phrase τι ὃ οὐ κινούµενον κινεῖ ("something which
moves [other things] without [itself] being moved [by anything]") – i. e., the unmoved mover. When
applied in his physics, this led to the view that all natural motions are uncaused and therefore selfexplanatory. Given that causality is linear, causality or motion must be finally attributed to a first
cause, which logically cannot itself be moved, i. e., the unmoved mover. To Aristotle the first cause is
energy or energeia (in Greek) or actus (in Latin): energy causes motion. This is the foundation for the
theory of actualism, a non-idealist philosophy of nature, science, logic, and mathematics. Aristotle's
actualistic ontology is a denial of "potential ontology" – that Being is the first cause of the cosmos.

Plotinus, (ca. 204/5–270 CE) a third-century Neo-Platonist, taught that the One transcendent absolute
caused the universe to exist simply as a consequence of its existence - "creatio ex deo." He
criticised the Aristotle for making a self-thinking mind the first principle of the universe. His major
objection is that any mind, if engaged in thinking, must be thinking of something, and thus mind
cannot be a simple entity. Plotinus argued that not only is there the duality of subject and object, the
thinker and the thought, but that the thought itself is a multiplicity. Like all else that is plural, it has a
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quasi-material component as well which can be called “intelligible matter.” His disciple Proclus stated
'The One is God'.

It is this idea that Sankaracharya of Advaita Vedanta reiterated in the 8th century A.D after a
thousand years as part of the Hindu revival seperating itself from Christianity. His contribution was
that everything else other than the one was just a dream - an illusion - in the mind of the One. The
word Nondualism originally came from the Sanskrit word “advaita”, which literally translates as
“nondualism” (a=not or non; dvaita=two, dual, or dualism). Müller (1823–1900), in the monumental
Sacred Books of the East (1879), rendered "advaita" as "Monism" under influence of the then
prevailing discourse of English translations of the Classical Tradition of the Ancient Greeks such as
Thales (624 BCE–c.546 BCE) and Heraclitus (c.535 BCE–c.475 BCE).

Islamic philosopher Abū ʿAlī al-Ḥusayn ibn ʿAbd Allāh ibn Sīnā known as Avicenna (c. 980–1037)
inquired into the question of being, in which he distinguished between essence (Mahiat) and existence
(Wujud). He argued that the fact of existence could not be inferred from or accounted for by the
essence of existing things, and that form and matter by themselves could not originate and interact
with the movement of the Universe or the progressive actualization of existing things. Thus, he
reasoned that existence must be due to an agent cause that necessitates, imparts, gives, or adds
existence to an essence. To do so, the cause must coexist with its effect and be an existing thing. This
therefore made the creation real and not an illusion. This is in direct contradiction to advaita of
Sankara.
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John Philoponus, (490 to 570) a Christian philosopher, scientist, and theologian also known as John
the Gramarian or John of Alexandria, " find a contradiction between the Greek pagan insistence on the
eternity of the world and the Aristotelian rejection of the existence of any actual infinite." Jewish and
Christian theology always insisted that though the creation proceded from the One who alone is
ultimate, the creation was not just an illusion or a dream but a reality.
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2. THE KALAM COSMOLOGICAL ARGUMENT

Abu Hāmed Mohammad ibn Mohammad al-Ghazzālī (1058–1111 C.E.)
Kalam is an Arabic word to mean "the talk" and was popular with Jewish and Islamic scholars.
(1) Everything that has a beginning of its existence has a cause of its existence.
The first mathematical argument for the claim that the universe has a beginning draws on the idea that
the existence of an infinite number of anything leads to logical contradictions. If the universe did not
have a beginning, then the past would be infinite, i.e. there would be an infinite number of past times.
There cannot, however, be an infinite number of anything, and so the past cannot be infinite, and so the
universe must have had a beginning.
There are two types of infinites, potential infinites and actual infinites. Potential infinites are purely
conceptual, and clearly both can and do exist. Mathematicians employ the concept of infinity to solve
equations. We can imagine things being infinite. Actual infinites, though, cannot exist. For an actual
infinite to exist it is not sufficient that we can imagine an infinite number of things; for an actual
infinite to exist there must be an infinite number of things. This, however, leads to logical problems. It
is to be noted that the Bible do not have a word for eternity. Instead it uses the word ages after ages Aeonios. Bible counts finite events not in terms of eternity for anything in the Universe or its
existence. The word olam is also used for time for the distant past or the distant future as a time that
is difficult to know or perceive. This word is frequently translated as eternity or forever but in the
English language it is misunderstood to mean a continual span of time that never ends. In the Hebrew
mind it is simply what is at or beyond the horizon, a very distant time.
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The universe exists and
Therefore
(2) The universe has a beginning of its existence.
Therefore:
(3) The universe has a cause of its existence.
(4) That cause we define as God.
Therefore:
(5) God exists.

A similar paradox arises if the past is infinite. If there exists an infinite past, then if we were to assign a
number to each past moment then every real number (i.e. every postive integer) would be assigned to
some moment. There would therefore be no unassigned number to be assigned to the present moment
as it passes into the past. However, by reassigning the numbers such that moment number one becomes
moment number two, and moment number two becomes moment number three, and so on, we could
free up moment number one to be assigned to the present. If the past is infinite, therefore, then there
both is and is not a free number to be assigned to the present as it passes into the past.
That such a paradox results from the assumption that the past is infinite, it is claimed, demonstrates
that it is not possible that that assumption is correct. The past, it seems, cannot be infinite, because it is
not possible that there be an infinite number of past moments. If the past cannot be infinite, then the
universe must have a beginning. This is the first mathematical argument for the second premise of
the kalam cosmological argument.
The Impossibility of an Actual Infinite created by Successive Addition
The second mathematical argument for the claim that the universe has a beginning draws on the idea
that an actual infinite cannot be created by successive addition. If one begins with a number, and
repeatedly adds one to it, one will never arrive at infinity. If one has a heap of sand, and repeatedly
adds more sand to it, the heap will never become infinitely large. Taking something finite and
repeatedly adding finite quantities to it will never make it infinite. Actual infinites cannot be created
by successive addition.
The past has been created by successive addition. The past continuously grows as one moment
after another passes from the future into the present and then into the past. Every moment that
is now past was once in the future, but was added to the past by the passage of time.
If actual infinites cannot be created by successive addition, and the past was created by successive
addition, then the past cannot be an actual infinite. The past must be finite, and the universe must
therefore have had a beginning. This is the second mathematical argument for the second premise of
the kalam cosmological argument.
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The Impossibility of an Actual Infinite that has been Traversed
The third mathematical argument for the claim that the universe has a beginning draws on the idea that
actual infinites cannot be traversed.
If I were to set out on a journey to an infinitely distant point in space, it would not just take me a long
time to get there; rather, I would never get there. No matter how long I had been walking for, a part of
the journey would still remain. I would never arrive at my destination. Infinite space cannot be
traversed.
Similarly, if I were to start counting to infinity, it would not just take me a long time to get there;
rather, I would never get there. No matter how long I had been counting for, I would still only have
counted to a finite number. It is impossible to traverse the infinite set of numbers between zero and
infinity. This also applies to the past. If the past were infinite, then it would not just take a long time to
the present to arrive; rather, the present would never arrive. No matter how much time had passed,
we would still be working through the infinite past. It is impossible to traverse an infinite period of
time.
Clearly, though, the present has arrived, the past has been traversed. The past, therefore, cannot be
infinite, but must rather be finite. The universe has a beginning. This is the third mathematical
argument for the second premise of the kalam cosmological argument.
If the universe has a beginning and was caused:
What caused the First Cause?
One objection to the argument is that it leaves open the question of why the First Cause is unique in
that it does not require a cause. Proponents argue that the First Cause is exempt from having a cause,
while opponents argue that this is special pleading or otherwise untrue. The problem with arguing for
the First Cause's exemption is that it raises the question of why the First Cause is indeed exempt.
However the fact of necessity of a First Cause does not identify that First Cause necessarily with
the definition associated with God. However the Big Bang is not an acceptable first cause as the
event clearly began and is quite finite. Hence the first premise in both formulations above seems to
exclude this conclusion as a possibility. Unless this singularity from which the Big Bang occurred has
dimensions which are unknowable to us. This exactly is the assumption of God imply. This
conclusion is also supported by the recent Quantum definitions of the universe in which the negative
time wave function definitly is strikingly different from the wave function of the physical universe
when time is positive.
Furthermore, even if one chooses to accept God as the First Cause, there is an argument that God's
continued interaction with the Universe is not required. This is the foundation for beliefs such as deism
that accept that a god created the Universe, but then ceased to have any further interaction with it.
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Existence of causal loops

Time like curve and wormhole for future being creates the present universe (New Scientist).
A causal loop is a form of predestination paradox arising where travel backwards in time is deemed a
possibility. A sufficiently powerful entity in such a world would have the capacity to travel backwards
in time to a point before its own existence, and to then create itself, thereby initiating everything which
follows from it.

“There is the theory of the moebius. A twist in the fabric of space where time becomes a loop, from
which there is no escape. When we reach that point, whatever happened will happen again.” Lieutenant Commander Worf, Star Trek: TNG, “Time Squared”
The usual reason which is given to refute the possibility of a causal loop is it requires that the loop as a
whole be its own cause. Richard Hanley argues that causal loops are not logically, physically, or
epistemically impossible: "[In timed systems,] the only possibly objectionable feature that all causal
loops share is that coincidence is required to explain them."
Existence of infinite causal chains
David Hume and later Paul Edwards have invoked a similar principle in their criticisms of the
cosmological argument. Rowe has called the principle the Hume-Edwards principle:
If the existence of every member of a set is explained, the existence of that set is thereby explained.
Nevertheless, David E. White argues that the notion of an infinite causal regress providing a proper
explanation is fallacious. Furthermore Demea states that even if the succession of causes is infinite,
the whole chain still requires a cause. To explain this, suppose there exists a causal chain of infinite
contingent beings. If one asks the question, "Why are there any contingent beings at all?", it won’t help
to be told that "There are contingent beings because other contingent beings caused them." That
16
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answer would just presuppose additional contingent beings. An adequate explanation of why some
contingent beings exist would invoke a different sort of being, a necessary being that is not contingent.
A response might suppose each individual is contingent but the infinite chain as a whole is not; or the
whole infinite causal chain to be its own cause.

The Infinite Universe Theory claims that the physical world is governed by an infinite universal
causality. Severinsen argues that there is an "infinite" and complex causal structure. White tried to
introduce an argument “without appeal to the principle of sufficient reason and without denying the
possibility of an infinite causal regress”.
Saint Thomas Aquinas’ argument from contingency applies even if the universe had no beginning, but
it would still have to be sustained in being at any particular moment by God. According to Aquinas,
the universe cannot, at any particular moment, be causing itself. Even if causes and effects in the
universe looped back on themselves, they would still, at any particular moment, be contingent and thus
would have to be caused by God. They could not be causing themselves.
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3. A TELEOLOGICAL OR DESIGN ARGUMENT

The Greek word, telos means an end goal or purpose. The design argument was first developed by the
ancient Greeks and popularized by William Paley

Bishop William Paley (1743-1805)
The Argument from Design is arguing from the existence of "design" in the universe and to the
logical conclusion that the design requires a "designer" who is defined as God. The argument is based
on an interpretation of teleology wherein purpose and design appear to exist in nature beyond the scope
of any such human activities. The teleological argument suggests that, given this premise, the existence
of a designer can be assumed, typically presented as God. Various concepts of teleology originated in
ancient philosophy and theology. Some philosophers, such as Plato, proposed a divine Artificer as the
designer; others, including Aristotle, rejected that conclusion in favor of a more naturalistic teleology.
William Paley developed these ideas with his version of the watch maker analogy. He argued that in
the same way a watch's complexity implies the existence of its maker, so too one may infer the Creator
of the universe exists, given the evident complexity of Nature.
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The whole creation is structurally complex and intricate. Yet there is a purpose for the design which is
unlikely to have developed by chance. Look at the human body which even the most modern medical
expert wont deny their order, purpose or the design behind the intricate structures of body and its parts.
The transmission of heredity through DNA is just one example of supreme design.
Again the universe itself is in some sense "fine-tuned" for the possibility of complex chemistry and
thus of life. :
"There is for me powerful evidence that there is something going on behind it all... It seems as though
somebody has fine-tuned nature's numbers to make the Universe... The impression of design is
overwhelming." [Paul Davies 1988, p. 203]
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"Astronomy leads us to a unique event, a universe which was created out of nothing, one with the very
delicate balance needed to provide exactly the conditions required to permit life, and one which has an
underlying (one might say "supernatural") plan. [Arno Penzias (Nobel prize winning physicist): in
Margenau and Varghese 1992, p. 83.]
"In addition, physicists are concluding that ours is the simplest possible universe, consistent with the
existence of life. It appears that our universe has been deliberately designed so as to permit life and to
maximize the simplicity of its laws."( Robert C. Koons: Post-Agnostic Science: How Physics Is
Reviving The Argument From Design http://www.leaderu.com/offices/koons/docs/svsu.html)
++++++++++++++++
Evidence for the Fine Tuning of the Universe
by Rich Deem
http://www.godandscience.org/apologetics/designun.html
Fine Tuning of the Physical Constants of the Universe
Parameter
Max. Deviation
37
Ratio of Electrons:Protons
1:10
Ratio of Electromagnetic Force:Gravity 1:1040
Expansion Rate of Universe
1:1055
Mass Density of Universe
1:1059
Cosmological Constant
1:10120
These numbers represent the maximum deviation from the accepted values, that would either prevent
the universe from existing now, not having matter, or be unsuitable for any form of life.
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Dr. Hugh Ross gives an example of the least fine-tuned of the above four examples in his book, The
Creator and the Cosmos :
"One part in 1037 is such an incredibly sensitive balance that it is hard to visualize. The following
analogy might help: Cover the entire North American continent in dimes all the way up to the moon, a
height of about 239,000 miles (In comparison, the money to pay for the U.S. federal government debt
would cover one square mile less than two feet deep with dimes.). Next, pile dimes from here to the
moon on a billion other continents the same size as North America. Paint one dime red and mix it into
the billions of piles of dimes. Blindfold a friend and ask him to pick out one dime. The odds that he
will pick the red dime are one in 1037" (p. 115)
Fine Tuning Parameters for the Universe
1. strong nuclear force constant
if larger: no hydrogen would form; atomic nuclei for most life-essential elements would be
unstable; thus, no life chemistry
if smaller: no elements heavier than hydrogen would form: again, no life chemistry
2. weak nuclear force constant
if larger: too much hydrogen would convert to helium in big bang; hence, stars would convert
too much matter into heavy elements making life chemistry impossible
if smaller: too little helium would be produced from big bang; hence, stars would convert too
little matter into heavy elements making life chemistry impossible
3. gravitational force constant
if larger: stars would be too hot and would burn too rapidly and too unevenly for life chemistry
if smaller: stars would be too cool to ignite nuclear fusion; thus, many of the elements needed
for life chemistry would never form
4. electromagnetic force constant
if greater: chemical bonding would be disrupted; elements more massive than boron would be
unstable to fission
if lesser: chemical bonding would be insufficient for life chemistry
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5. ratio of electromagnetic force constant to gravitational force constant
if larger: all stars would be at least 40% more massive than the sun; hence, stellar burning
would be too brief and too uneven for life support
if smaller: all stars would be at least 20% less massive than the sun, thus incapable of
producing heavy elements
6. ratio of electron to proton mass
if larger: chemical bonding would be insufficient for life chemistry
if smaller: same as above
7. ratio of number of protons to number of electrons
if larger: electromagnetism would dominate gravity, preventing galaxy, star, and planet
formation
if smaller: same as above
8. expansion rate of the universe
if larger: no galaxies would form
if smaller: universe would collapse, even before stars formed
9. entropy level of the universe
if larger: stars would not form within proto-galaxies
if smaller: no proto-galaxies would form
10. mass density of the universe
if larger: overabundance of deuterium from big bang would cause stars to burn rapidly, too
rapidly for life to form
if smaller: insufficient helium from big bang would result in a shortage of heavy elements
11. velocity of light
if faster: stars would be too luminous for life support if slower: stars would be insufficiently
luminous for life support
12. age of the universe
if older: no solar-type stars in a stable burning phase would exist in the right (for life) part of
the galaxy
if younger: solar-type stars in a stable burning phase would not yet have formed
13. initial uniformity of radiation
if more uniform: stars, star clusters, and galaxies would not have formed
if less uniform: universe by now would be mostly black holes and empty space
14. average distance between galaxies
if larger: star formation late enough in the history of the universe would be hampered by lack
of material
if smaller: gravitational tug-of-wars would destabilize the sun's orbit
15. density of galaxy cluster
if denser: galaxy collisions and mergers would disrupt the sun's orbit
if less dense: star formation late enough in the history of the universe would be hampered by
lack of material
16. average distance between stars
if larger: heavy element density would be too sparse for rocky planets to form
if smaller: planetary orbits would be too unstable for life
17. fine structure constant (describing the fine-structure splitting of spectral lines) if larger: all stars
would be at least 30% less massive than the sun
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if larger than 0.06: matter would be unstable in large magnetic fields
if smaller: all stars would be at least 80% more massive than the sun
18. decay rate of protons
if greater: life would be exterminated by the release of radiation
if smaller: universe would contain insufficient matter for life
12
19. C to 16O nuclear energy level ratio
if larger: universe would contain insufficient oxygen for life
if smaller: universe would contain insufficient carbon for life
20. ground state energy level for 4He
if larger: universe would contain insufficient carbon and oxygen for life
if smaller: same as above
21. decay rate of 8Be
if slower: heavy element fusion would generate catastrophic explosions in all the stars
if faster: no element heavier than beryllium would form; thus, no life chemistry
22. ratio of neutron mass to proton mass
if higher: neutron decay would yield too few neutrons for the formation of many life-essential
elements
if lower: neutron decay would produce so many neutrons as to collapse all stars into neutron
stars or black holes
23. initial excess of nucleons over anti-nucleons
if greater: radiation would prohibit planet formation
if lesser: matter would be insufficient for galaxy or star formation
24. polarity of the water molecule
if greater: heat of fusion and vaporization would be too high for life
if smaller: heat of fusion and vaporization would be too low for life; liquid water would not
work as a solvent for life chemistry; ice would not float, and a runaway freeze-up would result
25. supernovae eruptions
if too close, too frequent, or too late: radiation would exterminate life on the planet
if too distant, too infrequent, or too soon: heavy elements would be too sparse for rocky planets
to form
26. white dwarf binaries
if too few: insufficient fluorine would exist for life chemistry
if too many: planetary orbits would be too unstable for life
if formed too soon: insufficient fluorine production
if formed too late: fluorine would arrive too late for life chemistry
27. ratio of exotic matter mass to ordinary matter mass
if larger: universe would collapse before solar-type stars could form
if smaller: no galaxies would form
28. number of effective dimensions in the early universe
if larger: quantum mechanics, gravity, and relativity could not coexist; thus, life would be
impossible
if smaller: same result
29. number of effective dimensions in the present universe
if smaller: electron, planet, and star orbits would become unstable
if larger: same result
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30. mass of the neutrino
if smaller: galaxy clusters, galaxies, and stars would not form
if larger: galaxy clusters and galaxies would be too dense
31. big bang ripples
if smaller: galaxies would not form; universe would expand too rapidly
if larger: galaxies/galaxy clusters would be too dense for life; black holes would dominate;
universe would collapse before life-site could form
32. size of the relativistic dilation factor
if smaller: certain life-essential chemical reactions will not function properly
if larger: same result
33. uncertainty magnitude in the Heisenberg uncertainty principle
if smaller: oxygen transport to body cells would be too small and certain life-essential elements
would be unstable
if larger: oxygen transport to body cells would be too great and certain life-essential elements
would be unstable
34. cosmological constant
if larger: universe would expand too quickly to form solar-type stars
The nature of the universe reveals that a purely naturalistic cause for the universe is extremely unlikely
and, therefore, illogical. One cannot say that a miraculous naturalistic event is a scientific explanation.
Miracles are only possible when an immensely powerful Being intervenes to cause them. The Bible
says that the fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom, and that He created the universe. When a
model doesn't work, scientists must be willing to give up their model for a model that fits the facts
better. In this case, the supernatural design model fits the data much better than the naturalistic random
chance model.
Quotes from Scientists Regarding Design of the Universe
by Rich Deem
http://www.godandscience.org/apologetics/quotes.html
The quotes
Fred Hoyle (British astrophysicist): "A common sense interpretation of the facts suggests that a
superintellect has monkeyed with physics, as well as with chemistry and biology, and that there are
no blind forces worth speaking about in nature. The numbers one calculates from the facts seem to
me so overwhelming as to put this conclusion almost beyond question."
Hoyle, F. 1982. The Universe: Past and Present Reflections. Annual Review of Astronomy and
Astrophysics: 20:16.
George Ellis (British astrophysicist): "Amazing fine tuning occurs in the laws that make this
[complexity] possible. Realization of the complexity of what is accomplished makes it very
difficult not to use the word 'miraculous' without taking a stand as to the ontological status of the
word."
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Ellis, G.F.R. 1993. The Anthropic Principle: Laws and Environments. The Anthropic Principle, F.
Bertola and U.Curi, ed. New York, Cambridge University Press, p. 30.
Paul Davies (British astrophysicist): "There is for me powerful evidence that there is something
going on behind it all....It seems as though somebody has fine-tuned nature’s numbers to make the
Universe....The impression of design is overwhelming".
Davies, P. 1988. The Cosmic Blueprint: New Discoveries in Nature's Creative Ability To Order the
Universe. New York: Simon and Schuster, p.203.
"The laws [of physics] ... seem to be the product of exceedingly ingenious design... The universe
must have a purpose".
Davies, P. 1984. Superforce: The Search for a Grand Unified Theory of Nature. (New York: Simon
& Schuster, 1984), p. 243
Alan Sandage (winner of the Crawford prize in astronomy): "I find it quite improbable that such
order came out of chaos. There has to be some organizing principle. God to me is a mystery but is
the explanation for the miracle of existence, why there is something instead of nothing."
Willford, J.N. March 12, 1991. Sizing up the Cosmos: An Astronomers Quest. New York Times, p.
B9
John O'Keefe (astronomer at NASA): "We are, by astronomical standards, a pampered, cosseted,
cherished group of creatures.. .. If the Universe had not been made with the most exacting precision
we could never have come into existence. It is my view that these circumstances indicate the
universe was created for man to live in."
Heeren, F. 1995. Show Me God. Wheeling, IL, Searchlight Publications, p. 200.
George Greenstein (astronomer): "As we survey all the evidence, the thought insistently arises that
some supernatural agency - or, rather, Agency - must be involved. Is it possible that suddenly,
without intending to, we have stumbled upon scientific proof of the existence of a Supreme Being?
Was it God who stepped in and so providentially crafted the cosmos for our benefit?"
Greenstein, G. 1988. The Symbiotic Universe. New York: William Morrow, p.27.
Arthur Eddington (astrophysicist): "The idea of a universal mind or Logos would be, I think, a
fairly plausible inference from the present state of scientific theory."
Heeren, F. 1995. Show Me God. Wheeling, IL, Searchlight Publications, p. 233.
Arno Penzias (Nobel prize in physics): "Astronomy leads us to a unique event, a universe which
was created out of nothing, one with the very delicate balance needed to provide exactly the
conditions required to permit life, and one which has an underlying (one might say 'supernatural')
plan."
Margenau, H and R.A. Varghese, ed. 1992. Cosmos, Bios, and Theos. La Salle, IL, Open Court, p.
83.
Roger Penrose (mathematician and author): "I would say the universe has a purpose. It's not there
just somehow by chance."
Penrose, R. 1992. A Brief History of Time (movie). Burbank, CA, Paramount Pictures, Inc
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Tony Rothman (physicist): "When confronted with the order and beauty of the universe and the
strange coincidences of nature, it's very tempting to take the leap of faith from science into religion.
I am sure many physicists want to. I only wish they would admit it."
Casti, J.L. 1989. Paradigms Lost. New York, Avon Books, p.482-483.
Vera Kistiakowsky (MIT physicist): "The exquisite order displayed by our scientific understanding
of the physical world calls for the divine."
Margenau, H and R.A. Varghese, ed. 1992. Cosmos, Bios, and Theos. La Salle, IL, Open Court, p.
52.
Robert Jastrow (self-proclaimed agnostic): "For the scientist who has lived by his faith in the
power of reason, the story ends like a bad dream. He has scaled the mountains of ignorance; he is
about to conquer the highest peak; as he pulls himself over the final rock, he is greeted by a band of
theologians who have been sitting there for centuries."
Jastrow, R. 1978. God and the Astronomers. New York, W.W. Norton, p. 116.
Frank Tipler (Professor of Mathematical Physics): "When I began my career as a cosmologist some
twenty years ago, I was a convinced atheist. I never in my wildest dreams imagined that one day I
would be writing a book purporting to show that the central claims of Judeo-Christian theology are
in fact true, that these claims are straightforward deductions of the laws of physics as we now
understand them. I have been forced into these conclusions by the inexorable logic of my own
special branch of physics."
Tipler, F.J. 1994. The Physics Of Immortality. New York, Doubleday, Preface
Note: Tipler since has actually converted to Christianity, hence his latest book, The Physics Of
Christianity.
Alexander Polyakov (Soviet mathematician): "We know that nature is described by the best of all
possible mathematics because God created it."
Gannes, S. October 13, 1986. Fortune. p. 57
Ed Harrison (cosmologist): "Here is the cosmological proof of the existence of God – the design
argument of Paley – updated and refurbished. The fine tuning of the universe provides prima facie
evidence of deistic design. Take your choice: blind chance that requires multitudes of universes or
design that requires only one.... Many scientists, when they admit their views, incline toward the
teleological or design argument."
Harrison, E. 1985. Masks of the Universe. New York, Collier Books, Macmillan, pp. 252, 263.
Edward Milne (British cosmologist): "As to the cause of the Universe, in context of expansion, that
is left for the reader to insert, but our picture is incomplete without Him [God]."
Heeren, F. 1995. Show Me God. Wheeling, IL, Searchlight Publications, p. 166-167.
Barry Parker (cosmologist): "Who created these laws? There is no question but that a God will
always be needed."
Heeren, F. 1995. Show Me God. Wheeling, IL, Searchlight Publications, p. 223.
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Drs. Zehavi, and Dekel (cosmologists): "This type of universe, however, seems to require a degree
of fine tuning of the initial conditions that is in apparent conflict with 'common wisdom'."
Zehavi, I, and A. Dekel. 1999. Evidence for a positive cosmological constant from flows of galaxies
and distant supernovae Nature 401: 252-254
Arthur L. Schawlow (Professor of Physics at Stanford University, 1981 Nobel Prize in physics): "It
seems to me that when confronted with the marvels of life and the universe, one must ask why and
not just how. The only possible answers are religious. . . . I find a need for God in the universe and
in my own life."
Margenau, H. and R. A. Varghese, eds. Cosmos, Bios, Theos: Scientists Reflect on Science, God,
and the Origins of the Universe, Life, and Homo Sapiens (Open Court Pub. Co., La Salle, IL,
1992).
Henry "Fritz" Schaefer (Graham Perdue Professor of Chemistry and director of the Center for
Computational Quantum Chemistry at the University of Georgia): "The significance and joy in my
science comes in those occasional moments of discovering something new and saying to myself,
'So that's how God did it.' My goal is to understand a little corner of God's plan."
Sheler, J. L. and J.M. Schrof, "The Creation", U.S. News & World Report (December 23,
1991):56-64.
Wernher von Braun (Pioneer rocket engineer) "I find it as difficult to understand a scientist who
does not acknowledge the presence of a superior rationality behind the existence of the universe as
it is to comprehend a theologian who would deny the advances of science."
McIver, T. 1986. Ancient Tales and Space-Age Myths of Creationist Evangelism. The Skeptical
Inquirer 10:258-276
Carl Woese (microbiologist from the University of Illinois) "Life in Universe - rare or unique? I walk
both sides of that street. One day I can say that given the 100 billion stars in our galaxy and the 100
billion or more galaxies, there have to be some planets that formed and evolved in ways very, very like
the Earth has, and so would contain microbial life at least. There are other days when I say that the
anthropic principal, which makes this universe a special one out of an uncountably large number of
universes, may not apply only to that aspect of nature we define in the realm of physics, but may
extend to chemistry and biology. In that case life on Earth could be entirely unique."
Mullen, L. 2001. The Three Domains of Life from SpaceDaily.com
Antony Flew (Professor of Philosophy, former atheist, author, and debater) "It now seems to me that
the findings of more than fifty years of DNA research have provided materials for a new and
enormously powerful argument to design."
Atheist Becomes Theist: Exclusive Interview with Former Atheist Antony Flew at Biola University.
“There is . . . one scientific conclusion which I wish to put forward as a positive statement and, I trust,
fruitful outcome of the present investigation. The properties of matter and the course of cosmic
evolution are now seen to be intimately related to the structure of the living being and to its activities;
they become, therefore, far more important in biology than has been previously suspected. For the
whole evolutionary process. both cosmic and organic, is one, and the biologist may now rightly regard
the universe in its very essence as biocentric.”
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Lawrence J. Henderson. a professor of biological chemistry at Harvard and first president of the
History of Science Society. 1913 "The Fitness of the Environment", subtitled “An Inquiry into the
Biological Signiicance of the Properties of Matter.” chapter on “Life and the Cosmos,”
“Everyone who is seriously involved in the pursuit of science becomes convinced that a spirit is
manifest in the laws of the universe – a spirit vastly superior to that of men.”- Albert Einstein.
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4. ONTOLOGICAL ARGUMENT
Ontological arguments are arguments, for the conclusion that God exists, from premises which are
supposed to derive from some source other than observation of the world—e.g., from reason alone. In
other words, ontological arguments are arguments from nothing but analytic, a priori and necessary
premises to the conclusion that God exists. The argument essentially is "if we can imagine anything
it is likely to be true."
But there had been lot of objections on this assumption and hence this argument.

St Anselm of Canterbury (1033-1109)
http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/ontological-arguments/
"The first, and best-known, ontological argument was proposed by St. Anselm of Canterbury in the
11th. century A.D. In his Proslogion, St. Anselm claims to derive the existence of God from the
concept of a being than which no greater can be conceived. St. Anselm reasoned that, if such a being
fails to exist, then a greater being—namely, a being than which no greater can be conceived, and
which exists—can be conceived. But this would be absurd: nothing can be greater than a being than
which no greater can be conceived. So a being than which no greater can be conceived—i.e., God—
exists.
Seventeenth century René Descartes, eighteenth century Gottfried Leibniz, and in more recent times,
Kurt Gödel, Charles Hartshorne, Norman Malcolm and Alvin Plantinga have all presented muchdiscussed ontological arguments which bear interesting connections to the earlier arguments of St.
Anselm, Descartes and Leibniz. Of these, the most interesting are those of Gödel and Plantinga; in
these cases, however, it is unclear whether we should really say that these authors claim that the
arguments are proofs of the existence of God.
Oppy 1995, presents eight major kinds of ontological arguments, viz:
1. definitional ontological arguments;
2. conceptual (or hyperintensional) ontological arguments;
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

modal ontological arguments;
Meinongian ontological arguments;
experiential ontological arguments;
mereological ontological arguments;
higher-order ontological arguments; and
‘Hegelian’ ontological arguments;

Examples of all but the last follow.
1. God is a being which has every perfection. (This is true as a matter of definition.) Existence is a
perfection. Hence God exists.
2. I conceive of a being than which no greater can be conceived. If a being than which no greater can
be conceived does not exist, then I can conceive of a being greater than a being than which no greater
can be conceived—namely, a being than which no greater can be conceived that exists. I cannot
conceive of a being greater than a being than which no greater can be conceived. Hence, a being than
which no greater can be conceived exists.
3. It is possible that that God exists. God is not a contingent being, i.e., either it is not possible that
God exists, or it is necessary that God exists. Hence, it is necessary that God exists. Hence, God exists.
(See Malcolm 1960, Hartshorne 1965, and Plantinga 1974 for closely related arguments.)
4. [It is analytic, necessary and a priori that] Each instance of the schema “The F G is F” expresses a
truth. Hence the sentence “The existent perfect being is existent” expresses a truth. Hence, the existent
perfect being is existent. Hence, God is existent, i.e. God exists. (The last step is justified by the
observation that, as a matter of definition, if there is exactly one existent perfect being, then that being
is God.)
5. The word ‘God’ has a meaning that is revealed in religious experience. The word ‘God’ has a
meaning only if God exists. Hence, God exists. (See Rescher 1959 for a live version of this argument.)
6. I exist. Therefore something exists. Whenever a bunch of things exist, their mereological sum also
exists. Therefore the sum of all things exists. Therefore God—the sum of all things—exists.
7. Say that a God-property is a property that is possessed by God in all and only those worlds in
which God exists. Not all properties are God properties. Any property entailed by a collection of Godproperties is itself a God-property. The God-properties include necessary existence, necessary
omnipotence, necessary omniscience, and necessary perfect goodness. Hence, there is a necessarily
existent, necessarily omnipotent, necessarily omniscient, and necessarily perfectly good being (namely,
God).
This is evidently a purely logic based argument and therefore are amenable to counter arguments and
validity of logic in establishing reality itself.
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5. AXIOLOGICAL ARGUMENTS

The Arguments from Morals and Values are two separate, but connected arguments for the existence
of God. Together they make up what are known as the Axiological Arguments (axios = value). They
assert that the existence of values and/or of morals proves that God exists.
C.S. Lewis explains in his book, Mere Christianity, that the inate moral law possessed by every person
is one of the strongest proofs for the existence of Almighty God. The argument basically goes like
this:
1. Mankind is indwelt with a basic moral law.
2. A moral law implies a moral law giver.
3. That moral law giver is God.
This "moral law" being referred to is sometimes called a conscience.
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6. ARGUMENT FROM CONSCIOUSNESS

Consciousness is the quality or state of being aware of an external object or something within oneself.
It has been defined as: subjectivity, awareness, the ability to experience or to feel, wakefulness, having
a sense of selfhood, and the executive control system of the mind.
If there is nothing other than matter, can we explain mind and spirits? Evidently Mind and Spirits are
not matter. Can we explain these purely in terms of matter and its motion? There is nothing in
modern physics that explains how a group of molecules in a brain can create consciousness . Unless
we assume dimensions other than material we will be including all the qualities of God to Matter. Yes
that way we can avoid the assumption of God if Matter is capable of producing mind and spirit and
consciousness. Even within the quantum cosmos this discrepancy exist. Is the quantum nature of
micro-cosmos and macro properties of our visible universe are they all inherent material properties?
That is the assumption of dialectical materialism i.e. quantitative changes give rise to qualitative
changes. If we assume this we can avoid the God assumption because we are attributing
consciousness, intelligence and purpose to matter itself.
A few theoretical physicists have argued that classical physics is intrinsically incapable of explaining
the holistic aspects of consciousness, but that quantum theory provides the missing ingredients. Several
theorists have therefore proposed quantum mind (QM) theories of consciousness.[27] Notable theories
falling into this category include the Holonomic brain theory of Karl Pribram and David Bohm, and
the Orch-OR theory formulated by Stuart Hameroff and Roger Penrose. Some of these QM theories
offer descriptions of phenomenal consciousness, as well as QM interpretations of access
consciousness.
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http://www.trans4mind.u-net.com/transform2.2.htm

Representation of consciousness from the seventeenth century.
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“All matter originates and exists only by virtue of a conscious and intelligent non-visible living energy
force. This energy force is the matrix mind of all matter.” - Max Planck, Nobel price winner and developer
of Quantum theory
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7. ARGUMENT FROM EXPERIENCE
The Argument from Experience starts from the premise that all our knowledge of the world essentially
relies upon experience. Obviously, nothing in science is proven or disproven purely through logic,
reason or laws. Laws of science are established on the basis of repeated experiments by different
persons in different times and places and conditions. Conflicting results produces revision of theories
and changes in laws. Thus in science, everything is provisional. We develop our scientific laws and
theories based on personal experience - in the laboratories we do experiments to establish and prove
the laws repeatedly in every generation. So the ultimate deciding factor is the personal experience and
facts. If God is a factor in daily life, we should be able to experience God in a personal way. In fact
all scientific understanding is based on experiments verified over time and space by varied people. So
also we should decide the existence of God and His character on the basis of experience of long
generations of men and women. Thus we are talking about scientific verification of the existence of
God. It is this what decides faith in God. After all "the proof of the pudding is in eating it."
Evidently like all scientific assertions in Physics, the existence of God cannot be proved nor disproved
only deduced just the same way as we assume the existence of elementary particles from their effects
in nature. In the case of God our experience will go beyond the material science into other dimensions
of existence - Body, Mind, Spirit, and Consciousness and all possible dimensions which we have not
been able to define or conceive.

http://serc.carleton.edu/introgeo/enviroprojects/what.html
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TWO
GOD AND UNIVERSE

Sir Isaac Newton (1642 – 1727) says:

"And for rejecting such a Medium, we have the Authority of those the oldest and most celebrated
Philosophers of Greece and Phoenicia, who made a Vacuum, and Atoms, and the Gravity of Atoms,
the first Principles of their Philosophy; tacitly attributing Gravity to some other Cause than dense
Matter. Later Philosophers banish the Consideration of such a Cause out of natural Philosophy,
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feigning Hypotheses for explaining all things mechanically, and referring other Causes to
Metaphysicks: Whereas the main Business of natural Philosophy is to argue from Phenomena without
feigning Hypotheses, and to deduce Causes from Effects, till we come to the very first Cause, which
certainly is not mechanical; and not only to unfold the Mechanism of the World, but chiefly to resolve
these and such like Questions.
What is there in places almost empty of Matter, and whence is it that the Sun and Planets gravitate
towards one another, without dense Matter between them?
Whence is it that Nature doth nothing in vain; and whence arises all that Order and Beauty which we
see in the World?
... does it not appear from phaenomena that there is a Being incorporeal, living, intelligent,
omnipresent, who in infinite space, as it were in his Sensory, sees the things themselves intimately, and
thoroughly perceives them, and comprehends them wholly by their immediate presence to himself. "
— Sir Isaac Newton Opticks, 2nd edition (1718), Book 3, Query 28, 343-5.
"And from true lordship it follows that the true God is living, intelligent, and powerful; from the other
perfections, that he is supreme, or supremely perfect. He is eternal and infinite, omnipotent and
omniscient; that is, he endures from eternity to eternity; and he is present from infinity to infinity; he
rules all things, and he knows all things that happen or can happen."
— Sir Isaac Newton The Principia: Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy (1687),
"He rules all things, not as the world soul but as the lord of all. And because of his dominion he is
called Lord God Pantokrator. For 'god' is a relative word and has reference to servants, and godhood is
the lordship of God, not over his own body as is supposed by those for whom God i~ the world soul,
but over servants. The supreme God is an eternal, infinite, and absolutely perfect being; but a being,
however perfect, without dominion is not the Lord God. "
— Sir Isaac Newton The Principia: Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy (1687)
"It seems probable to me that God, in the beginning, formed matter in solid, massy, hard, impenetrable,
moveable particles, of such sizes and figures, and with such other properties, and in such proportions
to space, as most conduced to the end for which He formed them; and that these primitive particles,
being solids, are incomparably harder than any porous bodies compounded of them, even so very hard
as never to wear or break in pieces; no ordinary power being able to divide what God had made one in
the first creation. "
— Sir Isaac Newton Opticks (1730), 344
Sir. Albert Einstein (1879 – 1955) Says:
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"But, on the other hand, every one who is seriously involved in the pursuit of science becomes
convinced that a spirit is manifest in the laws of the Universe—a spirit vastly superior to that of man,
and one in the face of which we with our modest powers must feel humble.— Albert Einstein
Letter (24 Jan 1936). Quoted in Helen Dukas and Banesh Hoffman, Albert Einstein: The Human Side
(1981), 33.
"In the beginning (if there was such a thing), God created Newton’s laws of motion together with the
necessary masses and forces. This is all; everything beyond this follows from the development of
appropriate mathematical methods by means of deduction.
— Albert Einstein
Autobiographical Notes (1946), 19. In Albert Einstein, Alice Calaprice, Freeman Dyson , The Ultimate
Quotable Einstein
"Physical concepts are free creations of the human mind, and are not, however it may seem, uniquely
determined by the external world. In our endeavour to understand reality we are somewhat like a man
trying to understand the mechanism of a closed watch. He sees the face and the moving hands, even
hears its ticking, but he has no way of opening the case. If he is ingenious he may form some picture of
a mechanism which could be responsible for all the things he observes, but he may never be quite sure
his picture is the only one which could explain his observations. He will never be able to compare his
picture with the real mechanism and he cannot even imagine the possibility or the meaning of such a
comparison. But he certainly believes that, as his knowledge increases, his picture of reality will
become simpler and simpler and will explain a wider and wider range of his sensuous impressions. He
may also believe in the existence of the ideal limit of knowledge and that it is approached by the
human mind. He may call this ideal limit the objective truth. "
— Albert Einstein Albert Einstein and Leopold Infeld, The Evolution of Physics (1938), 33.
"Quantum mechanics is certainly imposing. But an inner voice tells me that this is not yet the real
thing. The theory says a lot, but does not bring us any closer to the secrets of the Old One. I, at any
rate, am convinced that He is not playing at dice."
— Albert Einstein Letter to Max Born, 4 Dec 1926. The Born-Einstein Letters: Correspondence
between Albert Einstein and Max and Hedwig Born from 1916-1955 (1971),
"Science is the attempt to make the chaotic diversity of our sense-experience correspond to a logically
uniform system of thought."
— Albert Einstein
"Scientific research is based on the idea that everything that takes place is determined by laws of
nature, and therefore this holds for the actions of people. For this reason, a research scientist will
hardly be inclined to believe that events could be influenced by a prayer, ie by a wish addressed to a
supernatural Being.
However, it must be admitted that our actual knowledge of these laws is only imperfect and
fragmentary, so that, actually, the belief in the existence of basic all-embracing laws in Nature also
rests on a sort of faith. All the same this faith has been largely justified so far by the success of
scientific research. "
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— Albert Einstein Letter (24 Jan 1936) replying to a a letter (19 Jan 1936) asking if scientists pray,
from a child in the sixth grade in a Sunday School in New York City. In Albert Einstein, Helen Dukas
(ed.) and Banesh Hoffmann (ed.), Albert Einstein, The Human Side (1981), 32-33
"You believe in the God who plays dice, and I in complete law and order in a world that objectively
exists. "
— Albert Einstein Letter to Max Born (7 Sep 1944). In Born-Einstein Letters, 146. Einstein Archives
8-207. In Albert Einstein, Alice Calaprice, Freeman Dyson, The Ultimate Quotable Einstein (2011),
393.
Erwin Chargaff (1905 – 2002) says:

"In science, attempts at formulating hierarchies are always doomed to eventual failure. A Newton will
always be followed by an Einstein, a Stahl by a Lavoisier; and who can say who will come after us?
What the human mind has fabricated must be subject to all the changes—which are not progress—that
the human mind must undergo. The 'last words' of the sciences are often replaced, more often
forgotten. Science is a relentlessly dialectical process, though it suffers continuously under the
necessary relativation of equally indispensable absolutes. It is, however, possible that the ever-growing
intellectual and moral pollution of our scientific atmosphere will bring this process to a standstill. The
immense library of ancient Alexandria was both symptom and cause of the ossification of the Greek
intellect. Even now I know of some who feel that we know too much about the wrong things. "
— Erwin Chargaff Voices in the Labyrinth: Nature, Man, and Science (1979), 46
Stephen Jay Gould (1941 – 2002) says

Stephen Jay Gould (1941 – 2002) was an American paleontologist, evolutionary biologist,
and historian of science.
"Facts and theories are different things, not rungs in a hierarchy of increasing certainty. Facts are the
world's data. Theories are structures of ideas that explain and interpret facts. Facts do not go away
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while scientists debate rival theories for explaining them. Einstein's theory of gravitation replaced
Newton's, but apples did not suspend themselves in mid-air pending the outcome."
— Stephen Jay Gould 'Evolution as Fact and Theory', in Hen's Teeth and Horse's Toes (1983, 1994),
Chap. 19.
Atheism defines the cosmos with all the properties that are assigned to God to Matter itself.

Stephen Hawking
The law is the creator.
In his 1988 book, A Brief History of Time, Hawking drew on the device so beloved of Einstein, when
he described what it would mean for scientists to develop a "theory of everything" – a set of equations
that described every particle and force in the entire universe. "It would be the ultimate triumph of
human reason – for then we should know the mind of God,"
http://www.pbs.org/wnet/hawking/universes/html/bang.html

How did the universe really begin? Most astronomers would say that the debate is now over: The
universe started with a giant explosion, called the Big Bang. The big-bang theory got its start with the
observations by Edwin Hubble that showed the universe to be expanding. If you imagine the history of
the universe as a long-running movie, what happens when you show the movie in reverse? All the
galaxies would move closer and closer together, until eventually they all get crushed together into one
massive yet tiny sphere. It was just this sort of thinking that led to the concept of the Big Bang.
The Big Bang marks the instant at which the universe began, when space and time came into existence
and all the matter in the cosmos started to expand. Amazingly, theorists have deduced the history of
the universe dating back to just 10-43s ( what is called Plank time)second after the Big Bang. Before
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this time all four fundamental forces—gravity, electromagnetism, and the strong and weak nuclear
forces—were unified, but physicists have yet to develop a workable theory that can describe these
conditions.

http://cmb.physics.wisc.edu/tutorial/bigbang.html
During the first second or so of the universe, protons, neutrons, and electrons—the building blocks of
atoms—formed when photons collided and converted their energy into mass, and the four forces split
into their separate identities. The temperature of the universe also cooled during this time, from about
1032 (100 million trillion trillion) degrees to 10 billion degrees. Approximately three minutes after the
Big Bang, when the temperature fell to a cool one billion degrees, protons and neutrons combined to
form the nuclei of a few heavier elements, most notably helium.
The next major step didn’t take place until roughly 300,000 years after the Big Bang, when the
universe had cooled to a not-quite comfortable 3000 degrees. At this temperature, electrons could
combine with atomic nuclei to form neutral atoms. With no free electrons left to scatter photons of
light, the universe became transparent to radiation. (It is this light that we see today as the cosmic
background radiation.) Stars and galaxies began to form about one billion years following the Big
Bang, and since then the universe has simply continued to grow larger and cooler, creating conditions
conducive to life.
Three excellent reasons exist for believing in the big-bang theory. First, and most obvious, the
universe is expanding. Second, the theory predicts that 25 percent of the total mass of the universe
should be the helium that formed during the first few minutes, an amount that agrees with
observations. Finally, and most convincing, is the presence of the cosmic background radiation. The
big-bang theory predicted this remnant radiation, which now glows at a temperature just 3 degrees
above absolute zero, well before radio astronomers chanced upon it.
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http://wiki.answers.com/Q/If_the_Big_Bang_came_from_a_singularity_where_did_the_singularity_co
me_from#ixzz25Qwh6esS
Big Bang Theory - Evidence for the Theory
What are the major evidences which support the Big Bang theory?
* First of all, we are reasonably certain that the universe had a beginning.
* Second, galaxies appear to be moving away from us at speeds proportional to their distance. This is
called "Hubble's Law," named after Edwin Hubble (1889-1953) who discovered this phenomenon in
1929. This observation supports the expansion of the universe and suggests that the universe was once
compacted.
* Third, if the universe was initially very, very hot as the Big Bang suggests, we should be able to find
some remnant of this heat. In 1965, Arno Penzias and Robert Wilson discovered a 2.725 degree Kelvin
(-454.765 degree Fahrenheit, -270.425 degree Celsius) Cosmic Microwave Background radiation
(CMB) which pervades the observable universe. This is thought to be the remnant which scientists
were looking for. Penzias and Wilson shared in the 1978 Nobel Prize for Physics for their discovery.
* Finally, the abundance of the "light elements" Hydrogen and Helium found in the observable
universe are thought to support the Big Bang model of origins.
++++++++++++++++++++++++
Thus according to Hawking the Universe began as a singularity. Since it began as a singularity it has
a beginning. Therefore it has a cause.
It is this their second book attempt to coverup to show up. In his 2010 book, "The Grand Design,"
Hawking said, "Because there is a law such as gravity, the Universe can and will create itself from
nothing. Spontaneous creation is the reason there is something rather than nothing, why the Universe
exists, why we exist." "It is not necessary to invoke God to light the blue touch paper and set the
universe going." ‘M-theory predicts that a great many universes were created out of nothing. Their
creation does not require the intervention of some supernatural being or god. Rather, these multiple
universes arise naturally from physical law.
Here is the argument as seen in "Was the Universe Created?", Vic Stenger to establish that laws of
Physics just came from nothing. Here is the argument:
•
•
•

Not everything that begins has a cause. This is because quantum transitions can occur without
a cause.
The universe did not really began as a singularity because, the t=0 events occured by the
quantum uncertainity principle.
Therefore the universe need not have had a beginning or a cause and so no God is needed.

The uncertainity is because of the 10^ 32 s the Planck's uncertainity value of time. We cannot make
any certain statements what happens during this time. Quantum transitions occur without a cause.
The problem is where did the quantum uncertainity Law come from?
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As Paul Davies writes,
"But what of the laws?... Quantum physics has to exist (in some sense) so that a quantum transition can
generate the cosmos in the first place." Davies, Paul, 'God and the New Physics'

Our inability to identify a cause does not necessarily mean that there is no cause.
Nature (Prakriti in Sanskrit)- I am sorry - It is "Nothing" eternally existed with that Planck's constant
and the uncertainity Principle as the Physical Law even before it came to existence?

In the article A modern creation myth David Pratt points out.
"In the beginning, a tiny bubble of spacetime, a billion-trillion-trillionth of a centimetre across (10-33
cm), popped spontaneously into existence out of nothing as the result of a random ‘quantum
fluctuation’. Due to a ‘phase transition’, it was suddenly seized by an intense antigravitational force
which caused it to expand trillions of time faster than the speed of light for a few billion-trilliontrillionths of a second. The antigravitational force then disappeared, and the inflationary phase of
accelerating expansion came to an abrupt halt amid an enormous burst of radiation. The heat energy
and gravitational energy of expanding space then produced matter and, as the universe cooled, more
and more structure began to ‘freeze out’ – first nuclei, then atoms, and finally stars, galaxies, and
planets." David Pratt May 2012
Here is the Potential energy of the universe of Hawking.
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Notice the existence of an unphysical region. Correspondingly the unphysical region has a real wave
function. The only conclusion is there is a wavefunction for "Nothing" the implication seems to be
that the unphysical region is not physical, but what then? A consciousness? A person even though
there is no material body? Does that indicate the existence of a God. Uncertainly only means we
cannot have certain information from that region. It is the built in freedom of the universe. If this is
not evidence of something beyond the physical world what is?
The argument seems to be, "But if we're willing to admit the existence of uncaused things, why not just
admit that the universe is uncaused and cut out the middleman? David Hume wondered the same
thing: "But if we stop, and go no farther, why go so far? Why not stop at the material world?" He goes
on... " By supposing it to contain the principle of its order within itself, we really assert it to be god;
and the sooner we arrive at that Divine Being, so much the better. When you go one step beyond the
mundane system, you only excite an inquisitive humor, which it is impossible ever to satisfy." David
Hume, Dialogues Concerning Natural Religion, ed. Norman Kemp Smith (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merril,
1947), pp. 161-62.
Quantum Mechanics and Causality
It appears that many people has been trying to prove that in Quantum Mechanics virtual particles can
appear and disappear without a cause. This is certainly wrong. Quantum Mechanics is still within the
Physical Law which is basically the Uncertainty Principle which is defined. Apart from that the
Quantum Space is not empty or vacuum or nothingness. When we speak of nothingness we are simply
thinking of non-existence of matter. The quantum essence is not necessary material. It is usually
described as probability waves (whatever that means) which give potential to create mass. So even in
the quantum world the law of cause and effect still remains. Only that the beginning of the quantum
field is still at large and needs to be explained as a beginning. So the universe as we propose is again
inclusive of the quantum field.
It is certainly possible to assume that the universe existed alongside of the One Ultimate or within the
Ultimate. If the universe had a beginning the following argument is acceptable.
If the Universe was potentially within the Ultimate when was it realized?
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When did the time start? Because time starts only when changes occur and is only a measure of
change.
One of the problem with the modern Philosophy and Physics is to assume space and time apart from
matter and change.
In it all we miss the total picture of the Philosophy of Science. “We have learned that we do not see
directly, but mediately, and that we have no means of correcting these colored and distorting lenses
which we are, or of computing the amount of their errors. Perhaps these subject-lenses have a creative
power; perhaps there are no objects.” Emerson (1803–1882), Experience.
Theistic dualists defines the cosmos as isolated, filled with beings (with qualities of Mind, Spirit and
Cosciousness) and Matter as seperate from God, outside of God, created by God from nothing - ex
nihilo

It is clear what is happening here. Theism has taken God the creator out of the cosmos and placed him
outside the cosmos with all the Supreme Mind, Spirit and Consciousness. The problem therefore is
more of the process and what defines universe. All this problem has in fact been solved long before
they were created by the ignorance of later religious philosophers. This solution is the Theology of the
Person - The theory of Purusha.
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THREE

DEFINING GOD

God has also been conceived as being incorporeal (immaterial), a personal being, the source of all
moral obligation, and the "greatest conceivable existent".
These attributes were supported to varying degrees by the early Jewish, Christian and Muslim
theologian philosophers. Many notable medieval philosophers and modern philosophers have
developed arguments for and against the existence of God
Evidently defining any object or reality is only possible in terms of its properties. A look into the
arguments for and against the existence of God relies on this. However properties arise on when there
is a relationship between two objects. In the all the above the definition of God is based on the relation
with cosmos and beings.
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Is it possible to use rigor and systematic way of science to define God? Is God the Ultimate cause of
the Universe. Can Science ever find God?. If we define God as in the above equation, where Ci is the
cause at the i-th level, it shows that Science will remain ignorant about absolute reality until it has
reached the Ultimate cause level of understanding.
http://www.mosman.com/DefiningGod/index.htm
As the Christian biologist Scott C. Todd put it "Even if all the data pointed to an intelligent designer,
such a hypothesis is excluded from science because it is not naturalistic." This argument limits the
domain of science to the empirically observable and limits the domain of God to the unprovable.
The eternal principles discussed under ontology ( "What can be said to exist?", "Into what categories, if
any, can we sort existing things?", "What are the meanings of being?", "What are the various modes of
being of entities?) beginning with God or Isvara, the Ultimate Reality, cannot be established by the
means of logic alone, and often require superior proof.
Nature of relevant proofs/arguments
Since God (of the kind to which the arguments relate) is neither an entity in the universe nor a
mathematical object, it is not obvious what kinds of arguments/proofs are relevant to God's existence.
Even if the concept of scientific proof were not problematic, the fact that there is no conclusive
scientific proof of the existence, or non-existence, of God[9] mainly demonstrates that the existence of
God is not a scientific question. John Polkinghorne suggests that the nearest analogy to the existence of
God in physics are the ideas of quantum mechanics which are seemingly paradoxical but make sense
of a great deal of disparate data.

Theological Classification of the Names of God
- of essence,
- of attributes, and
- of acts.
The names referring to the God's essence define the reality of God and emphasize what differentiates
God from all other things in the cosmos. Thus, the names of essence indicate what God is not, rather
than what God is. In short, one cannot come to an understanding of the essence of God. .
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Thus to say "God is omnipotent" means that God is not powerless; to say "God is omniscient" means
that God is not ignorant, and so on. "Attributes of action," on the other hand, represent the selfrevelation of God. These include the attributes of Creator, Redeemer, Source of life, etc. To say "God
is Creator" is therefore known through the revelation of God's actions (namely, Scripture and creation
itself
The second category contains the names of God's attributes. While the first category specifies what
God is not, the second defines what God is explained through his relation to the creation.
The third category contains the names of act - what God does with the creation. While the names of
essence and of attribute define God in God's self, the names of act define God in God's interaction with
the creation. Most names of act have their opposites that are also divine names. Most of the Names and
Titles of God are therefore descriptions of God's attributes of action.

Definition of anything would imply a systematic enunciation of the properties.
Properties themselves are defined only through relationship between two.
In this case between God and other existing elements both sentients and non sentients - Person and
Nature. In Indian terms Purusha and Prakriti.
God is often conceived of as the supernatural creator and overseer of humans and the universe.
Theologians have ascribed a variety of attributes to the many different conceptions of God. The most
common among these include omniscience (infinite knowledge), omnipotence (unlimited power),
omnipresence (present everywhere), omnibenevolence (perfect goodness), divine simplicity, and
eternal and necessary existence. We can never know God except through our relationship with him.
Thus God is known in a personal way other than through the revelations through the created universe.
Defining God in His essence is impossible. We can only define Him in His properties as experience
by Me.
Here is a list of attributes collected from various web sites:
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http://lolwithgod.com

http://the310course.com/Gods_Attributes_large.html
Bible define God as

"God is love"
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This basic definition extends over to several additional attributes. Love is expressed in relationship
and would mean these in his relation with nations and people.

To this can be added some of the Omni attributes extending human attributes of ability of mind, logic
and movement to their limit
http://nathanmooneyham.blogspot.com/
Creeds and Confessions also define God with human relationship:
The Belgic Confession
Article 1
The Only God
We all believe in our hearts and confess with our mouths
that there is a single and simple spiritual being,
whom we call God—
eternal, incomprehensible, invisible, unchangeable, infinite, almighty;
completely wise, just, and good, and the overflowing source of all good.
Article 2
The Means by Which We Know God
We know him by two means:
First, by the creation, preservation, and government of the universe,
since that universe is before our eyes like a beautiful book in which all creatures, great and small, are
as letters to make us ponder the invisible things of God:
his eternal power and his divinity,
as the apostle Paul says in Romans 1:20.
All these things are enough to convict men and to leave them without excuse.
Second, he makes himself known to us more openly by his holy and divine Word, as much as we need
in this life,
for his glory and for the salvation of his own.
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From Wayne Grudem's Systematic Theology we get:
Incommunicable Attributes (Chapter 11)
- Independence
- Unchangeableness
- Eternity
- Omnipresence
- Unity
Communicable Attributes (Chapter 12)
A. Attributes Describing God's Being:
- Spirituality
- Invisibility
B. Mental Attributes
- Knowledge (or Omniscience)
- Wisdom
- Truthfulness (and Faithfulness)
C. Moral Attributes
- Goodness
- Love
- Mercy (Grace, Patience)
- Holiness
- Peace (or Order)
- Righteousness (or Justice)
- Jealousy
- Wrath
D. Attributes of Purpose
- Will
- Freedom
- Omnipotence (or Power, and Sovereignty)
E. "Summary" Attributes
- Perfection
- Blessedness
- Beauty
- Glory
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No type of theology will ever fully explain God and His ways because God is infinitely and
eternally higher than we are.
God in His absolute existence do not have a name. Name comes in only in terms of a Person outside
of God. So the names of God represent the character of God in relation to the experience of people.
All theistic religions there fore has a large number of names which constitute who God is.
There are many names for God, and different names are attached to different cultural ideas about who
God is and what attributes he possesses.

In the Hebrew Bible "I Am that I Am," and the "Tetragrammaton" YHVH are used as names of God,
while Yahweh, and Jehovah are sometimes used in Christianity as vocalizations of YHVH. Judaism it
is common to refer to God by the titular names like Elohim or Adonai.

Elohim has been explained as a plural form of Eloah or as plural derivative of El.
++++++++++

If Elohim be regarded as derived from El, its original meaning would be "the strong one" according to
Wellhausen's derivation of El, from ul (Skizzen, III, 169); or "the foremost one", according to
Nöldeke's derivation of El from ul or il, "to be in front" (Sitzungsberichte der berlinischen Akademie
der Wissenschaften, 1880, pp. 760 sqq.; 1882, pp. 1175 sqq.); or "the mighty one", according to
Dillmann's derivation of El from alah or alay, "to be mighty" (On Genesis, I, 1); or, finally "He after
whom one strives", "Who is the goal of all human aspiration and endeavour", "to whom one has
recourse in distress or when one is in need of guidance", "to who one attaches oneself closely",
coincidentibus interea bono et fine, according to the derivation of El from the preposition el, "to",
advocated by La Place (cf. Lagarde, Uebersicht, etc., p. 167), Lagarde (op. cit., pp. 159 sqq.), Lagrange
(Religions semitiques, pp. 79 sqq.), and others. A discussion of the arguments which militate for and
against each of the foregoing derivations would lead us too far. ....
According to Renan (Histoire du peuple d'Israel, I, p. 30) the Semites believed that the world is
surrounded, penetrated, and governed by the Elohim, myriads of active beings, analogous to the spirits
of the savages, alive, but somehow inseparable from one another, not even distinguished by their
proper names as the gods of the Aryans, so that they can be considered as a confused totality. Marti
(Geschichte der israelitischen Religion, p. 26), too, finds in Elohim a trace of the original Semitic
polydemonism; he maintains that the word signified the sum of the divine beings that inhabited any
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given place. Baethgen (op. cit., p. 287), F.C. Baur (Symbolik und Mythologie, I, 304), and HellmuthZimmermann (Elohim, Berlin, 1900) make Elohim an expression of power, grandeur, and totality.
Lagrange (op. cit., p. 78) urges against these views that even the Semitic races need distinct units
before they have a sum, and distinct parts before that arrive at a totality. Moreover, the name El is prior
to Elohim (op. cit., p. 77 sq.) and El is both a proper and a common name of God. Originally it was
either a proper name and has become a common name, or it was a common name has become a proper
name. In either case, El, and, therefore, also its derivative form Elohim, must have denoted the one true
God..................
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
CHRISTIAN DEFINITION
THE NAMES OF GOD
http://bible.org/article/names-god
(1) Elohim: The plural form of EL, meaning “strong one.” It is used of false gods, but when
used of the true God, it is a plural of majesty and intimates the trinity. It is especially used of God’s
sovereignty, creative work, mighty work for Israel and in relation to His sovereignty (Isa. 54:5; Jer.
32:27; Gen. 1:1; Isa. 45:18; Deut. 5:23; 8:15; Ps. 68:7).
Compounds of El:
•

•
•

El Shaddai:“God Almighty.” The derivation is uncertain. Some think it stresses God’s loving
supply and comfort; others His power as the Almighty one standing on a mountain and who
corrects and chastens (Gen. 17:1; 28:3; 35:11; Ex. 6:1; Ps. 91:1, 2).
El Elyon: “The Most High God.” Stresses God’s strength, sovereignty, and supremacy (Gen.
14:19; Ps. 9:2; Dan. 7:18, 22, 25).
El Olam: “The Everlasting God.” Emphasizes God’s unchangeableness and is connected with
His inexhaustibleness (Gen. 16:13).

(2) Yahweh (YHWH): Comes from a verb which means “to exist, be.” This, plus its usage,
shows that this name stresses God as the independent and self-existent God of revelation and
redemption (Gen. 4:3; Ex. 6:3 (cf. 3:14); 3:12).
Compounds of Yahweh: Strictly speaking, these compounds are designations or titles which
reveal additional facts about God’s character.
•
•
•
•

Yahweh Jireh (Yireh): “The Lord will provide.” Stresses God’s provision for His people (Gen.
22:14).
Yahweh Nissi:“The Lord is my Banner.” Stresses that God is our rallying point and our means
of victory; the one who fights for His people (Ex. 17:15).
Yahweh Shalom:“The Lord is Peace.” Points to the Lord as the means of our peace and rest
(Jud. 6:24).
Yahweh Sabbaoth:“The Lord of Hosts.” A military figure portraying the Lord as the
commander of the armies of heaven (1 Sam. 1:3; 17:45).
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•
•
•
•
•

Yahweh Maccaddeshcem: “The Lord your Sanctifier.” Portrays the Lord as our means of
sanctification or as the one who sets believers apart for His purposes (Ex. 31:13).
Yahweh Ro’i: “The Lord my Shepherd.” Portrays the Lord as the Shepherd who cares for His
people as a shepherd cares for the sheep of his pasture (Ps. 23:1).
Yahweh Tsidkenu: “The Lord our Righteousness.” Portrays the Lord as the means of our
righteousness (Jer. 23:6).
Yahweh Shammah: “The Lord is there.” Portrays the Lord’s personal presence in the
millennial kingdom (Ezek. 48:35).
Yahweh Elohim Israel: “The Lord, the God of Israel.” Identifies Yahweh as the God of Israel
in contrast to the false gods of the nations (Jud. 5:3.; Isa. 17:6).

(3) Adonai: Like Elohim, this too is a plural of majesty. The singular form means “master,
owner.” Stresses man’s relationship to God as his master, authority, and provider (Gen. 18:2; 40:1; 1
Sam. 1:15; Ex. 21:1-6; Josh. 5:14).
(4) Theos: Greek word translated “God.” Primary name for God used in the New Testament.
Its use teaches:
(1) He is the only true God (Matt. 23:9; Rom. 3:30);
(2) He is unique (1 Tim. 1:17; John 17:3; Rev. 15:4; 16:7);
(3) He is transcendent (Acts 17:24; Heb. 3:4; Rev. 10:6);
(4) He is the Savior (John 3:16; 1 Tim. 1:1; 2:3; 4:10). This name is used of Christ as God in John 1:1,
18; 20:28; 1 John 5:20; Tit. 2:13; Rom. 9:5; Heb. 1:8; 2 Pet. 1:1.
(5) Kurios: Greek word translated “Lord.” Stresses authority and supremacy. While it can
mean sir (John 4:11), owner (Luke 19:33), master (Col. 3:22), or even refer to idols (1 Cor. 8:5) or
husbands (1 Pet. 3:6), it is used mostly as the equivalent of Yahweh of the Old Testament. It too is used
of Jesus Christ meaning (1) Rabbi or Sir (Matt. 8:6); (2) God or Deity (John 20:28; Acts 2:36; Rom.
10:9; Phil. 2:11).
(6) Despotes: Greek word translated “Master.” Carries the idea of ownership while kurios
stressed supreme authority (Luke 2:29; Acts 4:24; Rev. 6:10; 2 Pet. 2:1; Jude 4).
(7) Father:A distinctive New Testament revelation is that through faith in Christ, God becomes
our personal Father. Father is used of God in the Old Testament only 15 times while it is used of God
245 times in the New Testament. As a name of God, it stresses God’s loving care, provision,
discipline, and the way we are to address God in prayer (Matt. 7:11; Jam. 1:17; Heb. 12:5-11; John
15:16; 16:23; Eph. 2:18; 3:15; 1 Thess. 3:11).
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This is God
A diagram of the names of God in Athanasius Kircher's Oedipus Aegyptiacus (1652–54).
The style and form are typical of the mystical tradition, as early theologians began to fuse emerging
pre-Enlightenment concepts of classification and organization with religion and alchemy, to shape an
artful and perhaps more conceptual view of God.
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http://darrellcreswell.wordpress.com/2010/10/12/do-you-know-gods-name/

The Names of Jesus
http://howmanyarethere.net/how-many-names-of-jesus-are-there/
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ISLAMIC DEFINITION
In Arabic, the name Allah ("the God") is used, and because of the predominance of Islam among Arab
speakers, the name "Allah" has connotations with Islamic faith and culture. Muslims regard a
multitude of titular names for God. The 99 names of God mentioned in the hadith (sayings) of the
Prophet of Islam are considerably well known

http://www.islamic-invitation.com/images/book_covers/99_NAMES_en.jpg
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These are usually classified in three groups

99 Names of God in Islam
Classified in three groups: essence, attributes. relation
http://hojja-nusreddin.livejournal.com/2519840.html
In Modern Hinduism, Brahman is often considered a monistic deity. Brahman has no names. But each
sect has a large number of deities representing specific characteristics. The normal worship Bajans of
any Hindu sect include the "Namavali" - listing of names. Since it varies with sects and cults here is
one such example.
HINDU DEFINITIONS
108 names and titles from the Gaudiya Vaishnavism tradition
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Achala: Still Lord
Achyuta: Infallible Lord
Adbhutah: Wonderful God
Adidev: The Lord Of The Lords
Aditya: The Son Of Aditi
Ajanma: One Who Is Limitless And Endless
Ajaya: The Conqueror Of Life And Death
Akshara: Indestructible Lord

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
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Amrit: Heavenly nectar or elixir
Anandsagar: Compassionate Lord
Ananta: The Endless Lord
Anantajit: Ever Victorious Lord
Anaya: One Who Has No Leader
Aniruddha: One Who Cannot Be Obstructed
Aparajeet: The Lord Who Cannot Be Defeated
Avyukta: One Who Is As Clear As Crystal
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17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.

62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.

Nandgopala: The Son Of Nand
Narayana: The Refuge Of Everyone
Navaneethachora: makan (butter) chor
Niranjana: The Unblemished Lord
Nirguna: Without Any Properties
Padmahasta: One Who Has Hands Like Lotus
Padmanabha: The Lord Who Has A Lotus
Shaped Navel
69. Parabrahmana: The Supreme Absolute Truth
70. Paramatma: Lord Of All Beings
71. Parampurush: Supreme Personality
72. Parthasarthi: Charioteer Of Partha (Arjuna)
73. Prajapati: Lord Of All Creatures
74. Punyah: Supremely Pure
75. Purshottam: The Supreme Soul
76. Ravilochana: One Whose Eye Is The Sun
77. Sahasraakash: Thousand-Eyed Lord
78. Sahasrajit: One Who Vanquishes Thousands
79. Sakshi: All Witnessing Lord
80. Sanatana: The Eternal Lord
81. Sarvajana: Omniscient Lord
82. Sarvapalaka: Protector Of All
83. Sarveshwar: Lord Of All Gods
84. Satyavachana: One Who Speaks Only The
Truth
85. Satyavrata: The Truth Dedicated Lord
86. Shantah: Peaceful Lord
87. Shreshta: The Most Glorious Lord
88. Shrikanta: Beautiful Lord
89. Shyam: Dark-Complexioned Lord
90. Shyamsundara: Lord Of The Beautiful Evenings
91. Sumedha: Intelligent Lord
92. Suresham: Lord Of All Demi-Gods
93. Swargapati: Lord Of Heavens
94. Trivikrama: Conqueror Of All The Three
Worlds
95. Upendra: Brother Of Indra
96. Vaikunthanatha: Lord Of Vaikuntha, The
Heavenly Abode
97. Vardhamaanah: The Formless Lord
98. Vasudev: All Prevailing Lord
99. Vishnu: All Prevailing Lord
100. Vishwadakshinah: Skillful And Efficient Lord
101. Vishwakarma: Creator Of The Universe
102. Vishwamurti: Of The Form Of The Entire
Universe
103. Vishwarupa: One Who Displays The Universal
Form
104. Vishwatma: Soul Of The Universe
105. Vrishaparvaa: Lord Of Dharma
106. Yadavendra: King Of The Yadav Clan
107. Yogi: The Supreme Master
108. Yoginampati: Lord Of The Yogis

Balgopal: The Child Krishna, The All Attractive
Balkrishna- The Child Krishna
Chaturbhuj: Four-Armed Lord
Danavendra: Granter Of Boons
Dayalu: Repository Of Compassion
Dayanidhi: The Compassionate Lord
Devadidev: The God Of The Gods
Devakinandan: Son Of Mother Devaki
Devesh: Lord Of The Lords
Dharmadhyaksha: The Lord OF Dharma
Dravin: The one who has no Enemies
Dwarkapati: Lord Of Dwarka
Gopal: One Who Plays With The Cowherds,
The Gopas
Gopalpriya: Lover Of Cowherds
Govinda: One Who Pleases The Cows, The
Land And The Entire Nature
Gyaneshwar: The Lord Of Knowledge
Hari: The Lord Of Nature
Hiranyagarbha: The All Powerful Creator
Hrishikesh: The Lord Of All Senses
Jagadguru: Preceptor Of The Universe
Jagadisha: Protector Of All
Jagannath: Lord Of The Universe
Janardhana: One Who Bestows Boons On One
And All
Jayantah: Conqueror Of All Enemies
Jyotiraaditya: The Resplendence Of The Sun
Kamalnath: The Lord Of Goddess Lakshmi
Kamalnayan: The Lord With Lotus Shaped
Eyes
Kamsantak: Slayer Of Kamsa
Kanjalochana: The Lotus-Eyed God
Keshava: One Who Has Long, Black Matted
Locks
Krishna: Dark-Complexioned Lord
Lakshmikantam: The Lord Of Goddess
Lakshmi
Lokadhyaksha: Lord Of All The Three Lokas
(Worlds)
Madan: The Lord Of Love
Madhava: Knowledge Filled God
Madhusudan: Slayer Of Demon Madhu
Mahendra: Lord Of Indra
Manmohan: All Pleasing Lord
Manohar: Beautiful Lord
Mayur: The Lord Who Has A Peacock
Feathered-Crest
Mohan: All Attractive God
Murali: The Flute Playing Lord
Murlidhar: One Who Holds The Flute
Murlimanohar: The Flute Playing God
Nandakumara: Son of Nanda
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32 Names of Durga Ma
Durga Dvatrinsh Naammala
Name

Meaning

1.

Durgā

The Reliever of Difficulties

2.

Durgātirśaminī

Who puts difficulties at peace

3.

Durgāpadvinivāriṇī

Dispeller of difficult adversities

4.

Durgamacchedinī,

Who cuts down difficulty

5.

Durgasādhinī

The performer of Discipline to expel difficulties

6.

Durganāśinī

The Destroyer of Difficulty

7.

Durgatoddhāriṇī

Who holds the whip of difficulties

8.

Durgenihantrī,

Who sends difficulties to Ruin

9.

Durgamāpahā

Who measures difficulties

10.

Durgamajñānadā

Who makes difficulties unconscious

11.

Durgadaityalokadavānalā

Who destroys the world of difficult thoughts

12.

Durgamā

The mother of difficulties

13.

Durgamālokā

The perception of difficulties

14.

Durgamātmasvarūpiṇī

The Intrinsic Nature of the soul of difficulties

15.

Durgamārgapradā

Who searches through the difficulties

16.

Durgamavidyā

The knowledge of difficulties

17.

Durgamāśritā

The Extrication from difficulties

18.

Durgamajñānasaḿsthānā

The continued existence of difficulties

19.

Durgamadhyānabhāsinī

Whose meditation remains brilliant when in difficulties

20.

Durgamohā

Who deludes difficulties

21.

Durgamagā

Who resolves difficulties

22.

Durgamārthasvarūpiṇī

Who is the intrinsic nature of the object of difficulties

23.

Durgamāsurasanhantrī

The annihilator of the egotism of difficulties

24.

Durgamāyudhadhāriṇī

Bearer of the weapon against difficulties

25.

Durgamāńgī

The refinery of difficulties

26.

Durgamatā

Who is beyond difficulties

27.

Durgamyā

This present difficulty

28.

Durgameśvarī

The empress of difficulties

29.

Durgabhīmā

Who is terrible to difficulties

30.

Durgabhāmā

The lady to difficulties

31.

Durgabhā

The illuminator of difficulties

32.

Durgadāriṇī

Who cuts off difficulties

Other religions like Bahai and Sikhism, and Zoroastrianism has similar lists.
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GOD AND NATURE AS SEEN BY DIFFERENT GROUPS
Etymology and Usage of the Word God
The earliest written form of the Germanic word God (always, in this usage, capitalized) comes from
the 6th century Christian Codex Argenteus.

The English word itself is derived from the Proto-Germanic* ǥuđan.
Proto-Indo-European form * ǵhu-tó-m was based on the root * ǵhau(ə)-, which meant either "to call"
or "to invoke".
The Germanic words for God were originally neuter—applying to both genders—but during the
process of the Christianization of the Germanic peoples from their indigenous Germanic paganism, the
word became a masculine syntactic form
There is no clear consensus on the nature of God.
The Abrahamic conceptions of God include the monotheistic definition of God in Judaism and Islam
and the trinitarian view of Christians. The Eastern religions differ in their view of the divine:
The concept of God in Hinduism vary. Vedic religion had no concept of an ulitimate Godhead. They
worshipped gods who had greater power than man in order to gain benefits. However they themselves
were subject to decay and death as all the rest of the cosmos. They existed just as humans existed on
earth except they are in different dimensions some of which are shared by humans.
There were also atheistic religions. Early Buddhism and Jainism were atheistic religion who
considered any such musings as waste of time. Higher dimensional beings were recognized by
Buddha. In a sense Buddhism and Jainism were early scientific attempt to find the laws of nature.
Later after the coming of the Christians the concept of God varied from monotheistic to polytheistic to
atheistic. Conceptions of God in the latter developments of the Mahayana tradition included divine
beings which are akin to Christian monism and angelic beings.

Monotheism
Monotheists hold that there is only one god, and may claim that the one true god is worshiped in
different religions under different names. The view that all theists actually worship the same god,
whether they know it or not, is especially emphasized in Hinduism and Sikhism.
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Islam's most fundamental concept is tawhīd (meaning "oneness" or "uniqueness"). God is described in
the Qur'an as:

"Say:
He is God, the One and Only;
God, the Eternal, Absolute;
He begetteth not, nor is He begotten;
And there is none like unto Him."
Qur'an, Sura 112 (Al-Ikhlas), ayat 1-4
Muslims repudiate the Christian doctrine of the Trinity and divinity of Jesus, comparing it to
polytheism. In Islam, God is beyond all comprehension or equal and does not resemble any of his
creations in any way. Thus, Muslims are not iconodules, and are forbidden to visualize God. The only
permitted visualization is through the word.
According to Vincent J. Cornall, the Qur'an also provides a monist image of God by describing the
reality as a unified whole, with God being a single concept that would describe or ascribe all existing
things:"He is the First and the Last, the Evident and the Immanent: and He has full knowledge of all
things."(Sura 57:3)" However some Muslims object to this interpretations as it lead to a blurring the
distinction between the creator and the creature. In Islam the created is totally outside of the creator
and shares none of his essence or attributes. The Qu'ran asserts the existence of a single and absolute
truth that transcends the world; a unique, independent and indivisible being, who is independent of the
entire creation.
Indivisibility of God's sovereignty - internal conflict of interest.
The Qur'an argues that there can be no multiple sources of divine sovereignty since as opposed
to the Trinity concept of Christianity.
The reason for this single monadic argument is "behold, each god would have taken away what [each]
had created, And some would have Lorded it over others!" It evidently assumes a fallen nature not
only to the creation but also for God. Thus only a monarchic absolute dictatorial God is necessary to
avoid the schism. Even if there are a galaxy of gods, it would then eventually arrive at this situation as
has happened over and over again in human history. It happens even today in the Islamic world order.
The Qur'an in verse 21:22 states: "If there were numerous gods instead of one, [the heavens and the
earth] would be in a sorry state".
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Later Muslim theologians elaborated on this verse saying that the existence of at least two gods would
inevitably arise between them, at one time or another, a conflict of wills. Since two contrary wills
could not possibly be realized at the same time, one of them must admit himself powerless in that
particular instance. On the other hand, a powerless being can not by definition be a god. Therefore the
possibility of having more than one god is ruled out.

Henotheism
Henotheism is the belief and worship of a single god while accepting the existence or possible
existence of other deities.

Theism
Theism generally holds that God exists realistically, objectively, and independently of human thought;
that God created and sustains everything; that God is omnipotent and eternal; personal and interacting
with the universe through for example religious experience and the prayers of humans. It holds that
God is both transcendent and immanent; thus, God is simultaneously infinite and in some way present
in the affairs of the world. Not all theists subscribe to all the above propositions, but usually a fair
number of them, c.f., family resemblance. Catholic theology holds that God is infinitely simple and is
not involuntarily subject to time. Most theists hold that God is omnipotent, omniscient, and benevolent,
although this belief raises questions about God's responsibility for evil and suffering in the world.
Some theists ascribe to God a self-conscious or purposeful limiting of omnipotence, omniscience, or
benevolence. Open Theism, by contrast, asserts that, due to the nature of time, God's omniscience does
not mean the deity can predict the future. "Theism" is sometimes used to refer in general to any belief
in a god or gods, i.e., monotheism or polytheism.
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Deism

God who abandoned his Creation
"God Exists, and there it lies". Thomas Paine
Deism holds that God is wholly transcendent: God exists, but does not intervene in the world beyond
what was necessary to create it. In this view, God is not anthropomorphic, and does not literally
answer prayers or cause miracles to occur. Common in Deism is a belief that God has no interest in
humanity and may not even be aware of humanity. Pandeism and Panendeism, respectively, combine
Deism with the Pantheistic or Panentheistic beliefs discussed below.

Pantheism holds that God is the universe and the universe is God. Webster defines a pantheist as "one
who equates God with the forces and laws of the universe." Pantheists believe that the universe itself is
divine and do not believe in personal or creator gods.
Levine, Michael, "Pantheism", The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Summer 2012 Edition),
Edward N. Zalta (ed.), URL = <http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/sum2012/entries/pantheism/>. gives
the following definitions and explananation:
"Broadly defined it is the view that
(1) “God is everything and everything is God … the world is either identical with God or in some way
a self-expression of his nature” (Owen 1971: 74).
Similarly, it is the view that
5
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(2) everything that exists constitutes a “unity” and this all-inclusive unity is in some sense divine
(MacIntyre 1967: 34).
A slightly more specific definition is given by Owen (1971: 65) who says
(3) “‘Pantheism’ … signifies the belief that every existing entity is, only one Being; and that all other
forms of reality are either modes (or appearances) of it or identical with it.”
Some pantheistic philosophers include, Spinoza, some of the Presocratics; Plato; Lao Tzu; Plotinus;
Schelling; Hegel; Bruno, Eriugena and Tillich, and also Emerson, Walt Whitman, D.H. Lawrence,
and Robinson Jeffers. Beethoven (Crabbe 1982) and Martha Graham (Kisselgoff 1987) It is also the
view of the Liberal Catholic Church, Theosophy, some views of Hinduism except Vaishnavism (which
believes in panentheism), Sikhism, some divisions of Neopaganism and Taoism, along with many
varying denominations and individuals within denominations. Kabbalah, Jewish mysticism, paints a
pantheistic/panentheistic view of God — which has wide acceptance in Hasidic Judaism, particularly
from their founder The Baal Shem Tov — but only as an addition to the Jewish view of a personal god,
not in the original pantheistic sense that denies or limits persona to God.
Panpsychism: Nature as a whole is imbued with a consciousness.
Theomonistic Pantheism: Only God exists and the independent existence of nature is denied - also
referred to as acosmism (a-cos-mism, or "no-world")
Physiomonistic Pantheism: Only nature or the universe exist, but they are referred to with the term
"God" - thus, God is denied having independent existence.

Panentheism
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Panentheism holds that God contains, but is not identical to, the Universe; the distinctions between the
two are subtle. Pan-en-theos means "all-in-God,". God is the universe but is also greater than the
universe. Often panentheists also believe that this God has a mind, created the universe, and cares
about each of us personally.

Dystheism
Dystheism, which is related to theodicy is a form of theism which holds that God is either not wholly
good or is fully malevolent as a consequence of the problem of evil. One such example comes from
Dostoevsky's The Brothers Karamazov, in which Ivan Karamazov rejects God on the grounds that he
allows children to suffer. Another example would be Theistic Satanism.

Nontheism
Nontheism holds that the universe can be explained without any reference to the supernatural, or to a
supernatural being. Some non-theists avoid the concept of God, whilst accepting that it is significant to
many; other non-theists understand God as a symbol of human values and aspirations. Others such as
Richard Dawkins see the idea of God as entirely pernicious.
In modern times, some more abstract concepts have been developed, such as process theology and
open theism. The contemporaneous French philosopher Michel Henry has however proposed a
phenomenological approach and definition of God as phenomenological essence of Life.
God has also been conceived as being incorporeal (immaterial), a personal being, the source of all
moral obligation, and the "greatest conceivable existent". These attributes were all supported to
varying degrees by the early Jewish, Christian and Muslim theologian philosophers, including
Maimonides, Augustine of Hippo,and Al-Ghazali, respectively.
Renowned physicist Stephen Hawking and co-author Leonard Mlodinow state in their book, The
Grand Design, that it is reasonable to ask who or what created the universe, but if the answer is God,
then the question has merely been deflected to that of who created God. In this view it is accepted that
some entity exists that needs no creator, and that entity is called God. This is known as the first-cause
argument for the existence of God. Both authors claim however, that it is possible to answer these
questions purely within the realm of science, and without invoking any divine beings.
There are many philosophical issues concerning the existence of God. Some definitions of God are
sometimes nonspecific, while other definitions can be self-contradictory. Arguments for the existence
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of God typically include metaphysical, empirical, inductive, and subjective types, while others revolve
around perceived holes in evolutionary theory and order and complexity in the world.
Arguments against the existence of God typically include empirical, deductive, and inductive types.
Conclusions reached include: the view that "God does not exist" (strong atheism); the view that "God
almost certainly does not exist"(de facto atheism ); the view that "no one knows whether God exists"
(agnosticism ) the view that "God exists, but this cannot be proven or disproven" (weak theism); and
the view that "God exists and this can be proven" (strong theism). There are numerous variations on
these positions.

Anthropomorphism

Pascal Boyer argues that while there is a wide array of supernatural concepts found around the world,
in general, supernatural beings tend to behave much like people. The construction of gods and spirits
like persons is one of the best known traits of religion. He cites examples from Greek mythology,
which is, in his opinion, more like a modern soap opera than other religious systems.
Bertrand du Castel and Timothy Jurgensen demonstrate through formalization that Boyer's explanatory
model matches physics' epistemology in positing not directly observable entities as intermediaries.
Anthropologist Stewart Guthrie contends that people project human features onto non-human aspects
of the world because it makes those aspects more familiar.

Sigmund Freud (1856–1939) also suggested that god concepts are projections of one's father.
"The idea of God was not a lie but a device of the unconscious which needed to be decoded by
psychology. A personal god was nothing more than an exalted father-figure: desire for such a deity
sprang from infantile yearnings for a powerful, protective father, for justice and fairness and for life to
go on forever. God is simply a projection of these desires, feared and worshipped by human beings out
of an abiding sense of helplessness. Religion belonged to the infancy of the human race; it had been a
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necessary stage in the transition from childhood to maturity. It had promoted ethical values which were
essential to society. Now that humanity had come of age, however, it should be left behind.”
Likewise, Émile Durkheim was one of the earliest to suggest that gods represent an extension of
human social life to include supernatural beings. In line with this reasoning, psychologist Matt
Rossano contends that when humans began living in larger groups, they may have created gods as a
means of enforcing morality. In small groups, morality can be enforced by social forces such as gossip
or reputation. However, it is much harder to enforce morality using social forces in much larger
groups. Rossano indicates that by including ever-watchful gods and spirits, humans discovered an
effective strategy for restraining selfishness and building more cooperative groups.
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FOUR
INDESCRIBABLE, UNKNOWABLE,
NEGATIVE EXISTENCE

The Three Veils of Negative Existence
000. Ain (Nothing; )אין
00. Ain Soph (Limitlessness;) אין סוף
0. Ain Soph Aur (Limitless Light; )אין סוף אוֹר

Name—English
Transliteration

Name—Hebrew

Meaning—English

Ain—the Negative

Nothing

Ain Soph

Limitless

Ain Soph Aur

The Limitless Light
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When we imagine God before creation, evidently there was nothing else other than God. So
there was nothing to relate to and nothing by means of which we could define God. Hence in
almost all philosophical systems, these define only out ignorance. In Hebrew mysticism three
levels of such existence are thought of. The first of these is Ain
Ain עין

Ain is the highest and first of the veils. It is literally translated as 'nothing', or simply 'no'; it is absolute
emptiness, the opposite of existence, complete absence. God the Transcendent is called in
Kabbalah Ain. Ain means No-Thing.
God, as the entity which is "truly One" ()האחד האמת, must be free of properties and is thus unlike
anything else indescribable.
We can say that the Ain is the causa causorum[Gnostic term: Causa Causarum - Latin for “Cause of
causes.”] of everything that is or will be. It is the uncreated Light, the one that was not created by any
entity or Gods. The Ain is the absolute, above all things, all laws and it summarizes the perfect
everything because everything is potentially in Ain.
++++++++

Moses ben Maimon ("Maimonides") (1135-1204)
In his commentary on the Mishnah (tractate Sanhedrin, chapter 10), Maimonides formulates his "13
principles of faith". They summarized what he viewed as the required beliefs of Judaism:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The existence of God
God's unity
God's spirituality and incorporeality
God's eternity
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5.
God alone should be the object of worship
6.
Revelation through God's prophets
7.
The preeminence of Moses among the prophets
8.
God's law given on Mount Sinai
9.
The immutability of the Torah as God's Law
10.
God's foreknowledge of human actions
11.
Reward of good and retribution of evil
12.
The coming of the Jewish Messiah
13.
The resurrection of the dead
Maimonides compiled the principles from various Talmudic sources.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
"God's existence is absolute and it includes no composition and we comprehend only the fact that He
exists, not His essence. Consequently it is a false assumption to hold that He has any positive
attribute... still less has He accidents ()מקרה, which could be described by an attribute. Hence it is clear
that He has no positive attribute whatever. The negative attributes are necessary to direct the mind to
the truths which we must believe... When we say of this being, that it exists, we mean that its nonexistence is impossible; it is living — it is not dead; ...it is the first — its existence is not due to any
cause; it has power, wisdom, and will — it is not feeble or ignorant; He is One — there are not more
Gods than one… Every attribute predicated of God denotes either the quality of an action, or, when the
attribute is intended to convey some idea of the Divine Being itself — and not of His actions — the
negation of the opposite." (The Guide for the Perplexed, 1:58)
Maimonides was perhaps the first Jewish Thinker to explicitly articulate this doctrine of "negative
theology", which says there are no words to describe what God is, and we can only describe what "God
is not". Ain literally means "absence" ,"not so" in Hebrew. It is a negation existence
In Sankara's Advaita, neti neti is a Sanskrit expression which means "not this, not this", or "neither
this, nor that" (neti is sandhi from na iti "not so"). It is found in the Upanishads and the Avadhuta
Gita and constitutes an analytical meditation helping a person to understand the nature of Brahman by
first understanding what is not Brahman. All we can say, in effect, is that "It isn't this, but also, it isn't
that either". In the end, we must transcend words to understand the nature of the Ultimate Reality
beyond human realm and understanding..
तवमयादवा येन वामा ह तपादतः ।
नेत नेत ु तूय
 ादनत
ृ ं पाचभौतकम ् ।। २५।।
tattvamasyādivākyena svātmā hi pratipāditaḥ /
neti neti śrutirbrūyādanṛtaṁ pāñcabhautikam //25//
By such sentences as "That thou art," our own Self is affirmed.
Of that which is untrue and composed of the five elements - the Sruti (scripture) says, "Not this, not
this."
Avadhuta Gita 1.25 on Wikisource
Ain is beyond Existence, separate from any-thing. Ain is Absolute Nothing.
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Ain is not above nor below. Neither is Ain still or in motion. There is nowhere where Ain is, for Ain is
not.
Ain is soundless, but neither is it silence. Nor is Ain a void- and yet out of zero of Ain's no-thingness
comes the one of Ein Sof.
"He who brings forth Being from Nought is thereby lacking nothing, for the Being is in the
Nought after the manner of the Nought, and the Nought is in the Being after the manner
[according to the modality] of the Being. And the author of the Book of Yetzirah said: He
made his Nought into his Being, and did not say: He made the Being from the Nought. This
teaches us that the Nought is the Being and Being is the Nought."
Zohar III 225a, Raya Mehemma; I. Tishby, Wisdom of The Zohar , Vol. I
In the Eighth century Sankara's Advaita Philosophy this is the Nirguna Brahman - God of no properties
"It is not coarse, not fine, not short, not long, not glowing (like fire), not adhesive (like water), without
shadow and without darkness, without air and without space, without stickiness, odorless, tasteless,
without eye, without ear, without voice, without wind, without energy, without breath, without mouth,
without measure, without inside and without outside.
Verily, at the command of that Imperishable the sun and the moon stand apart."
Brihad-Âranyaka Upanishad, 8th Brâhmana, 7 - 9 (translated by R.E.Hume, 1877)
Such a nothing has no purpose, no personality nor can we say it exist. Such a Nirguna Brahman do not
and cannot create. However since there is a comprehensive fullness of properties potentially exist in
the Nirguna Brahman, there arose the next veil. How did it happen? We are still in the darkness. But
since things exist. It assures that it did happen.
Again it alone describes the Ultimate Brahman
"Yeah,
It’s ……….Neti (नेत)…Neti(नेत)

न+ इत! (na iti)
It is not this...no it’s something beyond this....
It’s really not this...
The Tattva the Brahman which I am searching is not this...
No! All this knowlege is not enough to describe The Brahaman or The Parmeshwar.
No! No....I am not satisfied its’ not this..neti neti...
When we start ‘Feeling’ this, not ‘Understanding’ this we result to feel ...again, ‘Neti’ ‘Neti’.....
And yes....Here it is....
All the definitions, books, concepts, words, languagaes, opinions, the spiritual paths, the illusions, the
confusions, the questions and the answers, the thoughts, the satisfactions and even the feeling of
uncompletenees...
Everything just ends, it’s not this....neti neti!
Then what is IT?
Neti Neti........." http://narayankripa.blogspot.com/2012/01/neti-neti.html
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In the Jewish Christian mysticism also the same is applicable when describing the ultimate Being.

http://erikmccrea.tripod.com/zilchstadt.html
Ain Sof עין סוף
Ein-Sof, the Infinite God, has no static, definable form. Instead, the Kabbalists conceive God, the
world and humanity as evolving together through, and thus embodying, a number of distinct stages and
aspects, with later stages opposing, but at the same time encompassing, earlier ones. The Kabbalist¹s
God is both perfectly simple and infinitely complex, nothing and everything, hidden and revealed,
reality and illusion, creator of man and created by man,. As Ein-Sof evolves it is progressively
revealed as "nothing whatsoever" (Ayin), the totality of being, the Infinite Will (Ratzon) , Thought and
Wisdom, the embodiment of all value and significance (the Sefirot), the wedding of male and female,
and ultimately the union of all contradictions. Ein-Sof is both the totality of this dialectic and each of
the points along the way. Ein-Sof must be constantly redefined, as by its very nature, it is in a constant
process of self-creation and redefinition. This self-creation is actually embodied and perfected in the
creativity of humanity, who through practical, ethical, intellectual and spiritual activities, strives to
redeem and perfect a chaotic, contradictory and imperfect world.
The Kabbalists used a variety of negative epistemological terms to make reference to the hidden God;
•
•
•

"the concealment of secrecy",
"the concealed light",
"that which thought cannot contain" etc. (Gershom Scholem, Kabbalah, p. 88) each of which
signifies that this God is somehow beyond human knowledge and comprehension.

However, there are other terms, e.g., "
•
•
•
•
•
•

Root of all roots",
"Indifferent Unity",
"Great Reality," (Scholem. Major Trends, p. 12)
"Creator,"
"Cause of Causes" and
"Prime Mover" (as well as the term, Ein-Sof, "without end") which signify that God is the
origin of the world, the reality of the world, or the totality of all things.
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Yet in spite of the positive connotations, even those Kabbalists who utilized such terms held that they
referred to a God who is completely unknowable and concealed. Of this God, the proto-Kabbalistic
work,Sefer Yetzirah had earlier said "restrain your mouth from speaking and your heart from thinking,
and if your heart runs let it return to its place" (Sefer Yetzirah. I. 8, as translated in Tishby, The
Wisdom of the Zohar. Vol , 1 p 234).
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Nasadiya:
The Creation Hymn of Rig Veda
Translation: Wendy Dongier O'Flaherty
HYMN CXXIX.
Creation
There was neither non-existence nor existence then.
There was neither the realm of space nor the sky which is beyond.
What stirred?
Where?
In whose protection?
Was there water, bottomlessly deep?
There was neither death nor immortality then.
There was no distinguishing sign of night nor of day.
That One breathed, windless, by its own impulse.
Other than that there was nothing beyond.
Darkness was hidden by darkness in the beginning,
with no distinguishing sign, all this was water.
The life force that was covered with emptiness,
that One arose through the power of heat.
Desire came upon that One in the beginning,
that was the first seed of mind.
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Poets seeking in their heart with wisdom
found the bond of existence and non-existence.
Their cord was extended across.
Was there below?
Was there above?
There were seed-placers, there were powers.
There was impulse beneath, there was giving forth above.
Who really knows?
Who will here proclaim it?
Whence was it produced?
Whence is this creation?
The gods came afterwards, with the creation of this universe.
Who then knows whence it has arisen?
Whence this creation has arisen
- perhaps it formed itself, or perhaps it did not the One who looks down on it,
in the highest heaven, only He knows
or perhaps even He does not know.
Translation by Wendy Doniger O'Flaherty. From the Book "The Rig Veda - Anthology"
This points to the existence of a unique Creator who exists before the gods & creation
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
++++++++++++++

Sanford Drob's Symbols of the Kabbalah and Kabbalistic Metaphors .
As explained in Symbols of the Kabbalah, Chapter Two, Ein-sof provides a rational/spiritual answer to
the questions "Why is there anything at all?" and "What is the meaning of human life?" Ein-sof begets
a world so that He, as the source of all meaning and value, can come to know Himself, and in order for
His values, which in Him exist only in the abstract, can become fully actualized in humanity. Ein-sof
is both the fullness of being and absolute nothingness, but is not complete in its essence until He
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is made real through the spiritualizing and redemptive activity of mankind. Ein-sof is mirrored in
the heart and soul of man, but, more importantly, He is actualized in man's deeds.
Ein-sof is discussed in detail throughout Symbols of the Kabbalah, but in particular in Chapter 2, pp.
60-119). Ein-sof is discussed in relation to Brahman in Hinduism, the Pleroma in Gnosticism, the One
and the Good in Plato and Plotinus, the Absolute in Hegel, and the unconscious in Freud and Jung, in
Kabbalistic Metaphors. Daniel Matt has written a scientifically oriented introduction to Ein-sof
appears in Tikkun Magazine and is excerpted from his book God and the Big Bang.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Ein Sof (or Ayn Sof) (Hebrew )אין סוף, in Kabbalah, is understood as God prior to His selfmanifestation
Ein Sof (or Ayn Sof) (Hebrew )אין סוף, in Kabbalah, is understood as God prior to His selfmanifestation in the production of any spiritual Realm. Ein Sof may be translated as "no end",
"unending", "there is no end", or infinite, "the Endless One" (she-en lo tiklah).
Ein Sof is the divine origin of all created existence, in contrast to the Ein (or Ayn), which is infinite
no-thingness.
It was first used by Azriel ben Menahem, who, sharing the Neoplatonic view that God can have no
desire, thought, word, or action, emphasized by it the negation of any attribute. Of the Ein Sof,
nothing ("Ein") can be grasped ("Sof"-limitation).
It is the origin of the Ohr Ein Sof, the "Infinite Light" of paradoxical divine self-knowledge,
nullified within the Ein Sof prior to Creation.
In Lurianic Kabbalah, the first act of Creation, the Tzimtzum self "withdrawal" of God to create an
"empty space", takes place from there. In Hasidism, the Tzimtzum is only illusionary concealment
of the Ohr Ein Sof, giving rise to Monistic Panentheism.
In other words, "Ein Sof" signifies "the nameless being." In another passage the Zohar reduces the
term to "Ein" (non-existent), because God so transcends human understanding as to be practically nonexistent.
Judah Ḥayyaṭ, in his commentary Minḥat Yehudah on the Ma'areket Elahut, gives the following
explanation of the term "Ein Sof":
" Any name of God which is found in the Bible can not be applied to the Deity prior to His selfmanifestation in the Creation, because the letters of those names were produced only after the
emanation. . . . Moreover, a name implies a limitation in its bearer; and this is impossible in
connection with the 'En Sof.'"
Before He gave any shape to the world, before He produced any form, He was alone, without form and
without resemblance to anything else. Who then can comprehend how He was before the Creation?
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Hence it is forbidden to lend Him any form or similitude, or even to call Him by His sacred name, or to
indicate Him by a single letter or a single point. . . . But after He created the form of the Heavenly
Man, He used him as a chariot wherein to descend, and He wishes to be called after His form, which is
the sacred name 'YHWH'.
Ain Sof Awr עין סוף אור
Ain Soph Aur is the lower veil, situated closest to the Tree of Life, and it proceeds from Ain Soph as a
necessity. It means 'limitless or eternal light'. Without any limitations, all things happen by virtue of
the fact that there is no reason why they shouldn't.
Ohr ("Light" Hebrew:  )אורis a central Kabbalistic term in the Jewish mystical tradition. The analogy
of physical light is used as a way of describing metaphysical Divine emanations. The metaphorical
description of spiritual Divine creative-flow, using the term for physical "light" perceived with the eye,
arises from analogous similarities. These include the intangible physicality of light, the delight it
inspires and the illumination it gives, its apparently immediate transmission and constant connection
with its source. Light can be veiled ("Tzimtzum"-constrictions in Kabbalah) and reflected ("an
ascending light from the Creations" in Kabbalah). White light divides into 7 colours, yet this plurality
unites from one source. Divine light divides into the 7 emotional Sephirot, but there is no plurality in
the Divine essence.
There are a number of ways to look at these negative realms. One such representation if symbol of egg.

0. Ain, nothing, is the shell.
00. Ain Soph, limitless, is the albumen, or the white of the egg.
000. Ain Soph Aur, limitless light, is the yellow yoke.
From the yoke, emerge the universe, life, and all possibility.
One of the technical terms Hartshorne used is pan-en-theism, originally coined by Karl Christian
Friedrich Krause in 1828. Panentheism (all is in God) must be differentiated from Classical
pantheism (all is God). In Hartshorne's theology God is not identical with the world, but God is also
not completely independent from the world. God has his self-identity that transcends the earth, but the
world is also contained within God. A rough analogy is the relationship between a mother and a fetus.
The mother has her own identity and is different from the unborn, yet is intimately connected to the
unborn. The unborn is within the womb and attached to the mother via the umbilical cord.
The other way to visualize these realms is entirely abstract:
0. Imagine Ain, nothing: complete nothingness. No black, no space, no anything at all. Nothing.
00. Out of nothing emerges Ain Soph, no limit: empty, dark, endless space.
000. Only in this environment is it possible to cradle Ain Soph Aur, limitless light. The eternal space,
or this eternal moment can now be flooded with light.
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Ein Sof in Hebrew means Endless. As the one to the zero of Ain, Ein Sof is the Absolute All to Ain's
Absolute Nothing. Ain Sof Aur fills all in all and the source of all creation.
So far we have the picture of God who has no properties who cannot be called a Person since he did
not exist as Person. Personality is only expressed in terms of relationships. Once the Trinity of Ein,
Ein Sof and Ein Sof Auur is formed God became a family. These were referred to in Jewish literature
as Elohim in plural form of Eloah or as plural derivative of El.
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FIVE
CREATION OF UNIVERSE

Tzumzum
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http://www.hebrew4christians.com/Articles/kabbalah/Ein_Sof/ein_sof.html
Ein Sof ()אין סוף, which is understood as the Deity prior to His self-manifestation in the creation of the
spiritual and physical realms, single Infinite unity beyond any description or limitation. From the
perspective of the emanated created realms, Creation takes place "Yesh me-Ayin" when "Something
from Nothing" happened. From the Divine perspective, Creation takes place "Ayin me-Yesh"
("Nothing from Something"), as only God has absolute existence; Creation is dependent on the
continuous flow of Divine life force, without which it would revert to nothingness. Since the 13th
century, Ayin has been one of the most important words used in kabbalistic texts.
If all was filled with God or If all there was was God, where could God create?

Thus in order to create, God will have to create a vacuum within himself. The place that was vacated
was finite in that it was limited in relation to the Absolute All that held it. This act of contraction,
or Tzimtzum, produced a void. However since there is no space outside of God, even when God
contracted to a limit, the space is still filled with God himself - in a limited way. Which would mean
God was immanent even in these void and hence in the subsequent creation. So we could say God is
immanent in the space though he transcends it.

Into this Nothingness created by contraction creation can now take place. Although it is a vacuum,
Positive Existence may come into being within it. The Ohr Ein Sof , God's emanation began to fill the
space created by the Tzimtzum.
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Here's how Isaac Ben Solomon Luria(the Ari :the holy lion; Ari represents the initials of
“Ashkenazi Rabbi Isaac” ) (1534-1572) describes the doctrine of tzimtzum:
"Prior to Creation, there was only the infinite Or Ein Sof filling all existence. When it arose in G-d's
Will to create worlds and emanate the emanated...He contracted (in Hebrew "tzimtzum") Himself in
the point at the center, in the very center of His light. He restricted that light, distancing it to the sides
surrounding the central point, so that there remained a void, a hollow empty space, away from the
central point... After this tzimtzum... He drew down from the Or Ein Sof a single straight line [of light]
from His light surrounding [the void] from above to below [into the void], and it chained down
descending into that void.... In the space of that void He emanated, created, formed and made all the
worlds." - Isaac Luria, Etz Chaim
In bringing about the creation as a work outside of Himself, the Eyn Sof, willfully set aside His
limitlessness and adopted a path of limited action. This is called the Tzimztum ("contraction") of Eyn
Sof. God has to sacrifice himself to produce the creation. Apart from that he created Free Will beings
to populate this world. It means that God gave up his omni properties (Omniscience, Omnipotent,
Omnipresent) that the creation may have liberty to grow, evolve and be sons of God rather than
machines. This was the greatest of all sacrifices.
This way we can think of the universe with all the sentient and matter and energy as the body of God.
,They are not outside of God but as a part of the body and is expected the function as a body.
In the Chabad view, the function of the Tzimtzum was "to conceal from created beings the activating
force within them, enabling them to exist as tangible entities, instead of being utterly nullified within
their source". The tzimtzum produced the required "vacated space" (chalal panuiחלל פנוי, chalal )חלל,
devoid of direct awareness of God's presence. The finite Godly light that is immanent within the
universe, constantly creating and vivifying it, is only a "faint glimmer of a glimmer of a glimmer"
(Tanya, Iggeret HaKodesh) of God's infinite, transcendent light that has been completely concealed by
tzimtzum. (Dovber Schneuri, Ner Mitzva Vetorah Or, Kehot Publication Society). To interpret
Tzimtzum realistically, God’s omnipresence did not undergo any change before or after Creation.
But God concealed his presence so that the creation could have independence. It became necessary for
the sake of the act of Creation itself, in order to bestow free will to man, and the fulfillment of God's
ultimate will in Creation, to "reveal Himself below." If Sons of God are to be Sons with total freedom
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equivalent to God himself, God cannot impose his very presence unless sought after. He remains silent
unless called.
Relatedly, olam—the Hebrew word for "world" or universe—is derived from the root word עלם
meaning "concealment". This physical universe conceals the spiritual nature of creation. The creation
has been put by the Absolute outside Itself, and for the appearance of this "outside" the Absolute had to
limit Itself, had to create borders for Its own borderless nature. This is transcendence of God.
A commonly held understanding in Kabbalah is that the concept of Tzimtzum contains a built-in
paradox, requiring that God be simultaneously transcendent and immanent. Transcendent means that
God is completely outside of and beyond the world, as contrasted with the notion that God is
manifested in the world. This meaning originates both in the Aristotelian view of God as the prime
mover, a non-material self-consciousness that is outside of the world. Philosophies of immanence such
as stoicism, Spinoza, Deleuze or pantheism maintain that God is manifested in and fully present in the
world and the things in the world.
•

On the one hand, if the "Infinite" did not restrict itself, then nothing could exist—everything
would be overwhelmed by God's totality. Thus existence requires God's transcendence, as
above.

•

On the other hand, God continuously maintains the existence of, and is thus not absent from,
the created universe. "The Divine life-force which brings all creatures into existence must
constantly be present within them... were this life-force to forsake any created being for even
one brief moment, it would revert to a state of utter nothingness, as before the creation...".
This understanding is supported by various biblical teachings:
"You have made the heaven... the earth and all that is on it... and You give life to them all"
(Nehemiah 9:6);
"All the earth is filled with God's Glory" (Numbers 14:21);
"God's Glory fills the world" (Isaiah 6:3).
Creation therefore requires God's immanence.

"Only in the future will it be possible to understand the Tzimtzum that brought the 'Empty Space' into
being, for we have to say of it two contradictory things... the Empty Space came about through the
Tzimtzum, where, as it were, He 'limited' His Godliness and contracted it from there, and it is as though
in that place there is no Godliness... the absolute truth is that Godliness must nevertheless be present
there, for certainly nothing can exist without His giving it life." (Rabbi Nachman of Breslav Likkutei
Moharan I, 64:1)
Within this void, God created worlds and all the hosts there of.
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http://home.fnal.gov/~carrigan/pillars/Big_bang.htm
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A Summary of Cosmic Evolution
Time (sec) Energy (GeV)
Period Emergent Interaction/Structure
I Unity
<10-43
>1019
II Gravity, Space, Time
10-43
1019
III Strong Force, Quarks, Leptons
10-35
1015
IV Weak Force, Electromagnetic Force 10-10
102
V Hadrons (Protons, Neutrons)
10-5
10-1
VI Nuclei (Hydrogen, Helium nuclei)
102
10-4
VII Atoms (Hydrogen, Helium atoms)
1012
10-9
VIII Galaxies, Stars, Heavy Elements
1016
10-11
IX Chemistry, Elementary Life
1017
10-12
X Self-Consciousness
1018
10-12

Dont forget that the Scientific Big Bang is only talking about the creation of the visible material
universe, while we are talking about the entire universe whose domain goes into dimensions
that are beyond the space time.
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When Kabbalah refers to worlds or planes of existence with several dimensions just as the
material world involves 11 dimension. These planes are considered to be successive links from
the Infinite Divine essence (Ein Sof) with the physical realm of existence. The names of these
levels follow the prophecy of Isaiah.
Isa 43:7
every one that is called by my name,
and
whom I have created for my glory;
I have formed him;
yea, I have made him.
This defines the essence of the four levels: divine, creation, formation and completion.
This defines four levels of essence with the four letters of the Tetragrammaton YHVH

The personal Name of Adonai, the transcendent Source and Ground of all being whatsoever.
This Name appears 6,800+ times in the Tanakh. The Jewish sages note that the four letters of
the Name are used to form the phrase

אֶ הְ י ֶה אֲ ׁשֶ ר אֶ הְ י ֶה
hayah hoveh yi'yeh,
"He was, He is, He will be."
The Four Worlds and the Process of Creation
Moses Maimonides (1137 – 1204), summarised the Divine relation to Creation:
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“The foundation of all foundations, and the pillar of all wisdom is to know that there is God
who brought into being all existence. All the beings of the heavens, and the earth, and what is
between them came into existence only from the truth of God's being”
In Orthodox theology, a distinction is made between the "essence" and "energies" of God. The
creation cannot share the essence of God, but they do share the divine uncreated energies. It is
the vibration of the uncreated energies (The Word of God) which creates in the vacuum created
by the self sacrifice of God. The divine energies are "within everything and outside
everything." All creation is the manifestation of God's energies. "These divine rays penetrate
the whole created universe and are the cause of its existence." (Vladimir Lossky :Mystical
Theology of the Eastern Church). The uncreated Light and the knowledge of God in Orthodox
tradition "illuminates every man that cometh into this world."
In it God created four worlds filled with inumerable sons of God all bound together into one
unity as the body of God - within the Cosmic Christ - YHVH
In Christ were created all things in heaven and on earth everything visible and everything
invisible.... Before anything was created, he existed, and he holds all things in unity. —Col. 115-17
The four worlds referred to in Kaballah are:
1. Azilut (Emanation) - the eternal unchanging Divine world. This is not to be confused
with Ein, Ein Sof and Ein Sof Aur which are beyond description and comprehension.
Though Godhead may appear hear in knowable limited form (Manifest Form), created
beings here are the Sons of God who partake the divinity though not God.
2. Beriah (Creation) - considered "Heaven" proper, it is the first separation from the
Divine, and "location" of the Throne of God and archangels
3. Yezirah (Formation) - the abode of the "lower angels," men's souls and the Garden of
Eden
4. Asiyyah (Action) - the material universe in which we live with physical body.
Level

Characteristic

World

Host

Yud

Atzilut
Emanation

Chochma
Wisdom

Divine World

Sons of God
Divine

Beriah
Creation

Bina
Understanding

Spiritual World

Hei

Arch Angels
Spirit

Chessed/Yesod
Kindness/Foundation

Mental World

Vav

Yetzira
Formation

Angels
the Soul

Assiyah
Action

Malchut
Kingdom

Material Word

Hei

Body
Material based life

The name of God YHVH is used as memorization technique for these. The Knowable God, the
Saguna Brahman Trinity appears in the divine realm. It is this Father, Son and Holy Spirit that creates
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the lower dimensions. We can see the fine line of arguments that seperate the ultimate transcendant
essence of God and the knowable God who is active in the creation in love.

The Word became Flesh in the creation
Ein Sof Ohr - the Eternal Light produces the creation as Body where it is immanent.
"In Him we move and have our being."
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This brought into focus the three factors that made the void.
•
•
•

The first was the Will of the Absolute,
The second was the Act of allowing it to happen and
The third is the Restriction to limit and contain the event.

These three principle at work within Ohr Ein Sof are called the three Zahzahot or the Three Hidden
Splendors.
These Zahzahot are the hidden roots of what would eventually become the laws that would govern
Existence. In the higher dimensions of life and existence each being is given total freedom to decide
and act within the limits of the bounds. There is no greater love than this that the infinite Oniscient,
Omnipotent, Omnipresent God, laying down his life so that the children will have freewill
In the Eastern and Oriental Orthodox Churches, as well as in the Church of the East, creation is not
considered to be a literal "part of" God, and the Godhead is distinct from creation. There is, in other
words, an eternal difference between the uncreated (i.e., God) and the created (i.e., everything else).
This does not mean, however, that the creation is wholly separated from God, because the creation
exists by and in the Divine Energies (workings). These energies are the operations of God and are God,
but the created is not God in the Divine Essence. God creates the universe by the Divine will, using
His Energies, that are not identified with His Essence. It is not an "emanation" of God's own essence
(Ousia), a direct literal outworking or effulgence of the Divine, or any other process which implies that
creation is part of or necessary to God in His Essence. The use of panentheism as part of Orthodox
theology and doctrine is "problematic" to those who would insist that panentheism requires creation to
be "part of" God.
Other Christian panentheists
Panentheistic conceptions of God occur amongst some modern theologians. Process theology and
Creation Spirituality, two recent developments in Christian theology, contain panentheistic ideas.
Some argue that panentheism should also include the notion that God has always been related to some
world or another, which denies the idea of creation out of nothing (creatio ex nihilo).
Nazarene Methodist theologian Thomas Jay Oord advocates panentheism, but he uses the word
"theocosmocentrism" to highlight the notion that God and some world or another are the primary
conceptual starting blocks for eminently fruitful theology. This form of panentheism helps in
overcoming the problem of evil and in proposing that God's love for the world is essential to who God
is.
In 1994, a quintet of Evangelical scholars – David Basinger, William Hasker, Clark Pinnock, Richard
Rice, and John Sanders – published The Openness of God: A Biblical Challenge to the Traditional
Understanding of God. (http://www.enc.edu/history/ot/what.html / )
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This Open Theology proposes the following.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

God’s primary characteristic is love.
Theology involves humble speculation about who God truly is and what God really does.
Creatures – at least humans – are genuinely free to make choices pertaining to their salvation.
God experiences others in some way analogous to how creatures experience others.
Both creatures and God are relational beings, which means that both God and creatures are
affected by others in give-and-take relationships.
God’s experience changes, yet God’s nature or essence is unchanging.
God created all nondivine things.
God takes calculated risks, because God is not all-controlling.
Creatures are called to act in loving ways that please God and make the world a better place.
The future is open; it is not predetermined or fully known by God.
God’s expectations about the future are often partly dependent upon creaturely actions.
Although everlasting, God experiences time in a way analogous to how creatures experience
time

"Reduced to its bare bones, Open theology affirms that
1) love is uniquely exemplified by God,
2) love is the human ethical imperative,
3) God and creatures enjoy free and mutually-influencing relations,
4) and the future is open and not settled."
(http://thomasjayoord.com/index.php/blog/archives/open_theology_and_the_church_of_the_nazaren
e/)
God in his love directs the history to redeem the creation. In it all the freedom of sons remain.
Even though this is in contrast to Western Theology of Augustine, Martin Luther, John Calvin and
others it emphasizes the Arminian theology of free will of man. and it is a return to the Theology of
the Eastern Churches. Such an approach alone can explain the theodicy - the problem of evil.
++++++++++++++++++++
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Plotinus 204/5–270 CE
The doctrine of divine simplicity says that God is without parts. The general idea of divine simplicity
can be stated in this way: the being of God is identical to the "attributes" of God. In other words, such
characteristics as omnipresence, goodness, truth, eternity, etc. are identical to God's being, not qualities
that make up that being, nor abstract entities inhering in God as in a substance. The doctrine's origins
may be traced back to ancient Greek thought, finding apotheosis in Plotinus' Enneads as the Simplex.
Plotinus taught that there is a supreme, totally transcendent "One", containing no division, multiplicity
or distinction; beyond all categories of being and non-being. His "One" "cannot be any existing thing",
nor is it merely the sum of all things [compare the Stoic doctrine of disbelief in non-material
existence], but "is prior to all existents". Plotinus identified his "One" with the concept of 'Good' and
the principle of 'Beauty'. [I.6.9] Plotinus denies sentience, self-awareness or any other action (ergon) to
the One [V.6.6]. It is impossible for the One to be Being or a self-aware Creator God. At [V.6.4],we
must call the One a sheer Dynamis or potentiality without which nothing could exist. [III.8.10]
Hen (The One, The Expressed)
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Plotinus offers an alternative to the notion of creation ex nihilo (out of nothing), which attributes to
God the deliberation of mind and action of a will, although Plotinus never mentions Christianity in any
of his works. Emanation ex deo (out of God), confirms the absolute transcendence of the One, making
the unfolding of the cosmos purely a consequence of its existence; the One is in no way affected or
diminished by these emanations. Plotinus uses the analogy of the Sun which emanates light
indiscriminately without thereby diminishing itself, or reflection in a mirror which in no way
diminishes or otherwise alters the object being reflected.
The first emanation is Nous (Divine Mind, logos or order, Thought, Reason), identified metaphorically
with the Demiurge in Plato's Timaeus. It is the first Will toward Good. From Nous proceeds the World
Soul, which Plotinus subdivides into upper and lower, identifying the lower aspect of Soul with nature.
From the world soul proceeds individual human souls, and finally, matter, at the lowest level of being
and thus the least perfected level of the cosmos. Despite this relatively pedestrian assessment of the
material world, Plotinus asserted the ultimately divine nature of material creation since it ultimately
derives from the One, through the mediums of nous and the world soul. It is by the Good or through
beauty that we recognize the One, in material things and then in the Forms.
Both the cosmos and sentient beings in cosmos were emanations of the Divine substance making the
entire universe or "Macrocosm" as a "Divine Animal" divinum animal, animated by a "Cosmic Mind"
mens mundana connected to God, and is permeated with "Cosmic Soul" anima mundi. There is an
ongoing flow of communication from the unknown Cosmic Mind and the Cosmos, thus forming a
circuitus spiritualis. He also posited that within the Microcosm there various levels of Souls, some
"lower souls" anima secunda and others "higher souls" intellectus or mens depending on the
communication. Some of them even participates in the Divine Mind, intellectus divinus. For Plotinus
man is the interval, the middle between lower and higher, between beasts and gods.

http://dialognaporoge.blogspot.com
Plotinus' "One" pictured as light amidst the darkness of nothingness
This is same as the concept of Ein Sof Aur, the filling light.
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‘Timaeus’ is usually regarded as one of Plato’s later dialogues,
and provides an account of the creation of the universe,
with physical, metaphysical and ethical dimensions,
which had great influence over philosophers for centuries following. .
"Let me tell you then why the creator made this world of generation.
He was good, and the good can never have any jealousy of anything.
And being free from jealousy, he desired that all things should be as like himself as they could be. This
is in the truest sense the origin of creation and of the world, as we shall do well in believing on the
testimony of wise men:
God desired that all things should be good and nothing bad, so far as this was attainable. Wherefore
also finding the whole visible sphere not at rest, but moving in an irregular and disorderly fashion, out
of disorder he brought order, considering that this was in every way better than the other. Now the
deeds of the best could never be or have been other than the fairest; and the creator, reflecting on the
things which are by nature visible, found that no unintelligent creature taken as a whole was fairer than
the intelligent taken as a whole; and that intelligence could not be present in anything which was
devoid of soul. For which reason, when he was framing the universe, he put intelligence in soul,
and soul in body, that he might be the creator of a work which was by nature fairest and best.
Wherefore, using the language of probability, we may say that the world became a living creature
truly endowed with soul and intelligence by the providence of God. ....
When the father and creator saw the creature which he had made moving and living, the created image
of the eternal gods, he rejoiced, and in his joy determined to make the copy still more like the original;
and as this was eternal, he sought to make the universe eternal, so far as might be. Now the nature of
the ideal being was everlasting, but to bestow this attribute in its fulness upon a creature was
impossible. Wherefore he resolved to have a moving image of eternity, and when he set in order the
heaven, he made this image eternal but moving according to number, while eternity itself rests in unity;
and this image we call time." Plato (429–347 B.C.), Timaeus
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SIX
THE INDIAN MODEL
JAGNATH
(THE LORD OF THE UNIVERSE)
The Story of Jagnath Temple and the iconic representation in the temple has a long and interesting
past. The temple was not in any way "Hindu". According to recently discovered copper plates from
the Ganga dynasty[citation needed], the construction of the current Jagannath temple was initiated by
the ruler of Kalinga, Anantavarman Chodaganga Dev. The Jagamohana and the Vimana portions of the
temple were built during his reign (1078 - 1148 CE). However, it was only in the year 1174 CE that the
Oriya ruler Ananga Bhima Deva rebuilt the temple to give a shape in which it stands today
Jagannath worship in the temple continued until 1558, when Orissa was attacked by the Afghan
general Kalapahad. Subsequently, when Ramachandra Deb established an independent kingdom at
Khurda in Orissa, the temple was consecrated and the deities reinstalled.
Legendary account as found in the Skanda-Purana, Brahma Purana and other Puranas and later Oriya
works state that Lord Jagannath was originally worshipped as Lord Neela Madhav by a Savar king (
tribal chief ) named Viswavasu. Having heard about the deity, King Indradyumna sent a Brahmin
priest, Vidyapati to locate the deity, who was worshipped secretly in a dense forest by Viswavasu.
Vidyapati tried his best but could not locate the place. But at last he managed to marry Viswavasu's
daughter Lalita and eventually took over the temple.
Evidently it was under the control of Buddhists and Jain denominations until it was taken over by the
Brahmins - and today it is controlled by the Vaishnavites. The Three deities were renamed as
Jagannath (as Krishna), Balabhadra (Krishna's Brother) , Subhadra (his sister) a forced trinity which do
not exist in Vaishnavism in order to maintain the ancient tradition.
Here is the three idols which are crudely made from wood. This is in sharp contrast to the Hindu
tradition of idols being made from Pancha Loha (five metals).
.
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The Black represents the unknowable God who wakes up and creates, the white represents the
knowable Crown and the female the Holy Spirit that recreates.

There are numerous smaller temples and shrines within the Temple complex where active worship is
regularly conducted. What is not normally told is that there is a legend that one of the Apostles of
Jesus (name is not given) came to Puri in the first centuries of Christianity. One of the shrines within
the Temple complex even have a large cross which is made also with wood and worshipped.
This again supports my thesis "The emergence of Hinduism from Christianity". Without the Christian
and Kabbalistic background it is impossible to explain the iconographic models within the Jagnnath
concept of Puri.

This figure of Jagnath, which is celebrated as the Lord of the Universe, is really an epitome of the
theology, which is essentially the theology of Eastern Churches and that of the Hebrew Kabala. It
developed in India soon after the advent of Thomas. The description of the figure can be summarized
as follows:
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In the beginning, God alone existed. We cannot attribute any quality to God, because qualities are
relative. Without the existence of another, we cannot define qualities. This God – the beginning - is
referred to as Nirguna Brahman (God without Qualities). This is represented as the darkness. God
who resides in darkness symbolized the God who cannot be known. “Jehovah hath said that he would
dwell in the thick darkness” (1 King 8:12) “Jehovah spake unto all your assembly in the mount out of
the midst of the fire, of the cloud, and of the thick darkness, with a great voice” (Deu. 5:22)
Then the fact remains that we have a creation and movement. Therefore, this Nirguna Brahman put on
a variation within himself. It is as though he differentiated himself to parts thus creating a God with
Properties and Qualities. This God is known as Saguna Brahman (God with Properties). God is a
person not a force. This is because creation needs a purposeful act. The two open eyes represent this
waking up process. This God has expressed himself and hence can be known through creation and in
intimacy.

Saguna Brahman
Out of the mouth of this Jagnath proceeds the AUM – the Word.

The Word became Flesh
The Aum is a person as its vibrations takes the form of a man - a person and rises to create. It is this
person Om that created the universe with all its variations – material and immaterial. The whole
creation is in a way Word becoming flesh. The whole cosmos forms the body of God. “For in him we
live, and move, and have our being”. This concept explains the immanence and transcendence of God.
Church as the body of Christ is just an extension of this Jagnath concept.
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It is evident that this sophisticated concept of God which did not exist prior to Christian era appeared
in crystallized form in powerful concrete expression could not have occurred except through Thomas.
This connection of Hebrew mysticism to Indian theology goes much deeper in all aspects of Hindu
worship and daily living.

RIG VEDA X
The creation hymn of Rig Veda comes in the tenth mandala which according to scholars are of post
Christian origin as it indicates a level of philosophical speculation very atypical of the Rig-Veda,
which for the most part is occupied with ritualistic invocation. Upanishads are written in modern
Sanskrit which dates later than the 3rd century AD and may reflect the Thomas Christian traditions.
Without going into the details we give the Upanishadic thought pattern.
"In the beginning there was neither existence nor non- existence; there was no atmosphere, no sky,
and no realm beyond the sky. What power was there? Where was that power? Who was that power?
Was it finite or infinite?
There was neither death nor immortality. There was nothing to distinguish night from day. There was
no wind or breath. God alone breathed by his own energy. Other than God there was nothing.
In the beginning darkness was swathed in darkness. All was liquid and formless. God was clothed in
emptiness.
Then fire arose within God; and in the fire arose love. This was the seed of the soul. Sages have found
this seed within their hearts; they have discovered that it is the bond between existence and nonexistence.
Who really knows what happened? Who can describe it? How were things produced? Where was
creation born? When the universe was created, the one became many. Who knows how this occurred?
Did creation happen at God's command, or did it happen without his command? He looks down upon
creation from the highest heaven. Only he knows the answer -or perhaps he does not know."
Rig Veda 10:129.1-7
http://www.sofiatopia.org/equiaeon/theonomy.htm
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The Sofiatopia explains this in the following graphic way. This points to the existence of a
unique Creator who exists before the gods & creation. In the case of the Creation Hymn, "Prajâpati" is
His name. "Prajâpati" literally means "Lord of Creatures". Together with "Brahmâ" (rarely mentioned)
"Pratjâpati" emerged from "Hiranyagarbha", the "golden egg" of the Rigveda, the animating principle
in all creatures whom all gods obey. "Brahmâ" and "Pratjâpati" are different names for the same,
unique Creator.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hiranyagarbha says:

Hiranyagarbha, meaning the "golden fetus" or "golden womb", in one hymn of the Rigveda (RV
10.121) is a name for the source of the creation of the Universe. The hymn is known as hiranyagarbha
sukta and presents an important glimpse of the emerging monism, or even monotheism, in the later
Vedic period, along with the Nasadiya sukta suggesting a single creator deity predating all other gods
("He is the God of gods, and none beside him."), in the hymn identified as Prajapati (creator).
The Upanishads elaborate that Hiranyagarbha floated around in water in the emptiness and the
darkness of the non-existence for about a year, and then broke into two halves which formed
the Swarga and the Prithvi.
In classical Puranic Hinduism, Hiranyagarbha is a name of Brahma, so called because he was born
from a golden egg (Manusmrti 1.9)
The Hiranyagarbha Sukta in the Rig Veda, the Vayu Purana, Bhagavata Purana and Brahmanda Purana
(all written later than 3c AD) mention the golden womb, the Hiranyagarbha or Brahmanda, the Cosmic
Egg - that is sometimes interpreted as the golden foetus or embryo - that, floating in a dark void,
contracted and gave birth to the universe and all that's part of it - containing both male and female
principles in union.
The Hiraṇyagarbha Sūkta
The Hiraṇyagarbha Sūkta of the Ṛigveda declares that God manifested Himself in the beginning as the
Creator of the Universe, encompassing all things, including everything within Himself, the collective
totality, as it were, of the whole of creation, animating it as the Supreme Intelligence.
Sanskrit Verse
हरयगभः समवतताे भत
ू य जातः पतरे कासीत ।
स दाधार प/
ृ वीं 1यामुतेमां कमै दे वायह3वषा 3वधेम ॥
hiraṇyagarbhaḥ samavartatāgre bhūtasya jātaḥ patirekāsīta |
sa dādhāra pṛthvīṃ dhyāmutemāṃ kasmai devāyahaviṣā vidhema ||
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य आमदा बलदा यय 3व9व उपासते ;शषं ययदे वाः ।
यय छायामत
ृ ं यय मयःु कमै दे वायह3वषा 3वधेम ॥
ya ātmadā baladā yasya viśva upāsate praśiṣaṃ yasyadevāḥ |
yasya chāyāmṛtaṃ yasya martyuḥ kasmai devāyahaviṣā vidhema ||
यः ाणतो न;मषतो महवैक इ@ाजा जगतो बभव
ू ।
य ईशे अय E3वपद9चतFु पदः कमै दे वाय ह3वषा3वधेम ॥
yaḥ prāṇato nimiṣato mahitvaika idrājā jagato babhūva |
ya īśe asya dvipadaścatuṣpadaḥ kasmai devāya haviṣāvidhema ||
ययेमे हमवGतो महवा यय समु@ं रसया सहाहुः ।
ययेमाः परदशो यय बाहू कमै दे वाय ह3वषा3वधेम ॥
yasyeme himavanto mahitvā yasya samudraṃ rasayā sahāhuḥ |
yasyemāḥ paradiśo yasya bāhū kasmai devāya haviṣāvidhema ||
येन दयौHIा पJथवी च दLहा येन सव सत;भतं येननाकः ।
यो अGतMरNे रजसो 3वमानः कमै दे वायह3वषा 3वधेम ॥
yena dayaurugrā parthivī ca darḻhā yena sava satabhitaṃ yenanākaḥ |
yo antarikṣe rajaso vimānaḥ kasmai devāyahaviṣā vidhema ||
यं करGदसी अवसा ततभाने अOयैNेतां मनसारे जमाने ।
यPाJध सूर उदतो 3वभात कमै दे वायह3वषा 3वधेम ॥
yaṃ karandasī avasā tastabhāne abhyaikṣetāṃ manasārejamāne |
yatrādhi sūra udito vibhāti kasmai devāyahaviṣā vidhema ||
आपो ह यद बहती3व9वमायन गभQ दधानाजनयGतीरिSनम ।
ततो दे वानां समवततासुरेकःकमै दे वाय ह3वषा 3वधेम ॥
āpo ha yada barhatīrviśvamāyana garbhaṃ dadhānājanayantīragnima |
tato devānāṃ samavartatāsurekaḥkasmai devāya haviṣā vidhema ||
यि9चदापो महना पयप9यद दNं दधानाजनयGतीयTम ।
यो दे वेFवJध दे व एक आसीत कमैदेवाय ह3वषा 3वधेम ॥
yaścidāpo mahinā paryapaśyada dakṣaṃ dadhānājanayantīryajñama |
yo deveṣvadhi deva eka āsīta kasmaidevāya haviṣā vidhema ||
मा नो हंसीVजनता यः पJथWया यो वा दवंसयधमा जजान ।
य9चाप9चG@ा बहतीजजानकमै दे वाय ह3वषा 3वधेम ॥
mā no hiṃsījjanitā yaḥ parthivyā yo vā divaṃsatyadharmā jajāna |
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yaścāpaścandrā barhatīrjajānakasmai devāya haviṣā vidhema ||
परजापते न तवदे ताGयGयो 3व9वा जातान पMर ताबभव
ू ।
यकामाते जह
ु ु मतन नो अतु वयं सयाम पतयोरयीणाम ॥
parajāpate na tavadetānyanyo viśvā jātāni pari tābabhūva |
yatkāmāste juhumastana no astu vayaṃ sayāma patayorayīṇāma ||
Translation
In the beginning was the Divinity in his splendour, manifested as the sole Lord of land, skies, water,
space and that beneath and He upheld the earth and the heavens.
Who is the deity we shall worship with our offerings?
It is that who bestows soul-force and vigor, whose guidance all men invoke, the Devas invoke whose
shadow is immortal life and death.
Who is the deity we shall worship with our offerings?
It is that who by His greatness became the One King of the breathing and the seeing, who is the Lord
of man and bird and beast.
Who is the deity we shall worship with our offerings?
It is that through whose glory the snow-clad mountains rose, and the ocean spread with the river, they
say. His arms are the quarters of the sky.
Who is the deity we shall worship with our offerings ?
It is that through whom the heaven is strong and the earth firm, who has steadied the light and the sky's
vault, and measured out the sphere of clouds in the mid-region.
Who is the deity we shall worship with our offering?
It is that to whom heaven and earth, placed in the light by his grace, look up, radiant with the mind
while over them the sun, rising, brightly shines.
Who is the deity we shall worship with our offerings?
When the mighty waters came, carrying the universal germ, producing the flame of life, then dwelt
there in harmony the One Spirit of the Devas.
Who is the deity we shall worship with our offerings?
It is that who in its might surveyed the waters, conferring skill and creating worship - That, the God of
gods, the One and only One.
Who is the deity we shall worship with our offerings?
Mother of the world - may that not destroy us who with Truth as his Law made the heavens and
produced waters, vast and beautiful.
Who is the deity we shall worship with our offerings?
Lord of creation! No one other than thee pervades all these that have come into being.
May that be ours, for which our prayers rise, may we be masters of many treasures!
-- (RV 10:121) [Ralph T.H Griffith]
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TAITTIRIYA UPANISHAD
"Those who deny God, deny themselves. Those who affirm God, affirm themselves.
God said: 'Let me multiply! Let me have offspring! ' So he heated himself up; and when he was hot, he
emitted the entire world, and all that it contains.
And after emitting the world, he entered it. He who has no body, assumed many bodies. He who is
infinite, became finite. He who is everywhere, went to particular places. He who is totally wise, caused
ignorance. He who sees all truth, caused delusion. God becomes every being, and gives reality to every
being.
Before the world was created, God existed, but was invisible. By means of the soul all living beings
can know God; and this knowledge fills them with joy. The soul is the source of abiding joy. When we
discover the soul in the depths of our consciousness, we are overwhelmed with delight. If the soul did
not live within us, then we should not breathe -we should not live.
The soul is one. The soul is changeless, nameless, and formless. Until we understand the soul, we live
in fear. Scholars may study the soul through words; but unless they know the soul within themselves,
their scholarship merely emphasizes their ignorance, and increases their fear."
Taittiriya Upanishad 2:6; 7
+++++++++++++++++

BRIHADARANYAKA UPANISHAD
Another version of creation of the universe represents creation simply as a splitting up of the Self of
God.
"In the beginning there was a single soul. This soul looked around, and saw nothing but itself. It
exclaimed: 'Here I am! , From that moment the concept '1' came into existence. Realizing it was alone,
this entity became afraid. Then it thought: 'Why should I be afraid, when there is no one but me?' So its
fear subsided.
Yet, since pleasure can only be enjoyed in company, this soul lacked all pleasure. Thus it wanted a
companion. It was as large as a man and a woman embracing. So it split into two, becoming a
husband and a wife. That is why it is said that a husband and wife are two halves of a single being.
The husband and wife had sexual intercourse; and from their union human beings were born.
She then thought: 'Since we came from the same soul, surely it is wrong for us to have intercourse. I
shall hide myself.' So she became a cow. But he became a bull, and they had intercourse; and from
their union cattle were born. Then she became a mare, and he a stallion; and from their union horses
were born. In this way all living creatures were born, down to the smallest insect.
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Thus the soul is the common vital entity in every living being. The soul is dearer than a son or
daughter, dearer than wealth, dearer than all things. When people recognize that only the soul is truly
dear to them, then that which is dear to them, will never perish."
Brihadaranyaka Upanishad 1:4.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
The Hindu Model
transcendent order

formless "Brahman"

uncreated creating Being

imperishable, impersonal
"Brahman"

"Nirguna Brahman"

absolute Being

pre-creational immanent order

manifest "Brahman"

the Creator or "Brahmâ"

personal Brahmâ, the start of
"mâyâ"

"Saguna Brahman" &
"samsâra"

the Supreme Being creates the Gods

Divine immanent order

manifest "Trimûrti"

create - sustain - destroy

Brahmâ, Vishnu, Shiva

the balance between life &
death (dharma)

Gods & Goddesses ruling the world

"BRAHMAN" = the All = the Divine
"Brahman"
(formless) = "âtman"

"Brahmâ"
(manifest)
Lord of the Universe & Illusion

Imperishable Absolute, the Real

the "âtman" "purusha"
http://www.sofiatopia.org/equiaeon/theonomy.htm
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SEVEN

THE THEOLOGY OF PURUSHA
ADAM KADAMON
The Purusha within Purusha
World within World
The Body of God
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The Zohar explains the term "Ein Sof" as follows:
"Before He gave any shape to the world, before He produced any form, He was alone, without form
and without resemblance to anything else. Who then can comprehend how He was before the
Creation? Hence it is forbidden to lend Him any form or similitude, or even to call Him by His sacred
name, or to indicate Him by a single letter or a single point. . . . But after He created the form of the
Heavenly Man, He used him as a chariot wherein to descend, and He wishes to be called after His
form, which is the sacred name 'YHWH'."

http://www.hebrew4christians.com/Articles/kabbalah
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There was something formless and perfect before the universe was born. It is serene, Empt,. Solitary,
Unchanging, Infinite, Eternally present. It is the mother of the universe. For lack of a better name,I call
it the Tao --Tao Te Ching

As Samuel Liddell Mathers (1854-1918) wrote in The Kabbalah Unveiled (a translation of Knorr Von
Rosenroth's Kabbala Denudata):
"To define negative existence clearly is impossible, for when it is distinctly defined it ceases to be
negative existence; it is then negative existence passing into static condition. Therefore wisely have the
Qabalists shut out from mortal comprehension the primal Ain, the negatively existent One, and the Ain
Soph, the limitless Expansion; while of even the Ain Soph Aur, the illimitable Light, only a dim
conception can be formed."
The Veils contain and conceal the unmanifest aspects of the sefirot, i.e. precisely those aspects which
we cannot comprehend. They are considered as lying back from Kether without being separate from it,
which is why terms like "The Concealed of the Concealed" are often applied to both the first sefira and
the Veils. Kether is brought into being by the concentration of the en sof or:
"Kether is the Malkuth of the Unmanifest."
Kether is the uncreated and all-encompassing "point" of actionless unity which is both transcendent
and immanent in its evanescent reflection: the Creation. The immanence of Kether is experienced in
progressively more diluted forms in the remainder of the sefirot; its transcendence is found in the three
Veils of Negative Existence.
Adam Kadmon (Primordiall Adam) is the first partzuf (person) to become manifest in the chalal
(vacuum) which results from the tzimtzum (contraction) of the God's Infinite Light (Ein Sof Or). It is
emanated by the kav (ray of Divine light) which initially permeates the chalal. Its emanation takes
place in two stages, first in the form of ten "concentric circles" (egulim) which radiate from the kav,
and then in the form of a "man-like" being (yosher) which "enclothes" the kav. Adam Kadmon is in a
way a created being --Adam—and also a manifestation of primordial Divinity--Kadmon - the
Cosmic Christ who can be known by the creation. Therefore Adam Kadmon represents the
archetypal soul of Messiah, the ultimate "crown" of all of God's Creation. Adam Kadamon exists in
the Divine World which is in contact with the creation. He is not a creation but an emanation or Ein
Sof which took form. It has many other titles, like the Concealer of the Concealed, the White Head
and the Crown of all Crowns. Most Kabbalists knew it by the God-Name Ehyeh or I Am, where the
Absolute allowed Existence to be.
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This is the Saguna Brahman. God who can be known. Adam Ḳadmon is comparable to
the Anthropos of Gnosticism and Manichaeism (from which Hinduism arose). There is also a similar
concept in Alevi and Sufic (Islamic Mysticism) philosophy called al-Insān al-Kāmil ()اإلنسان الكامل, the
Perfect or Complete Man.
The first Light, or first Sefirah, is the manifestation of Divinity. He is the seed of the cosmos - the
Hiranyagarbha still attached to the Unknowable Ein Sof and Ein sof Ohr. When God willed the World
to come into being, the seed took root and grew downward into the trunk, branch and fruit of a Divine
Tree that would act as an intermediary between the World and God.
So while Kether is "the First Cause" in the sense of being the first comprehensible point of
manifestation, its cause is unknowable within the confines of the human mind (though this does not
mean that it is absolutely unknowable), and this is expressed through the Veils. Most Christians
identify this first manifestation as YHVH . He is often called the Angel of the Lord in the Old
Testament as he appeared through history. It then created the rest of the body
"Creation is the primary and most perfect revelation of the Divine." -- Thomas Aquinas
"God remains in immediate sustaining attentiveness to everything that exists, precisely in its
'thisness.'" -- John Duns Scotus
"It was a miraculous act of creation of the world out of nothing, so they thought. Or, granted an
eternity of the raw matter, it was at least the miraculous interference of an artificer (there wasn't much
difference)—to this of course I adhere, so far as we must accept a supernatural world-maker. Of course
there was fallacy in the truism of the supposed pious rationalist, when he asserted that something could
not come out of nothing,—a fact which no one ever denied. Indeed in the light of mere logic he was
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right, for God Himself is as much an entity, or a "thing" as any other object, if He be an object.
How then did He Himself arise, was only a fair question, to which the pious disputant of course
answered that He did not arise at all. To this the sceptic might have rejoined, "If you say that God did
not arise at all, why could you not also say that nature had no arising, either as regards its matter or its
laws?" There would be nothing whatsoever profane in such a remark, for it merely concerns time. It is
not profane to say that nature now exists; why should it be wrong to say that it existed for untold
millions of ages gone by, as all now agree? Why then should it not have existed forever, and where is
the blasphemy? Obviously this would rob God of the glory of a mechanical achievement,—but would
that be so gross a deprivation? To say that the physical world, not the universe, is the production of
God's natural creative function might in some lights of it be hardly regarded as a compliment. See on
the Zoroastrian Dualism. At all events I venture to propose as above, that God is in the world,
physically, supernaturally, as eternally and miraculously active in it at every instant, and this is
and was the "creation." But why, asks the worshiper, was it so written in Genesis I, if there were
really no beginning? The answer is obvious. Such a statement is misleading. There was ever so much
of a beginning, that is to say, as regards our human race." Lawrence H Mills, God and the World
Physical, XXII, Chicago, The Open Court, 1908 http://www.sacred-texts.com/journals/oc/lm-gwp.htm
The Supreme Revelation of Cosmic Consciousness by Frater Achad (Charles Stansfield Jones)
Originally published circa 1923 explains as follows:
"The Incarnation of God did not happen in Bethlehem 2000 years ago. That is just when we started
taking it seriously. The incarnation actually happened 14.5 billion years ago with a moment that we
now call "The Big Bang." That is when God actually decided to materialize and to self expose.
Two thousand years ago was the human incarnation of God in Jesus, but before that there was the first
and original incarnation through light, water, land, sun, moon, stars, plants, trees, fruit, birds, serpents,
cattle, fish, and "every kind of wild beast" according to our own creation story (Genesis 1:3-25). This
was the "Cosmic Christ" through which God has "let us know the mystery of his purpose, the hidden
plan he so kindly made from the beginning in Christ" (Ephesians 1:9). Christ is not Jesus' last name,
but the title for his life's purpose. Jesus is the very concrete truth revealing and standing in for the
universal truth. As Colossians puts it:
"He is the image of the invisible God, the first born of all creation" (1:15),
he is the one glorious part that names and reveals the even more glorious whole.
"The fullness is founded in him ... everything in heaven and everything on earth"
(Colossians1:19-20).
Christ, for John Duns Scotus (1265/66-1308) was the very first idea in the mind of God, and God has
never stopped thinking, dreaming, and creating the Christ.
"The immense diversity and pluriformity of this creation more perfectly represents God than
any one creature alone or by itself," adds Thomas Aquinas (1224-1274) in his Summa Theologica
(47:1)."
The concept was resurrected by modern science in the material realm in the 1930s and explored by
theoreticians during the following two decades. The idea comes from a perceived need to reconcile.
Edwin Hubble's observation of an expanding universe (which was also predicted from Einstein's
equations of general relativity by Alexander Friedmann) with the notion that the universe must
be eternally old. Current cosmological models maintain that 13.7 billion years ago, the entire mass of
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the universe was compressed into a gravitational singularity, the so-called cosmic egg, from which it
expanded to its current state (following the Big Bang).
Georges Lemaitre proposed in 1927 that the cosmos originated from what he called the primeval atom.
The Cosmic Man is also an archetypical figure that appears in creation myths of a wide variety of
cultures around the world and parts of his body became physical parts of the universe. The Universe is
the Cosmic Man
Thousand head has Purusha
Thousands of eyes has he,
Thousands of legs has He
He is manifested in the earth and all through the universe.
He stands beyond the count of ten fingers. (Purusha Suktha 1:1)
This Purusha is all the past,
All the future and the present,
Moreover Jesus, He alone is the Lord of immortality,
And He manifest Himself through
those who live on food. (Purusha Suktha 1:2)

The Ein Sof, the infinite Father in in infinite dimensions with infinite energy. This infinite begets only
infinte. But the by projection into a limited finite dimension we perceive it as finite . In a way this
was the contraction of God. We see only the immanent and not the transcendant. The immanent has
became the creator of the Universe of our existence. Begetting and creating are two sepeate process.
Begetting is an emanation while creation is a proess of formation. It was through His Son, the
immanent God molded the clay of the ground, and breathed into it so that Man became a living soul.
This is the Purusha - the Person of Jesus in whom we move and have our being.
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They then created the Other Realms - The Spiritual Realm, Mental Realm and the Physical Realm with
all their hosts thereof. These names that we gave are just names for the substance qualitites which we
have no idea of their essence either. The only thing that we know is that all the four realms are
interconnected and interactive as though it forms a body with the Divine realm and the Kether is the
Head of the Body. There then is another higher Person with His Head within the Veil whose body
encompasses all creation.
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Here is how Theosophical Dictionary explains it:
“Purusha corresponds to the Greek "First or Unmanifest Logos"; yet at times the svabhavic
characteristics of Purusha are reminiscent rather of the Third or Manifest Logos, which shows the
various functions attributed to Purusha in cosmogony which have gained currency at different times in
Hindu thought. Unmanifested Logos is correctly said to be the first manifestation of the Absolute
or the summit or primordial originant of a cosmic hierarchy, of which there are innumerable
multitudes in boundless space. The unmanifest corresponds to primordial unity where the totality of
the manifested universe is "all numbers." Behind the ultimate which can be conceived, we have to
postulate an unknown indefinable antecedent, which may therefore be called unmanifest. It is called
the Verbum or the Word by the Christians, and it is the divine Christos who is eternally in the
bosom of his father. It is called Avalokiteswara by the Buddhists; at any rate, Avalokiteswara in one
sense is the Logos in general. In almost every doctrine they have formulated the existence of a
centre of spiritual energy which is unborn and eternal, and which exists in a latent condition in
the bosom of Parabrahmam.” (Theosophical dictionary)
The first Triad that appeared in the creative realm were the characteristics of the unknown
Triad
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They are called Binah (Understanding - connected with Holy Spirit), Kether (Crown) and
Chokma (Wisdom - connected with Father). These essentially forms the top of the three pillars
on which the creation stands.

Who is this Kether?
(Heb 1:2-8)
Hath in these last days spoken unto us by
his Son,
whom he hath appointed heir of all things,
by whom also he made the worlds;
Who being the brightness of his glory,
and the express image of his person,
and
upholding all things by the word of his power,
>>>
when he bringeth in the firstbegotten into the world,
he saith, And let all the angels of God worship him.
>>>
But unto the Son
he saith,
Thy throne, O God, is for ever and ever:
a sceptre of righteousness is the sceptre of thy kingdom.
Joh 5:22

For the Father judgeth no man,
but hath committed all judgment unto the Son:

Two titles of kether
Name—English
Transliteration

Name—Hebrew

Greek

Meaning—English

Arik Anpin

Macroprosopus

The Vast Countenance

Aatik Yomin

—

Ancient of Days
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Arikh Anpin (Aramaic:  אריך אנפיןmeaning "Long/Extended Face", called Macroprosopus ) is an
aspect of Divine emanation in Kabbalah, identified with the sephirah attribute of Keter, the Divine
Will.
The term Atik Yomin (in Aramaic) appears explicitly in the Bible, in the book of Daniel, connoting
God Almighty in Daniel's vision of the coming of Mesiah
I beheld till the thrones were cast down, and the Ancient of Days did sit, whose garment was white as
snow, and the hair of his head like the pure wool: his throne was like the fiery flame, and his wheels as
burning fire. Daniel 7:9
Daniel 7:13-14 says, “I kept on beholding in the visions of the night, and, see there! with the clouds of
the heavens someone like a son of man happened to be coming; and to the Ancient of Days he gained
access, and they brought him up close even before that One. And to him there were given rulership and
dignity and kingdom, that the peoples, national groups and languages should all serve even him. His
rulership is an indefinitely lasting rulership that will not pass away, and his kingdom one that will not
be brought to ruin."
A visit by the Son of Man to bestow a kingdom and honor on the Ancient of Days would suggest that
they are two distinct identities.
Among ancient Christian pseudepigrapha, one Book of Enoch states that He who is called “Son of
man,” who existed before the worlds were, is seen by Enoch in company with the “Ancient of Days”
In Eastern Orthodox Christian hymns and icons, the Ancient of Days is sometimes identified with God
the Father; but most properly, in accordance with Orthodox theology he is identified with God the Son,
or Jesus Christ. As such, Eastern Christian art will sometimes portray Jesus Christ as an old man, the
Ancient of Days, to show symbolically that he existed from all eternity, and sometimes as a young man
to portray him as he was incarnate.
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This confusion with the Father and the Son shows the mystery of creation in which the Kether is the
first appearance of the unknowable Godhead within the knowable realm. Hence all the three persons
in Trinity act together. The creative agent is usually associated with the Son who is the perfect image
of the Godhead together. This is why the Divine Realm has all the three persons present while the
Kether the Son is the agent of creation and first appearance.
Father with his insistence of Law and the Holy Spirit with mercy also appears within the Divine realm.
The balance between Law and Mercy is provided by the self sacrifice of the Son. These therefore
appears as the three pillars of creation.

http://www.hebrew4christians.com/Articles/kabbalah/Sefirot/sefirot.html
In Buddhism, in the Kevattha Sutta (Digha Nikaya 11), the term "ancient of days" is referred to the
creator God Brahma,
"“I am the Great Brahma, the Supreme, the Mighty, the All-seeing, the Ruler, the Lord of all, the
Controller, the Creator, the Chief of all, appointing to each his place, the Ancient of days, the Father
of all that are and are to be.” ."
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Materialistic reconstruction of cosmos.
The ten sefirot represents ten dimensions of existence. If you will notice the sefirots are named with
various attributes of existence. The various dimensions of existences are various attributes. Here we
have whole new approach to dimension in contrast to the matter based science. In the sciences, the life
and existence are made out of matter. This outlook look on the creation from the bottom from the
point of view of Material world – Malkut. This is typical of the materialistic philosophy which
assumes that matter is basic building blocks from which everything is created because of the
motion of matter and their interconnectedness. How do we explain the presence of mind which is
thinking and life which we usually call spirit and soul?
Engels defines dialectics as "the science of the general laws of motion and development of nature,
human society and thought." In Anti-Dühring and The Dialectics of Nature, Engels gives an account of
the three laws of dialectics:
1) The law of the transformation of quantity into quality and vice versa;
2) The law of the interpenetration of opposites, and
3) The law of the negation of the negation.
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The law of the transformation of quantity into quality is the basic crutch and explains everything, from
the smallest particles of matter at the subatomic level to the largest phenomena life and man.
According to this life is the qualitative effect of particles in some form of structure. Let us take a
simple case. We have Hydrogen and Oxygen which has certain properties. When they are arranged in
a certain way we get water which has properties that none of Hydrogen and Oxygen has as water.
"Cool those liquid water molecules down a bit, for example, and at 32°F they will suddenly quit
tumbling over one another at random. Instead they will undergo a ‘phase transition,’ locking them into
the orderly crystalline array known as ice. Or if you were to go the other direction and heat the liquid,
those same tumbling water molecules will suddenly fly apart and undergo a phase transition into water
vapor. Neither phase transition would have any meaning for one molecule alone." Where did all these
properties come from. The answer of the materialist is that it is the property of matter. Since all
cosmos is real all these infinite properties are the properties of matter which evidently is
equivalent to saying that matter is indeed God. Matter holds infinite potentials and infinite
properties as combination with matter and motion.
Alternative construction of Cosmos
In direct contrast the Kabalistic cosmos start with the elemental properties as the material from
which cosmos is constructed. The sefirot are qualities such as will, wisdom, love, and
compassion. They are considered not just as properties of man in fullness but as the elements from
which the world is constructed.
We know that mind and thinking are connected with the brain. However the material brain cannot
produce mind. In the same way every quality of life is not produced by form within the matter but
coming from another dimension. Intangible objects - consciousness, will, additional freedoms,
concepts, ideas, as well as spiritual, ethical, and aesthetic values – all are dimensions lying
outside the material four dimensional worlds. They are not explicable based on Physics or
Chemistry. Thoughts intellect, Spiritual existence, the various life forms etc are the very dimensions
which they share. Thus these ten sefirots serve as both the building blocks of creation and the
constituents of life. Are these the total elements? Not at all because each of these sefirots contains
other dimensions within them so that we have infinite dimension because Ein-Sof is the totality of
properties.
Talmud: “By ten things was the world created, by wisdom and by understanding, and by reason and by
strength (Gevurah), by rebuke and by might, by righteousness and by judgment, by loving kindness
and compassion”
It is these dimensions that produce personalities. This concept is central to the idea of angels. What
we normally call as angels, are being from these various dimensions with varying forms.
One of our mistakes has been to see the angels as a simple one category being. In fact we can see that
Angels in the Bible has characteristics that form a wide spectrum, indicating clearly that Angels are not
one type of life form. It is like assuming that the earth consists only of humans as its host whereas the
biosphere contains a wide range of life forms. In the same way there are a host of hosts in every
dimension of cosmos.
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These four worlds are not independent worlds. They interpenetrate each other and interact with each
other to produce character and personality. The beings in the cosmos may span one or more of the
worlds. These are the limitations within the dimension for the beings. There are beings which are
simply in one world. For example the minerals and matter exists only in the Assiah world. They have
no extension into the higher dimensions. There are life forms which have extensions into Yetsirah or
Briah level or both. The only being who spans all these four worlds was Man as the Son of God.
Today we often limit carnal man as existing in three dimensions only – in Body, Mind and Spirit. But
originally according to Genesis creation man also possessed a Divine element.
This idea is also found in the yoga concept of Man which essentially developed after the 9th C AD.
According to Yoga Sutra there are five sheaths (pancha-kosas) – coverings – dimensions - of human
bodies . These are:

1
2
3
4
5

Anna-maya Kosha
Prana-maya Kosha
Mana-maya Kosha
Vigyana-maya
Kosha
Ananda-maya
Kosha

Food based - Material dimension
Energy based - Energy dimension
Mind based - Mental dimension
Intellect based – Spirit dimension

Gross Physical Body
Subtle Body
Perceptual Body
Consciousness Body

Bliss based – Divine dimension

Transcendental Body
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Gregg Braden’s representation of Cosmos: Worlds within worlds

Sentient beings live in many dimensions – world within worlds.
In the innermost heart is the Holy Spirit who guides and controls creation.The immanent Godhead is
never absent in any creation.
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When it become absent, the creation returns to nothingness.
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EIGHT

MULTIVERSE - SONS OF GOD
Were there other beings in this category other than Man who shares divinity realm? Probably.
There are indications for such Sons of God. Refer the following;
Job 1:6 Now there was a day when the sons of God came to present themselves before the LORD,
and Satan also came among them

And Satan also came among them.
When the morning Stars sang together and Sons of God shouted for joy.
William Blake
Job 38:4-7 "Where were you when I laid the foundation of the earth? Tell me, if you have
understanding. Who determined its measurements--surely you know! Or who stretched the line upon
it? On what were its bases sunk, or who laid its cornerstone, when the morning stars sang together,
and all the sons of God shouted for joy?
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From these it appears that there were other Sons of God even before the creation of Earth. Apart from
that we notice that even Satan was indeed one of the Sons of God and has access to the presence of
God!
The following terms do not directly refer to messengers but to beings that are in the various
dimensions of existence.
Evidently Adamic race is part of the Sons of God.
Luk 3:38 the son of Enos, the son of Seth, the son of Adam, the son of God
As such Man originally lived in all the four worlds. Man was the highest creation in the world (among
others?) But remember we are talking about the creation.

Adam was a creation of God in sharp contrast to Christ who was Son by emanation or procession.
Mar 1:1 The beginning of the gospel of Jesus Christ, the Son of God
Joh 11:27 I have believed that thou art the Christ, the Son of God, even he that cometh into the world.
Adam was of the world while Christ came into the world and not of the world. But since Christ shares
some of his dimension with man in the divine realm, and hence is considered as a Brother to Christ.
Hence the writer of the Hebrews states:
Heb 2:11 For both he that sanctifieth and they who are sanctified are all of one: for which cause he is
not ashamed to call them brethren.

The incarnation of the Son as a part of the human race is described by Paul in his Christological hymn:
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Php 2:6-11 who, though he was in the form of God, did not count equality with God a thing to be
grasped, but emptied himself, taking the form of a servant, being born in the likeness of men. And
being found in human form he humbled himself and became obedient unto death, even death on a
cross. Therefore God has highly exalted him and bestowed on him the name which is above every
name, that at the name of Jesus every knee should bow, in heaven and on earth and under the earth,
and every tongue confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the Father.

This brings us to the concept of Two Adams which is related to the Adam Kadamon concept. Paul
describes two Adams one Material and the other Spiritual.
1Co 15:45 -49 So also it has been written, "The" first "man", Adam, "became a living soul;" the last
Adam a life-giving Spirit. But not the spiritual first, but the natural; afterward the spiritual. The first
man was out of earth, earthy. The second Man was the Lord out of Heaven. Such as is the earthy man,
such also are the earthy ones. And such as is the heavenly Man, such also are the heavenly ones. And
as we bore the image of the earthy man, we shall also bear the image of the heavenly Man. (Literal
Translation)
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It is the gigantic, cosmic, first Adam that is the Primordial Adam of Kabbalah. Is it God, or an aspect
of God, or a subordinate created being, and if a subordinate being, which created being? The question
cannot be answered easily unless we understand the distinction between the Nirguna Brahman and the
Saguna Brahman. This Primordial Adam is the first of the creation, the creator of the cosmos as his
body yet shares the essence of God and carries the fullness of the Ohr Ein Sof in a concrete mediatorial
relation with cosmos. The throne as the visible externalisation of God's Glory. It is a figure in the
shape of a Man.
" And above the expanse that was over their heads, like the appearance of a sapphire stone, was
the likeness of a throne, and on the likeness of the throne, was a likeness like the appearance of
a man ...." Ezekiel 1:26
The Material Man was made in the image of the Heavenly Man. In Christ the Heavenly man
temporarily put on the Material Body and became the Second Adam – the Messiah. In resurrection
we will put on the Heavenly Body and share the divinity with Jesus being united with Him as his wife.
This is why Peter talks about sharing of divinity with Christ.
2Pe 1:4 Whereby are given unto us exceeding great and precious promises: that by these ye might be
partakers of the divine nature, having escaped the corruption that is in the world through lust.
It is on this idea that the revelation talks about the marriage of the lamb – joining of the redeemed bride
of Christ – the church – with Christ. This is the reason why Jesus is described as Perfect God and
Perfect Man. It is not coexistence but a state of being. He came into His Own.
Even when Jesus entered into the material realm taking human form, we could never understand the
essence of God with which He shared the Godhead. We know him only as the Word of God, the
Image of God, the Self-revelation, the Self-manifestation of God, who is reflected in the whole
creation and who brings the whole creation back to God. In Jesus we can see the component of God in
our existential dimensions. We cannot of course see beyond the veil the fulness of Godhead which He
shared. It is this Jesus had to lay down to come into our midst.
It is, therefore, perfectly correct to say that Jesus is God, but always with the qualification that he is "
God from God " , that is, he receives the Godhead from the Father, which is what characterises him as
the Son; and furthermore he is not simply God, but God in man and man in God. He is the " Word
made flesh " . In this view the Son comes forth eternally from the Father. And this process is not
merely a temporal
process but an eternal reality. The Son comes forth eternally from the Father as his Self-manifestation,
his Self-expression, and manifests God in the whole creation, drawing everything in time and space
into the fullness of the divine being. Seen in this perspective Jesus does not appear as an isolated
phenomenon,
a sudden appearance of God on earth. He is the fulfilment of the whole plan of creation, drawing the
manifold of creation back to unity, drawing all humanity back to God, to that fullness of being for
which it was created. In this perspective also Jesus can be seen in relation to those other forms of the
Primordial Person, the Universal Man, which are found in the traditions of Hinduism, Buddhism and
Islam. "
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Mind
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The interpenetrating worlds of four dimensions of creation.
http://www.digital-brilliance.com/themes/fourworlds.php
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Wiki gives the following description of five worlds.
The Four Worlds (Hebrew:  עולמותOlamot/Olamos, singular: Olam )עולם, sometimes counted with a
prior stage to make Five Worlds, are the comprehensive categories of spiritual realms in Kabbalah in
the descending chain of Existence.
The Worlds are formed by the Ohr Mimalei Kol Olmin, the Divine creative light that "Fills all
Worlds" immanently, according to their particular spiritual capacity to receive.
The Four Worlds are:
1. Atzilut ( )אֲ צִילוּתOlam Ha'Atzilut The World of Divine Emanation - The Divine Dimension

http://www.hebrew4christians.com/Articles/kabbalah/Sefirot/sefirot.html
Atzilut is the world of Divine emanation, wholly conscious of its Divine origin. This is completely the
realm of Ein Sof and is in perfect harmony and balance. The process of "emanation" is described in
Chassidut as one of he'elem v'gilui - "concealment and revelation," i.e., the process of revealing the
essence of that which had hitherto been concealed. It may also be the realm of Adam Kadmon, as
well.
These worlds are interrelated and depicted as "Jacob's Ladder," an overlapping diagram of the "Tree of
Life" metaphor.
Life and the soul of the beings start here. It is believed that Man was created to exist in this realm and
was temperarily shut out unless redemption because of the fall. Relative to the soul of man, the four
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worlds correspond to the four levels of the soul: chayah (from the world of Atzilut); neshamah (from
the world of Beriah); ruach (from the world of Yetzirah); nefesh (from the world of Asiyah). As we
see Man existed in all the four levels of existence - Body, Mind, Spirit and Divine. Only the Sons of
God exist in the Divine Dimensions.
Chayah / Life-soul
Element: Fire
2. Beriah ()בּ ְִריאָה, Olam Ha'Beriah - The World of Creation - The world of Concepts
The world of Beriah is the world of spirituality and human intelligence. Imma (binah, understanding
and intelligence in general) The world of Beriah is the spiritual abode of the serafim ("fiery angels").
These are the angles that the prophet Isaiah saw in his vision of the Divine chariot. These are the
angles that exclaim to God: "Holy, Holy Holy is the God of Hosts, the whole earth is full of His glory."
This is the realm of archangels and the heavenly throne (Thrones).
Faculties of Mind
contemplation, reasoning, logic
Element: Air
3. Yetzirah (ִירה
ָ )יְצ,Olam Ha'Yetzirah - The World of Formation
Yetzirah is known as the realm of formation, or the formative world. This is the realm of the Astral, of
the collective unconscious and the Anima Mundi (world Soul) and such like. It is the realm where
specific forms are created. Yetzirah is composed of the three spheres directly below the veil of Parekh:
Netzhache, Hod and Yesod. The Angels reside within this world. The ethereal "substance" of Beriah is
endowed with spirit and generic form. The particular consciousness of this world is one of "formation"
yesh m'yesh ("something from something"). Here existence takes the form of general archetypes or
species. The particular class of angels belonging to the world of Yetzirah are the chayot hakodesh
("the living creatures"). These are the angels which Ezekial saw in his vision of the Divine chariot.

Element: Water
4. Asiyah ()עֲשִׂ יָּה, Olam Ha'Asiyah - The World of Action
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The lowest of the four worlds, Assiah is known as the realm of effects. It is the world of the body and
the senses, This is the realm of the physical universe and its creatures.
Only one sphere belongs to this realm and that is Malkuth.
The material, dualistic-seeming world of matter and energy
Nefesh, the 'animal soul', life-force, or anima
The material world as it appears
Element: Earth
The continual flow of an immanent lower light ("Mimalei Kol Olmin"), the light that "fills all worlds"
is the creating force in each descending world that itself continually brings into being from nothing,
everything in that level of existence. It is this light that undergoes the concealments and contractions as
it descends downward to create the next level, and adapts itself to the capacity of each created being on
each level.
Consequently, all the worlds are dependent for their continual existence on the flow of Divinity
they constantly receive from the Divine Will to create them. Creation is continuous.
All the worlds are interpenetrating and one within the other each forming part of the other – World
within World. Person within Person. The perfect state is when all the parts each with its own form of
life, energy and function work in synchronism according to the purpose assigned to them. When this is
violated the system breaks down and redemption is needed. This is what Sin is. It disrupts the
function of the Cosmic Creation and all the beings in it.
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Family Tree of Life by David Friedman
According to the Kabbalah as described by the Golden Dawn there are ten archangels, each
commanding one of the choir of angels and corresponding to one of the Sephirot. It is similar to the
Jewish angelic hierarchy.
Rank

Choir of Angels

Translation

Archangel Sephirah

1

Hayot Ha Kodesh

Holy Living Ones Metatron

Keter

2

Ophanim

Wheels

Raziel

Chokmah

3

Erelim (Isaiah 33:7)

Thrones

Tzaphkiel

Binah

4

Hashmallim (Ezekiel 1:4) Electric Ones

Tzadkiel

Chesed

5

Seraphim (Isaiah 6)

Burning Ones

Khamael

Gevurah

6

Malakhim

Messengers, angels Raphael

Tipheret

7

Elohim

Godly Beings

Haniel

Netzach

8

Bene Elohim

Sons of Elohim

Michael

Hod

9

Cherubim

Strong Ones

Gabriel

Yesod

10

Ishim

Souls of Fire

Sandalphon Malkuth

According to all ancient cultures Universe is consisted of a combination of four basic elements: fire,
air, water and earth. In Jewish mysticism the four worlds are based on the four elements.
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Life beyond our Carbon based life

Every life form on Earth, as far as we know, is a carbon-based life form.
“If you don’t have a stable entity with the chemistry of hydrogen, you’re not going to have
hydrocarbons, or complex carbohydrates, and you’re not going to have life,” says MIT physics
professor Robert Jaffe, in Scientific American,. “The same goes for carbon and oxygen. Beyond those
three we felt the rest is detail." (http://web.mit.edu/newsoffice/2010/multiple-universes.html)
Such a thought arises only because our only knowledge of life is from the life on earth. Is it possible to
have life in universe where life is based on fire? or water? or spirtual material? I have to word it as
spiritual material because we dont know what they are and their laws. Matter, mind and spirits we
know exists. But our science is only based on matter. We do not even know how to talk to our dogs or
cats or fishes even though they share our material dimension as well. Our communication remain
within the common dimensions. There is no reason why life should not exist in other dimensions and
some of them may even be sharing some of our dimensions as well. Without that we cannot
communicate or know. Just as God cannot be understood unless God himself reveals to us, we will not
be able to know about these beings in other dimensions. This is why God put on flesh and dwelt
among us. The Universe is not just matter. It encompasses all the other dimensions in which lives an
infinite number of beings as part of the body of God exist and all having their specific roles and
purposes. They are as much part of the organs of God.
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"Great Chain of Being"
according to Judaeo-Christian Mysticism

http://www.hebrew4christians.com/Articles/kabbalah/Creation/creation.html
It is certain that within the infinite number spiritual dimensions, of which ours is but one, there are
certainly infinte number of beings who are different from us in many ways with bodies that are not
material but of different material peculiar to their own dimensions and having the same degree or
different degrees of freedom of will. Some of these may be coexisting within us and we may be
existing within others. We are in a world within worlds all within the Cosmic Christ.
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Worlds within Worlds, Life within Life, Purusha within Purusha
All within God
Eph 1:20 - 23 when he raised him from the dead, and set him at his own right hand in the heavenly
places,
Far above all principality, and power, and might, and dominion, and every name that is named, not
only in this world, but also in that which is to come:
And hath put all things under his feet,
and
gave him to be the head over all things
to the church,
which is his body,
the fulness of him that filleth all in all.
1Co 12:14-22 For also the body is not one member, but many. If the foot says, Because I am not a
hand, I am not of the body, on account of this, is it not of the body? And if the ear says, Because I am
not an eye, I am not of the body, on account of this, is it not of the body? If all the body were an eye,
where would be the hearing? If all hearing, where the smelling? But now God set the members, each
one of them, in the body, even as He desired. But if all was one member, where would the body be? But
now, indeed, many are the members, but one body. And the eye is not able to say to the hand, I have no
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need of you; or again the head to the feet, I have no need of you. But much rather the members of the
body seeming to be weaker are necessary. (Literal Translation)
++++++++++++++++++++

1579 drawing of the Great Chain of Being from Didacus Valades, Rhetorica Christiana.
The chain starts from God and progresses downward to angels, demons (fallen/renegade angels), stars,
moon, kings, princes, nobles, men, wild animals, domesticated animals, trees, other plants, precious
stones, precious metals, and other minerals. Each link in the chain might be divided further into its
component parts.
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The picture incidentally shows the hell as the lowest level where there is little of no communication
with God.

From Ken Wilber, A Theory of Everything: An Integral Vision for Business, Politics, Science, and
Spirituality, Shambhala, Boston, MA, 2000, p. 68.

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Because of the disobedience of Man, Man was temporarily driven away from the Divine level and
constrained within the lower three worlds. The total freedom of will of man is typical of the Sonship.
There always was an extra-cosmal element in man which gives him the ability to go above and beyond
the constraints of the world and its environments. There is a dimension within, which gives man the
freedom to choose. Because Man refused to function within the body of the Cosmos, Man lost his
estate and was driven out of the realm.
Because Sin will produce a life which brings forth great suffering as each man act selfish.
Gal 5:13-15 For, brothers, you were called to freedom. Only do not use the freedom for an opening to
the flesh. But through love serve one another. For the whole Law is fulfilled in one word, in this: "You
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shall love your neighbor as yourself." But if you bite and devour one another, be careful that you are
not consumed by one another.
Eternal life in a Selfish society simply is unthinkable. God in his love for Man blessed him with death,
by placing the law of decay on the matter.
Gen 3:17 And to Adam he said, "Because you have listened to the voice of your wife, and have eaten
of the tree of which I commanded you, 'You shall not eat of it,' cursed is the ground because of you;
in toil you shall eat of it all the days of your life; thorns and thistles it shall bring forth to you; and
you shall eat the plants of the field. In the sweat of your face you shall eat bread till you return to
the ground, for out of it you were taken; you are dust, and to dust you shall return."
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NINE

MAN AS A MICROCOSM

The idea of man as a microcosm is most commonly associated with St. Maximos the Confessor (580 –
662). In his Mystagogia he speaks of an indissoluble relationship and unity between man and world:
"St. Paul put forward another suggestion, along the lines of the same imagery, that the whole
world of visible and invisible things can be thought of as a man; and man, made up of body and
soul, as a world" (Mystagogia, Chapter 7).

Lars Thunberg, in his "Man and the Cosmos" describes St. Maximos' understanding of man as a
microcosm by virtue of his constitution and for the purpose of mediation. Being both material
and spiritual, all things in the world are reflected in man, who then has the vocation to bring
together mortal and immortal creatures, rational and non-rational beings. However, St. Maximos
does not view this vocation of man in separation from God. Rather, he states that it is Christ who
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achieved this unity. Again Thunberg, analyzing the Ambigua, says that man needs to leave the sphere
of creation behind and be united with God beyond his own nature.
Thus, man's mission in relation to creation can only be fulfilled in and through Christ: "Man created in
the image of God is thus, according to Maximus, a key to understanding creation not only in order that
he may understand it as it is, but also that by actively understanding it in his process of divinization he
may elevate it to the supreme level of its full soteriological comprehension (Ambigua 10)." (Thunberg,
"Man and the Cosmos, p.76)

St. Gregory of Nyssa (A.D. 335 – after 384) also uses the image of man as microcosm, though his use of
the expression is rather less uniform than for St. Maximus. In his conception, the parallelism seems to
be limited to a common praise of God: "as the cosmos continuously lifts up a hymn of praise to God,
so it is the duty of man to engage in continual psalmody and hymnody."
Is it possible that Man being an image of God goes further than the body, mind and spirit dimensions
to the way God's body - the cosmos - relate to God Himself. This may be a metaphor of how the
creation act as the body of God. Just as Man's body contains the various organs the whole creation
contains living organism in all its multiple dimensions acting as the organs of God.
++++++++++++++++++++
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The human body is composed of four levels of organization: cells, tissues, organs and body systems.

CELLS
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http://cellstructures.blogspot.com/2008_11_01_archive.html
Cells are small compartments that hold all of the biological equipment necessary to keep an organism
alive and successful on Earth. The main purpose of a cell is to organize. Cells hold a variety of pieces
and each cell has a different set of functions. The trillions of cells in your body make your life
possible.
The cell is the basic structural and functional unit of all known living organisms. It is the smallest unit
of life that is classified as a living thing, and is often called the building block of life.
Organisms can be classified as unicellular (consisting of a single cell; including most bacteria) or
multicellular (including plants and animals). Humans contain about 10 trillion (1013) cells. Most plant
and animal cells are between 1 and 100 µm and therefore are visible only under the microscope.
The cell was discovered by Robert Hooke in 1665. The cell theory, first developed in 1839 by Matthias
Jakob Schleiden and Theodor Schwann, states that all organisms are composed of one or more cells,
that all cells come from preexisting cells, that vital functions of an organism occur within cells, and
that all cells contain the hereditary information necessary for regulating cell functions and for
transmitting information to the next generation of cells.
The word cell comes from the Latin cella, meaning "small room". The descriptive term for the smallest
living biological structure was coined by Robert Hooke in a book he published in 1665 when he
compared the cork cells he saw through his microscope to the small rooms monks lived in.

Cells are capable of synthesizing new proteins, which are essential for the modulation and maintenance
of cellular activities. This process involves the formation of new protein molecules from amino acid
building blocks based on information encoded in DNA/RNA. Protein synthesis generally consists of
two major steps: transcription and translation.
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Transcription is the process where genetic information in DNA is used to produce a complementary
RNA strand. This RNA strand is then processed to give messenger RNA (mRNA), which is free to
migrate through the cell. mRNA molecules bind to protein-RNA complexes called ribosomes located
in the cytosol, where they are translated into polypeptide sequences. The ribosome mediates the
formation of a polypeptide sequence based on the mRNA sequence. The mRNA sequence directly
relates to the polypeptide sequence by binding to transfer RNA (tRNA) adapter molecules in binding
pockets within the ribosome. The new polypeptide then folds into a functional three-dimensional
protein molecule.
Cells can move during many processes: such as wound healing, the immune response and cancer
metastasis. For wound healing to occur, white blood cells and cells that ingest bacteria move to the
wound site to kill the microorganisms that cause infection.
At the same time fibroblasts (connective tissue cells) move there to remodel damaged structures. In the
case of tumor development, cells from a primary tumor move away and spread to other parts of the
body. Cell motility involves many receptors, crosslinking, bundling, binding, adhesion, motor and
other proteins. The process is divided into three steps – protrusion of the leading edge of the cell,
adhesion of the leading edge and de-adhesion at the cell body and rear, and cytoskeletal contraction to
pull the cell forward. Each step is driven by physical forces generated by unique segments of the
cytoskeleton

An overview of protein synthesis.
The nucleus is a highly specialized organelle that serves as the information and administrative center
of the cell. This organelle has two major functions. It stores the cell's hereditary material, or DNA, and
it coordinates the cell's activities, which include intermediary metabolism, growth, protein synthesis,
and reproduction (cell division).
Only the cells of advanced organisms, known as eukaryotes, have a nucleus. Generally there is only
one nucleus per cell, but there are exceptions such as slime molds and the Siphonales group of algae.
Simpler one-celled organisms (prokaryotes), like the bacteria and cyanobacteria, don't have a nucleus.
In these organisms, all the cell's information and administrative functions are dispersed throughout the
cytoplasm
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Understanding cells in terms of their molecular components.
All living organisms are built from cells varying from single-celled organisms like bacteria and
protozoa, as well as the many specialized cells in multicellular organisms such as humans.
Apparently these cells coordinate themselved to the environment within the body without the direct
intervention of the brain replicating the freedom of will of the living being within the cosmos.
Tissues
Cells group together in the body to form tissues - a collection of similar cells that group together to
perform a specialized function. There are 4 primary tissue types in the human body: epithelial tissue,
connective tissue, muscle tissue and nerve tissue.
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1. Epithelial Tissue - The cells of epithelial tissue pack tightly together and form continuous
sheets that serve as linings in different parts of the body. Epithelial tissue serve as membranes
lining organs and helping to keep the body's organs separate, in place and protected. Some
examples of epithelial tissue are the outer layer of the skin, the inside of the mouth and
stomach, and the tissue surrounding the body's organs.
2. Connective Tissue - There are many types of connective tissue in the body. Generally
speaking, connective tissue adds support and structure to the body. Most types of connective
tissue contain fibrous strands of the protein collagen that add strength to connective tissue.
Some examples of connective tissue include the inner layers of skin, tendons, ligaments,
cartilage, bone and fat tissue. In addition to these more recognizable forms of connective
tissue, blood is also considered a form of connective tissue.
3. Muscle Tissue - Muscle tissue is a specialized tissue that can contract. Muscle tissue contains
the specialized proteins actin and myosin that slide past one another and allow movement.
Examples of muscle tissue are contained in the muscles throughout your body.
4. Nerve Tissue - Nerve tissue contains two types of cells: neurons and glial cells. Nerve tissue
has the ability to generate and conduct electrical signals in the body. These electrical messages
are managed by nerve tissue in the brain and transmitted down the spinal cord to the body

Organs
Organs are the next level of organization in the body.
An organ is a structure that contains at least two different types of tissue functioning together for a
common purpose. There are many different organs in the body: the liver, kidneys, heart, even your
skin is an organ.
In fact, the skin is the largest organ in the human body and provides us with an excellent example for
explanation purposes. The skin is composed of three layers: the epidermis, dermis and subcutaneous
layer. The epidermis is the outermost layer of skin. It consists of epithelial tissue in which the cells
are tightly packed together providing a barrier between the inside of the body and the outside world.
Below the epidermis lies a layer of connective tissue called the dermis. In addition to providing
support for the skin, the dermis has many other purposes. The dermis contains blood vessels that
nourish skin cells.
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Organ Systems
Organ systems are composed of two or more different organs that work together to provide a
common function. There are 10 major organ systems in the human body, they are the:
Skeletal System, Muscular System, Circulatory System, Nervous System, Respiratory System,
Digestive System, Endocrine System, Reproductive System,Lymphatic/Immune System.
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The reason why I have enumerated them in three steps is to show how the tissues and cells organise
together to form organs and they in turn organize together as organ systems.
It is the working of the organ systems together in unison that maintain the body in health. We have
looked from the structure of man starting from the tissues. However the tissues themselves are built
from elemental cells. Though the brain generaly controls the parts, the parts themselves from the cell
level to body level each have their freedom within the environmental structure.
Family Units
In human context, a family (from Latin: familia) is a group of people affiliated by consanguinity,
affinity, or co-residence. In most societies it is the principal institution for the socialization of children.
Anthropologists most generally classify family organization as matrilocal (a mother and her children);
conjugal (a wife, husband, and children, also called nuclear family); and consanguinal (also called an
extended family) in which parents and children co-reside with other members of one parent's family.
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"Extended from the human "family unit" by affinity and consanguinity are concepts of family that are
physical and metaphorical, or that grow increasingly inclusive extending to community,tribes, village,
city, region, nationhood, global village and humanism. "
"All human societies organize, recognize and classify types of social relationships based on relations
between parents and children (consanguinity), and relations through marriage (affinity). These kinds of
relations are generally called kinship relations. In most societies kinship places mutual responsibilities
and expectations of solidarity on the individuals that are so related, and those who recognize each other
as kinsmen come to form networks through which other social institutions can be regulated. Among
the many functions of kinship is the ability to form descent groups, groups of people sharing a
common line of descent, which can function as political units such as clans. Another function is the
way in which kinship unites families through marriage, forming kinship alliances between groups of
wife-takers and wife-givers. Such alliances also often have important political and economical
ramifications, and may result in the formation of political organization above the community level."
"Humans often form ethnic groups, such groups tend to be larger than kinship networks and be
organized around a common identity defined variously in terms of shared ancestry and history, shared
cultural norms and language, or shared biological phenotype. Such ideologies of shared characteristics
are often perpetuated in the form of powerful, compelling narratives that give legitimacy and
continuity to the set of shared values. Ethnic groupings often correspond to some level of political
organization such as the band, tribe, city state or nation." (wiki)
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Gaia Hypothesis

Alex Grey - Gaia - 1989

The hypothesis that our planet could be a huge organism was proposed by British scientist Dr James
Lovelock. In the 1960′s when Lovelock was working with NASA on methods to detect life on the
surface of Mars, his hypothesis came about when trying to explain why Earth has such high levels of
carbon dioxide and nitrogen. Lovelock defines Gaia as:
“…organisms and their material environment evolve as a single coupled system, from which emerges
the sustained self-regulation of climate and chemistry at a habitable state for whatever is the current
biota.” – Lovelock J. (2003) The living Earth. Nature 426, 769-770.
It assumes that the Earth canbe considered a single living organism comprising of billions of living
organism in the same way a s the human body is one organism comprising of large number of living
cell, organism, and systems. Lovelock’s idea is the fact that the living biosphere, the atmosphere, the
mineral lithosphere and the hydrosphere seem to work together to maintain a homeostatic condition.
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‘Homeostasis’ is a biological term describing how life processes maintain an internal balance, an
equilibrium that keeps the organism alive; these processes insure stable temperature, pH,
electrochemical balance, energy flows, etc, without all of which the organism would die. The oceans
and rivers can be seen as the earth’s blood, the atmosphere is the earth’s lungs, the land is the earth’s
bones, and the living organisms are the earth’s senses and organelles. The Gaia Hypothesis proposes
that organisms living on Earth, with all the living and non-living components of Earth’s biosphere
form complex interacting systems to regulate the environment to a very high degree . The Gaia
Hypothesis proposes that the all the physical components of the Earth, including the biophere,
atmosphere, cryosphere, and lithosphere are related closely. The result is a complex system that
interacts to the point of being able to be considered a single organism.
"When you stop to think about it, our planet does act like a huge organism. If you look at the
interrelationship between plants and atmospherics, animals and humans, rocks and water, a complex
pattern of symbiotic processes seem to complement each other perfectly. Should one system be pushed
out of balance by some external force (such as a massive injection of atmospheric carbon dioxide after
a volcanic event), other processes are stimulated to counteract the instability (more phytoplankton
appear in the oceans to absorb the carbon dioxide in the water). Many of these processes could be
interpreted as a “global immune system”." http://www.universetoday.com/13939/gaia-hypothesiscould-earth-really-be-a-single-organism/
This concept may be extended to include our cosmos and also the whole universe. The cosmos itself
may be a superorganism. Can we then consider the Universe as part of a bigger body - the body of
God?
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Is The Universe Alive?

Could our universe's collection of stars, galaxies, and black holes follow the same rules of existence as
biological life? The cosmos itself may be a superorganism, a collection of separate bodies that act like
a single being — just like ants in a colony. One scientist believes cities are superorganisms and
perhaps our universe is a super-scaled up version of these metropolises.
++++++++++++++++
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Cosmological Model of the Living Universe
http://www.livinguniverseweb.com/index.html
Jorge Ales
concludes in chapter 12 as follows:
"12.-LIVING UNIVERSE

This model suggests that the universes would behave as living creatures: they are born, grow, are
reproduced and eventually they die. In multitude of studies and observations living characteristics
describe and attribute to all kinds of structures, entities and phenomena that to the first sight would
seem to belong to the kingdom of the inanimate thing.
James E. Lovelock discovered the vital essence of our Earth. Why to stop in her?.
The life is not a "strange" phenomenon. I suspect that it is the essence of all the things, included our
universe. ...
The age and the size of our universe is finite, the age and the size of the complete universe postulated
in this web I think that we will be able to imagine them never. In this point one enters the area of the
religious beliefs, initially and at the end of the complete universe, we are free to imagine what we
wish. "
One bold thinker hypothesizes that our universe may have emerged from a set of laws similar to
biological evolution. Like we pass DNA from parent to child, the cosmos may also produce offspring
that inherit its genetic make up. And the seeds of these cosmic births could exist inside black holes, the
endpoints in the death of massive stars.
If the universe is a replicating, living being, one visionary thinks he's found its pulse. Energetic
particles called neutrinos may propel our universe to expand and contract every trillion years — like a
slow beating heart — as it moves from one life cycle to another. And if it has a heart, it must have a
brain. Our universe could function like a giant quantum computer, processing and storing information
on everything we see around us. And we might be able to find its program.......
This insight – that we are cousins to everything that exists in a living, continuously regenerated
universe – represents a new way of looking at and relating to the world, and overcomes the profound
separation that has marked our lives. From the combined wisdom of science and spirituality is
emerging an understanding that could provide the perceptual foundation for the diverse people of the
world to come together in the shared enterprise of building a sustainable and meaningful future......
Scientific Evidence of a Living Universe
Less than a hundred years ago, when Einstein was developing his theory of relativity, he considered
the universe a static, unchanging system no larger than the cloud of stars we now know to be our
galaxy.
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Today, we know that the universe is expanding rapidly and contains at least a hundred billion galaxies,
each with a hundred billion stars, or more. Our cosmos embodies an exquisitely precise design.
Researchers have calculated that if the universe had expanded ever so slightly faster or slower than it
did (even by as little as a trillionth of a percent), the matter in our cosmos would have either quickly
collapsed back into a black hole or spread out so rapidly that it would have evaporated.
It is reasonable to assume that if our cosmos is alive it would exhibit specific properties characteristic
of all life – unity, regeneration, freedom, sentience, and a capacity for self-reproduction. These in fact
are among the properties of our universe emerging from the frontiers of modern science. The cosmos is
a unified system. Physicists once viewed our universe as composed of separate fragments.
Today, however, despite its unimaginably vast size, the universe is increasingly regarded as a single
functioning system. Because other galaxies are millions of light years away, they appear so remote in
space and time as to be separate from our own. Yet experiments show that things that seem to be
separate are actually connected in fundamental ways that transcend the limitations of ordinary space
and time. Described as “nonlocality,” this is one of the most stunning insights from quantum physics.
Although scientists working in this domain hold divergent views about the implications of quantum
mechanics for our everyday lives, physicist David Bohm says that ultimately we have to understand
the entire universe as “a single undivided whole.” Instead of separating the universe into living and
nonliving things, Bohm sees animate and inanimate matter as inseparably interwoven with the lifeforce that is present throughout the universe, and that includes not only matter, but also energy and
seemingly empty space. For Bohm, then, even a rock has its unique form of aliveness. Life is
dynamically flowing through the fabric of the entire universe.
Our home galaxy – the Milky Way – is a swirling, disk-shaped cloud containing a hundred billion or
so stars. It is part of a local group of nineteen galaxies (each with a hundred billion stars), which in turn
is part of a larger local supercluster of thousands of galaxies. This supercluster resembles a giant
many-petaled flower. Beyond this, astronomers estimate that there are perhaps a hundred billion
galaxies in the observable universe. Scientists and spiritual seekers alike ask the question: If this is a
unified system, then could all this be but a single cell within a much greater organism?......
The foundation of the cosmos is freedom. Traditional physicists have seen the cosmos as being like a
clockwork mechanism locked into predetermined patterns of development. By contrast, the new
physics maintains that the cosmos has the freedom and spontaneity to grow in unexpected ways.
Uncertainty is so fundamental that quantum physics describes reality in terms of probabilities, not
certainties. No one part of the cosmos determines the functioning of the whole; rather, everything
seems to be connected with everything else, weaving the cosmos into one vast interacting system.
Everything that exists contributes to the cosmic web of life at each moment, whether it is conscious of
its contribution or not. In turn, it is the consistency of interrelations of all the parts of the universe that
determines the condition of the whole. We therefore have great freedom to act within the limits
established by the larger web of life within which we are immersed......
Consciousness Is Present Throughout
Consciousness, a capacity for feeling or knowing, is basic to life. If the universe is alive, we should
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therefore find evidence of some form of consciousness operating at every level. Renowned physicist
Freeman Dyson writes about consciousness at the quantum level: “Matter in quantum mechanics is not
an inert substance but an active agent, constantly making choices between alternative possibilities …
appears that mind, as manifested by the capacity to make choices, is to some extent inherent in every
electron.” This does not mean that an atom has the same consciousness as a human being, but rather
that an atom has a reflective capacity appropriate to its form and function.
Dyson thinks it is reasonable to believe in the existence of a “mental component of the universe,” and
that, if so, “then we can say that we are small pieces of God’s mental apparatus.” While it is stunning
to consider that every level of the cosmos has some degree of consciousness, ....
The cosmos is able to reproduce itself. A remarkable finding from the new physics is that our cosmos
may very well be able to reproduce itself through the functioning of black holes. In his book, In the
Beginning: The Birth of the Living Universe, astrophysicist John Gribbin proposes that the bursting
out of our universe in the Big Bang may be the time-reversed mirror image of the collapse of a massive
object into a black hole.
Many of the black holes that form in our universe, he reasons, may thus represent the seeds of new
universes: “Instead of a black hole representing a one-way journey to nowhere, many researchers now
believe that it is a one-way journey to somewhere – to a new expanding universe in its own set of
dimensions.”.....
Our universe is a living system of elegant design that was born from and is continuously regenerated
within an even larger universe. We are living within a “daughter universe” that, for twelve billion
years, has been living and growing within the spaciousness of a Mother universe. The Mother Universe
may have existed forever, holding countless daughter universes in its grand embrace while they grow
and mature through an eternity of time."""
The same thought is contained and continued in the Duane Elgin's book

We Live in a Living Universe
by
Duane Elgin

http://www.workingwithoneness.org/articles/we-live-living-universe
"Freedom is at its foundations. Another shift in the scientific view of the universe has to do with
views about the existence of freedom. Whereas traditional physicists have seen the cosmos as being
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like a clockwork mechanism that is locked into predetermined patterns of development, the new
physics sees it as a living organism that has the freedom and spontaneity to grow in unexpected ways.
Freedom is at very the foundation of our cosmos. Uncertainty (and thus freedom) is so fundamental
that quantum physics describes reality in terms of probabilities, not certainties. No one part of the
cosmos determines the functioning of the whole; rather, everything seems to be connected with
everything else, weaving the cosmos into one vast interacting system. Everything that exists
contributes to the cosmic web of life at each moment, whether it is conscious of its contribution or not.
In turn, it is the consistency of interrelations of all the parts of the universe that determines the
condition of the whole. We therefore have great freedom to act within the limits established by the
larger web of life within which we are immersed. '........
With a cosmology of a living universe, a shining miracle exists everywhere. There are no empty places
in the world. Everywhere there is life, both visible and invisible. All of reality is infused with wisdom
and a powerful presence......
On the other hand, if the universe is conscious and alive, then we are the product of a deep-design
intelligence that infuses the entire cosmos. We shift from feelings of existential isolation in a lifeless
universe to a sense of intimate communion within a living universe. If life is nested within life, then it
is only fitting that we treat everything that exists as alive and worthy of respect. Our sense of
meaningful connection expands to the entire community of life, including past, present, and future
generations. Every action in a living universe is felt to have ethical consequences as it reverberates
throughout the ecosystem of the living cosmos. ......""
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Duane Elgin, discusses how biology and physics show that the universe is not dead but rather uniquely
alive, an insight which, he shows, is in harmony with all of the world's major spiritual traditions. Plato
said the universe is a single living creature that embraces all living creatures within it. Indeed, the
universe is a whole, integrated system, with an infinite amount of energy flowing through it. Quantum
physics has pointed toward probabilities and uncertainties as the very foundation of reality. I have
discussed this in my book on "Quantum Theology". This freedom of choice runs up and down the
cosmic spectrum, starting at the level of an atom, to the creation of universe. Do they have
consciousness and intelligence. Unfortunately Consciousness and intelligence are not observable
directly. We arrive at their existence only by inference. If a choice is made and the wavefunction
collapses with only an observer, we better understand that intelligence runs all the spectrum of cosmic
life whether we can observe them in those levels or not.
Thus it is very legitimate to assume that we are part of a "multiverse." which all together should be
considered as the body of God. This multiverse if teeming with beings which form the divine organs.
God is not merely creator of the universe; His active Presence is necessary in some way for every bit
of creation, from smallest to greatest, to continue to exist at all. That is, God's Energies (activities)
maintain all things and all beings, even if those beings have explicitly rejected him. His love of
creation is such that He will not withdraw His Presence, which would be the ultimate form of
annihilation, not merely imposing death, but ending existence altogether. By this token, the entirety of
creation is good in its being and is not innately evil either in whole or in part. This does not deny the
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existence of evil in a fallen universe, only that it is not an innate property of creation. Evil results from
the will of creatures, not from their nature per se.

The Power of Our Freewill
The idea that God created a world where humans were given complete freewill is a gift of tremendous
magnitude and responsibility in itself
Man is thus not lord of the universe. He is and ever will be subject to universal law. The things in
heaven and earth play their influence upon him, and he cannot alter them These lifeless, unintelligent
things affect man, and man must recognize and submit to the laws governing such created things.
Within the spacious realm of the endless operation of these 1aw keeping things, perfect man will enjoy
hi earthly paradise and enjoy human freedom to a perfect degree.
So true freedom lovers do not desire an absence of right and beneficial law. Safe freedom is enjoyed
within the framework of law. Rightly understanding them, we are glad for the time- tested, trustworthy
laws of the universe. We are grateful for the things of the universe that are kept in order by law so as to
have the best effect upon us. Subjecting ourselves to them is no hardship and is not to our hurt. If, now,
we wisely and beneficially subject ourselves to these inanimate objects and forces that were created for
our good, why should we not, rather, subject ourselves to the One who created them and established
the laws to govern them? We cannot escape being subject to him any more than we can escape being
subject to the influence of those created things that affect us. Our denying the existence of the Creator
of these things will not do away with our dependence on this Creator and our being subject to him and
being affected by what is his will for our human creation.
Is it possible to be a free man, and what does it mean – to be free?
Answer by Michael Laitman: To be free means to feel that you are 100% dependent upon the Creator,
but “of your own free will,” meaning that it is your decision to be so. Man feels free when he decides,
on his own, that he wants to remain under the influence and authority of the Creator, instead of being
slave to his egoism. We can’t imagine what freedom means, because we think of it as the absence of
any influence. However, that is an impossibility, as there is no such thing as an empty void free from
any influence whatsoever. Freedom is a balance of forces, achieved through one’s conscious choice
and effort. We can only become free if we rise above our egoistic desire. This does not mean that we
involuntarily and completely fall under the dominion of the Creator and the desire to bestow. Instead, it
is a choice we make to be governed by the desire to bestow instead of the ego. It is then that we can
reside in the balance between the attributes of reception and bestowal. Such a state is called freedom
(Klipat Noga).
Michael Laitman Kabbalah On Free Will http://ns2.siebenart.com/doc/16222/michael-laitmankabbalah-on-free-will
Yetzer HaTov and Yetzer HaRa
In Judaism, yetzer hara (Hebrew:  יצר הרעfor the definite "the evil inclination"), or yetzer ra (Hebrew:
 יצר רעfor the indefinite "an evil inclination") refers to the inclination to do evil, by violating the will of
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God. The term is drawn from the phrase "the imagination of the heart of man [is] evil" (Hebrew: יֵצֶר לֵב
הָאָדָ ם ַרע,yetzer lev-ha-adam ra), which occurs twice in the Hebrew Bible, at Genesis 6:5 and 8:21..

The yetzer hara is not a demonic force, but rather man's misuse of things the physical body needs to
survive. The yetzer hara represents the inner impulse or tendency within the human heart to gravitate
toward selfish gratification. Thus, the need for food becomes gluttony due to the yetzer hara. The
need for procreation becomes sexual abuse, and so on. The idea that humans are born with a yetzer ra
(physical needs that can become "evil"), but that humans don't acquire a yetzer tov ("a good
inclination") until an age of maturity—12 for girls and 13 for boys
Traditionally, a person's indulgence of either the good or evil impulse is seen as a matter of free choice.
For example, Moshe Chaim Luzzatto, wrote in Derech Hashem ("The Way of God") that "Man is the
creature created for the purpose of being drawn close to God. He is placed between perfection and
deficiency, with the power to earn perfection. Man must earn this perfection, however, through his
own free will...Man's inclinations are therefore balanced between good (Yetzer HaTov) and evil
(Yetzer HaRa), and he is not compelled toward either of them. He has the power of choice and is able
to choose either side knowingly and willingly..."

An old Cherokee told his grandson:
My son, there’s a battle between two wolves inside us all.
One is Evil.
It is anger, jeleasy, greed, resentment. inferiority, lies and ego.
The other is Good.
It’s joy, peace, love. hope, humility, kindness, and truth.
The boy thought about it, and asked:
Grandfather which wolf wins?”
The old man quietly replied:
“The one you feed.”
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TEN
THE PROBLEM OF SIN
The Allegory of the Body and the Cells

The concept that the Church is the Body of Christ and that the whole Cosmos is the Body of God has
deep implication which goes on to define clearly what the Kingdom of God is like.

In this portrayal of the function of cells within the body we have the picture of the Kingdom of God
with its altruistic pattern in contrast to the picture of the fallen cosmos.
Except for germs like viruses and bacteria, just about every other living thing on Earth is made of cells.
This is why cells are called the building blocks of life. Most forms of life are made of many cells. It is
estimated that the average human adult body contains about 10 trillion cells . Individual cell is
invisible unless viewed through a microscope. Not all cells are alike. They differ in size, shape and
function Bone cells differ rom blood cells and nerve cells differ from muscle cells. Each one is
designed to do a different job. Red blood cells carry oxygen throughout the body. Nerve cells carry
electrical signals to and from our brains to muscles all over our bodies. Bone cells, which are very
rigid, form the skeleton that gives our bodies shape. Muscle cells contract to move these bones to help
us get around. Stomach cells secrete an acid to digest our food. Special cells in our intestines absorb
nutrients from the food we eat. And no matter what they do, many of these cells change food into
energy to keep our bodies working.
Cells are packed tightly together. They combine to form tissues, like skin and muscle. Tissues combine
to form organs. Muscle cells combine to form muscle tissues. Muscle tissues combine to form organs
like your heart. Organs cooperate (work together) to keep us alive. All human body cells are covered
by a membrane. This layer holds the contents of the cell in just like the sides of a container. The
membrane lets good things, like nutrients, into the cell. It also keeps bad things, like germs and
bacteria, out.
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You can see how these reflects the function of individual within a socieity and then societies function
within the life of the Earth and so on.

Michael Laitman is a founder and president of the Bnei Baruch Kabbalah Education & Research
Institute, which is dedicated to teaching and sharing the wisdom of Kabbalah. Professor of Ontology,
PhD in Philosophy and Kabbalah, and MSc in bio-Cybernetics.
In his book From Chaos to Harmony The Solution to the Global Crisis According to the Wisdom of
Kabbalah, Rav Michael Laitman, explains the concept beautifully and I quote it extensively since it
cannot be put any better way.
“HARMONY AMONG CELLS IN A LIVING ORGANISM
“Within each multi-cellular organism is an intriguing phenomenon. If we examine each cell as a
separate unit, we will see that it functions egoistically, thinking only of itself. However, when we
examine it as a part of a system, the cell seems to take only the minimum required for its own
sustenance, aiming the bulk of its activity toward the body. It behaves like an altruist, “thinks” only of
the body’s wellbeing, and acts accordingly.
“There must be complete harmony among all the cells in a body. The nucleus of each cell contains the
genetic code that encompasses all the body’s information. Theoretically, this is all the information
needed to recreate the whole body. Each cell in the body must be aware of the whole body. It must
know what the body needs and what it can do for it. Were this not so, the body would not persist. A
cell in a body exists in a state of “consideration” for the
body as a whole. All the cell’s actions, the beginning and the end of its division, specification of cells,
and movement toward a certain location in the body, unfold in congruence with the body’s needs.

“CONNECTEDNESS CREATES LIFE IN A NEW DEGREE
“Even though all the cells in our bodies contain identical genetic information, each cell puts a different
part of that information into action, depending on its place and functionality in the body. When the
embryo is just beginning to evolve, all its cells are identical. But as the embryo evolves, the cells
differentiate, and each cell acquires qualities of a specific kind.
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“Thus, each cell has its own “mind” or “awareness,” but the altruistic connectedness among cells
enables them to create a new being, a complete body whose mind and awareness belong to a higher
degree and are not present within this or that cell, but rather in the bonding between them.
“AN EGOISTIC CELL IS A CANCEROUS CELL
“Healthy cells are restricted by a wide variety of rules and limitations. However, cancerous cells have
no regard at all for restrictions. Cancer is a state where the body is consumed by its own cells, which
have embarked on uninhibited proliferation. While multiplying, a cancer cell divides relentlessly,
regardless of the needs of its environment and irresponsive to the body’s commands.

“Cancer cells destroy their environment, thus creating open spaces for them to grow. They impel the
neighboring blood vessels to grow into the resulting tumor to nourish it, and thus subjugate the whole
body to themselves. In simple terms, cancer cells induce the death of the body through acts of egoism.
They operate in this manner even though it does not bring them any benefit. Actually, the truth is to the
contrary, as the death of the body means the death of its assassins, too. The manner in which cancerous
cells take over the host body leads them to their own demise. Thus, when egoism nurtures itself, it
leads everything to death, including itself. Egoistic behavior and general inattentiveness to the needs of
the whole body lead them straight to doom.
“THE INDIVIDUAL VS. THE COLLECTIVE
In a healthy body, cells “relinquish” their own lives in favor of that of the body, when necessary. When
genetic errors occur in cells, which may turn them into cancerous cells, the cell activates a mechanism
that ends its life. The fear that it might become cancerous and jeopardize the entire body makes the cell
give up its own life for the life of the body. We can find a similar altruistic action, though under
different circumstances, in the way the cellular slime mold (Dictyostelium mucoroides) lives. Under
ideal conditions, the mold lives in the form of separate cells that provide for their own food and
multiply independently. But when there is shortage of food, the cells unite and create a multi-cellular
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body. While building this body, some of the cells give up their own lives to promote the survival of the
other cells.”

The Incarnation and Redemption.

Harmony Within Chaos - Ben McLeod
The egoistic Kingdom of this World has created a cosmos which is covered with Cancer and it will
eventually kill not only the host but also the self. In being selfish and asserting onceselves as
individuals and groups as organs, the body of God lost its full functionality. The Sons of God lost their
touch with divinity and lost their divine touch. The only way out is provided through the cross, the
altruistic life in every form of life. We need to revert back to love and think of the whole creation in
order to save it. We cannot do it alone. Over and over again great philosophers, thinkers, idealogist
experimented and still continues to experiment. They all failed.

In the Anatomy of the Body of God, Frater Achad (Charles Stansfield Jones) says:
" But, again, the spirit of Man is perfect, his body is made in the Image and Likeness of God and of the
Universe, but his soul, having within it the power of personal choice, or will, which alone enables him
to progress in a free and intelligent manner, is at the same time liable to distortion if the personal will
is ill-used or restricted. In that case the Eye of the soul sees things out of proportion and order, and this
astigmatism must be corrected. Otherwise, man is under an illusion, self-created, which, however, in
no way interferes with the Real Order of the Universe, but merely tends to confine him and to prevent
him from enjoying his due heritage in all its fulness." Anatomy of the Body of God, Frater Achad
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But in a society where there is one selfish person, this will affect the whole society simply for the
survival. The emphasis on individual destroyed the families. The emphasis on family destroyed the
community, emphasis on community destroyed the nation and so on until it destroyed the cosmic
functioning and the Kingdom of God. It pained God. He is a wounded God, He let Himself be
wounded. He was prepared for this even before the creation of the World.

When the first man fell into sin, this sin enveloped the whole mankind. Just as sin entered into the
world by one man, and death by means of sin, so death was imposed upon all men, inasmuch as they
all have sinned” (Romans 5:12). They are all gone astray and they have been rejected; there is none
who does good, no, not one. (Romans 3:12,9. “As it is written, there is none righteous, no, not one”.
Though the creation was intended to be for eternity, the fallen creatures brought to themselves hell. A
selfish society is the hell. A universe without justice,love, compassion and mercy was far worse to
experience. So God in his mercy instituted death on his Sons. But with the hope that one day He
could redeem his Sons to their proper place including the divine realm. Eastern liturgy of St. James
sings thus, "By thy ordinace death was instituted and by your resurrection it was cancelled. So every
tongue will praise you."
Through the history of man, God tried to cure this cancer. The problem was how to cure this yetzer
hara factor leaning into sin without infringing on the freedom of will. Without freedom there are no
sons, no growth and fulness. But it also leaves the possibility of choice and hence sin. The only way
was to deter yetzer hara and instill yetzer tov. For this God chose Israel and gave them the Law to
force redemption by the law of Karma by giving due recompense with the divine justice. Mosaic Law
could not do the control, for the law was weak through the weakness of the flesh (Romans 8:3). Law
could not control the fallen race of man.
When the pain became too sharp, God took action. He created another body within his universal body
in order to save the body and the Kingdom. This is incarnation. Distancing himself from the creation
as transcendant God would work no longer. Yet God cannot take away the freedom of the creation.
God cannot disregard the pain in His Body. The solution was found in the incarnation.
Hence
(Joh 3:16) For God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in
him should not perish, but have everlasting life.
(Joh 1:11) He came unto his own, and his own received him not.

(Joh 1:14-17) And the Word was made flesh, and dwelt among us, (and we beheld his glory, the glory
as of the only begotten of the Father,) full of grace and truth ....... For the law was given by Moses,
but grace and truth came by Jesus Christ.
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Son of God descended into his own body as Nanoparticle, scafold and hydrogels - the Son of Man - to
solve the problem with least damage.

++++++++++++++++++++

New approaches to targeting disease: Nanoparticles, scaffolds, and hydrogels
In cancer therapy, nanoparticles are being developed that specifically ferry chemotherapeutic drugs to
the site of a tumor. The nanoparticle itself is constructed to mimic a liposome (a small liquid-filled
“bubble” that looks like a cell) (Figure 1). These particles are much smaller than a typical cell (onethousandth the diameter), and they are coated with a membrane, similar to that of human cells. Since
this membrane is so similar to a real cell, the immune system is less likely to see the particles as
dangerous. In addition, the membrane-coated particles can more easily attach to and enter cells to
dispense their cargo. Inside the particle, the drug is stored either as a liquid, or embedded in a solid.
Recently, an approach has been reported where a solid material is at the core of the particle, but this
material has fine pores, like a sponge. This advance makes the particle even more like a cell [2]. In
order to get the nanoparticle to the tumor, when the particles are being manufactured, specific proteins
can be embedded into the membrane layer on the surface of the particle. These proteins can be
engineered to specifically bind molecules that are only found in the cancerous tissue.

Figure 1. A model liposome nanoparticle for drug delivery. (Illustration by Shannon McArdel)
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Another potential technique for drug delivery is the construction of three-dimensional scaffolds. In
this strategy, a drug can be loaded into the scaffold material, which is then implanted into the body. As
the scaffold is broken down and absorbed by the body the drug is released slowly in the local area. The
scaffold materials are often engineered to mimic non-cellular structures found in the body, like
collagen or keratin, which exist naturally as networks of fibers in the skin, joints, and most other
tissues. Over the last two decades, as understanding of biology has grown, scientists have realized that
these networks of fibers are not just a passive component of tissue, or just a place for cells to attach
and reside, but are active components in their own right. These fibrous networks can provide
mechanical cues to cells, sequester and release signals between cells, and direct developing tissues.
Since these natural scaffolds can have such dynamic effects on cells, it makes sense to customengineer them to affect cells in a determined way .........

Figure 2. A three-dimensional scaffold of poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) at two different
magnifications. (Image credit: DoITPoMS, University of Cambridge, UK)
Hydrogels represent yet another approach to making scaffolds. Hydrogels are most popularly used in
contact lenses. This class of materials, like the name suggests, are polymers that readily absorb water.
Therefore, the bulk structure can be more than 99% water by weight. Water is abundant in the body,
and every biochemical reaction occurs in an aqueous environment, so it makes sense to engineer a drug
delivery system to incorporate water. Even though only a small fraction of the weight is a connected
network of polymer, a mechanically stable structure in any arbitrary shape (like a lens) can be formed.
The advantage of using hydrogels is that they are not as rigid as other scaffold systems. They can be
injected, instead of implanted. However, since the starting material is water-based, different strategies
must be employed to incorporate active drugs.......But with all the possibilities that scientists are
pursuing, the future of medicine seems bright for better treatments with fewer side effects.
Joe Akin is a PhD student in the Immunology program at Harvard Medical School.
https://sitn.hms.harvard.edu/sitnflash_wp/2011/06/
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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In His human body Jesus demonstrated that we need to turn the world upside down in terms of our
concept of Power.
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Principles of Power in the Kingdom of God (diakonia)

The servant King
We always talk about God as the King of Kings and the Lord of Lords. King of Kings is a lofty title that has
been used by several monarchies (usually empires in the informal sense of great powers) throughout history, and
in many cases the literal title meaning "King of Kings", i.e. Monarch elevated above other royal rulers in a
vassal, tributary or protectorate position, especially in the case of Semitic languages, is conventionally (usually
inaccurately) rendered as Emperor. Titles of this relative type have been in use from the most ancient times in
Aryan. The rulers of Persia, at various times (under Zoroastrian as well as Muslim dynasties), have been titled
Shâhanshâh, the shah of shahs Whereas the most literal Sanskrit equivalent is Rajadhiraja, such as Maharaja
(literally Great King, also greatly devaluated by title inflation) and Maharajadhiraja (Bahadur) 'Great King of
kings'. The titles Maharajadhiraja and Rajadhiraja were also assumed by some great Kushan kings in the 1st and
2nd centuries of AD, as was Devaputra or 'Son of God'. Effectively we associate this concept with Power and
Authority over the whole creatures so that he can control and do whatever it pleases him.

The Problem with the concept of Kingship and Power

However the picture presented by Jesus about authority and power presents an opposite upside down
view.
Who Is the Greatest? (Luke22:24-30)
Also a dispute arose among them as to which of them was considered to be greatest.
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Jesus said to them, "The kings of the Gentiles lord it over them; and those who exercise authority over
them call themselves Benefactors. But you are not to be like that. Instead, the greatest among you
should be like the youngest, and the one who rules like the one who serves.
Is it not the one who is at the table? But I am among you as one who serves.
You are those who have stood by me in my trials. And I confer on you a kingdom, just as my Father
conferred one on me, so that you may eat and drink at my table in my kingdom and sit on thrones,
judging the twelve tribes of Israel. The greatest among you will be your servant. For whoever exalts
himself will be humbled, and whoever humbles himself will be exalted."
Mat 23:11-12 He who is greatest among you shall be your servant; whoever exalts himself will be
humbled, and whoever humbles himself will be exalted.
The Apostle John tells the rest of the story.
In response to the disciples' bickering Jesus takes off his outer garment, takes a towel and a basin,
kneels behind each of them, and begins to wash their feet. He not only talks about being a servant on
this occasion, he acts it out before them as a living parable they will never forget (John 13:4-17).
Joh 13:3-5 Jesus, knowing that the Father had given all things into his hands, and that he had come
from God and was going to God, rose from supper, laid aside his garments, and girded himself with a
towel. Then he poured water into a basin, and began to wash the disciples' feet, and to wipe them with
the towel with which he was girded.
Joh 13:12-17 When he had washed their feet, and taken his garments, and resumed his place, he said to
them, "Do you know what I have done to you? You call me Teacher and Lord; and you are right, for
so I am. If I then, your Lord and Teacher, have washed your feet, you also ought to wash one another's
feet. For I have given you an example, that you also should do as I have done to you. Truly, truly, I say
to you, a servant is not greater than his master; nor is he who is sent greater than he who sent him. If
you know these things, blessed are you if you do them
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The Upside down Kingdom

The soldier obeyed the centurion because he knew that he would be punished if he disobeyed. The
centurion had the coercive power of the Roman Empire behind him. This is authority from above.
That power may be legal power, as is the case of the centurion. It may be the power of a gun, or
simply be bigger fists. When we think of a king or a kingdom, we imagine a dictator imposing his will
on a helpless populace, draining them of their resources to be used for his own personal
aggrandizement. Even if we picture him as a benevolent despot, he is at best an efficient bureaucrat.
But when we speak of God and the concept of kingdom, we refer to a completely different model.
Authority from above needs force.

In contrast, the Authority from below has no coercive force. Instead it is based on two factors: Love
and Freedom
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God’s Handicap
In dealing with the cosmos and all the living beings in it God is handicapped. But this handicap is selfimposed. God deliberately takes upon himself this handicap because we are Sons of God. Hence he
gives all sentients in the cosmos, free will. He will never force us into doing right , even when he
knows that we are moving in the wrong direction and will eventually kill us.

He conquers all through His Love whereby he dies himself for us and gives us a way out. He still will
not force us to take that road. He is long suffering and waits the Father who waits for his prodigal Son.

Joh 15:12-13 This is my commandment, that ye love one another, even as I have loved you. Greater
love hath no man than this that a man lay down his life for his friends.
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"A new command I give you: Love one another. As I have loved you, so you must love one another.
By this all men will know that you are my disciples, if you love one another." John 13:34-35 NIV
Mic 6:8 He hath showed thee, O man, what is good; and what doth Jehovah require of thee, but to do
justly, and to love kindness, and to walk humbly with thy God?
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Freedom and Service
All authority in the kingdom of God is based on freedom and service. This seems like a mystery, but it
makes the kingdom of God unique.
Joh 12:24 Verily, verily, I say unto you, except a grain of wheat fall into the earth and die, it abideth
by itself alone; but if it die, it beareth much fruit.
Php 2:1-11 So if there is any encouragement in Christ, any incentive of love, any participation in the
Spirit, any affection and sympathy, complete my joy by being of the same mind, having the same love,
being in full accord and of one mind. Do nothing from selfishness or conceit, but in humility count
others better than yourselves. Let each of you look not only to his own interests, but also to the
interests of others. Have this mind among yourselves, which is yours in Christ Jesus, who, though he
was in the form of God, did not count equality with God a thing to be grasped, but emptied himself,
taking the form of a servant, being born in the likeness of men. And being found in human form he
humbled himself and became obedient unto death, even death on a cross. Therefore God has highly
exalted him and bestowed on him the name which is above every name, that at the name of Jesus
every knee should bow, in heaven and on earth and under the earth, and every tongue confess that
Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the Father.
Jesus demonstrated how servant authority works.

He lived amongst the people and served them. Many responded to his love by to become his disciples.
He had great authority over his disciples, but no one was forced to obey him. They obeyed him
because they loved him. Every disciple was free to withdraw their submission at any time. Judas
demonstrated this freedom when he withdrew his submission to Jesus and submitted to the Jewish
leaders.
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“Come see his hands and his feet,
the scars that speak of sacrifice,
hands that flung stars into space,
to cruel nails surrendered.
This is our God, the Servant King,
He calls us now to follow Him
to bring our lives as a daily offering
of worship to the Servant King.” Graham Kendrick
In the Kingdom of God, people gain authority by serving.
Husbands gain authority in their family, by loving their wives.
Elders have authority, because they serve the Christians in their care.
Those with authority in the kingdom of God must serve others.
They must never use coercion to get their will done.
The greatest SERVANT in the cosmos is God.
This is the Kingdom where each cares for the other and they form a family based on love and service
giving themselves to each other.
God so loved the world HE GAVE

Thus He became “... the propitiation for our sins; and not for ours only but also for the sins of the
whole world. (John 2:2).
He called out a new body - The Church to continue his mission.
The phrase “the Body of Christ” is a common New Testament metaphor for the Church (all those who
are truly saved). The Church is called “one body in Christ” in Romans 12:5, “one body” in 1
Corinthians 10:17, “the body of Christ” in 1 Corinthians 12:27 and Ephesians 4:12, and “the body” in
Hebrews 13:3. The Church is clearly equated with “the body” of Christ in Ephesians 5:23 and
Colossians 1:24.
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When Christ entered our world, He took on a physical body “prepared” for Him (Hebrews 10:5;
Philippians 2:7). Constraining the Godhead within human limitation was another of the great sacrifice
which is accomplished only in the supreme Love of God to his creation. Through His physical body,
Jesus demonstrated the love of God clearly, tangibly, and boldly—especially through His sacrificial
death on the cross (Romans 5:8). Just before his death he took a group of people to be his Apostles to take the message to all creation. In the last supper he had together with them Jesus said:
(Luk 22:14-20)
And when the hour was come, he sat down, and the twelve apostles with him. And he said unto them,
With desire I have desired to eat this passover with you before I suffer: For I say unto you, I will not
any more eat thereof, until it be fulfilled in the kingdom of God. And he took the cup, and gave
thanks, and said, Take this, and divide it among yourselves: For I say unto you, I will not drink of the
fruit of the vine, until the kingdom of God shall come. And he took bread, and gave thanks, and
brake it, and gave unto them, saying, This is my body which is given for you: this do in remembrance
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of me. Likewise also the cup after supper, saying, This cup is the new testament in my blood, which
is shed for you.

In truth, the material world with all its life was indeed the body of God. There is no need of a transsubstantiation because those were indeed part of his body, first of the Word that became Flesh in
creation. These were to broken to feed the life. So were the life giving fluids including the Wine
which also pointed to the life giving Spirit.
Mark 16:15 He said to them, "Go into all the world and preach the good news to all creation.
The Gospel in the Dress
This teaching of the servanthood as authority is intentionally built into the dress of the Priesthood. The
dress of the Priest is the dress of the servants in the middle east with its waist band in readiness to
serve.
The dress of Bishops indicates Sacrifice of the blood and Servanthood. Washed in the blood of the
lamb gives its saffron color. Safron clothes became of symbol of the sanyasins only after the ministry
of Jesus. The Brahmins even today wears the white.
Priestly dress of glory and authority is worn on top indicating the origin of authority is in the
servantbood.
The greatest is the one who serve
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"Love's Rule"
In essence, the Kingdom of God should be translated as "Love's Domain," "Love's Dominion," or
"Love's Rule" because the Kingdom of God is where the God is. God is Love
The only definitions of God in the bible are:
God is Love and God is a Spirit and God is Light

1Jn 4:7-24 Beloved, let us love one another; for love is of God, and he who loves is born of God and
knows God. He who does not love does not know God; for God is love. In this the love of God was
made manifest among us, that God sent his only Son into the world, so that we might live through him.
In this is love, not that we loved God but that he loved us and sent his Son to be the expiation for our
sins. Beloved, if God so loved us, we also ought to love one another. No man has ever seen God; if we
love one another, God abides in us and his love is perfected in us. By this we know that we abide in
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him and he in us, because he has given us of his own Spirit. And we have seen and testify that the
Father has sent his Son as the Savior of the world. Whoever confesses that Jesus is the Son of God,
God abides in him, and he in God. So we know and believe the love God has for us. God is love, and
he who abides in love abides in God, and God abides in him.
1Jn 4:19 We love, because he first loved us. If any one says, "I love God," and hates his brother, he is
a liar; for he who does not love his brother whom he has seen, cannot love God whom he has not seen.
1Jn 4:21 And this commandment we have from him, that he who loves God should love his brother
also.
Joh 4:24 God is spirit, and those who worship him must worship in spirit and truth.
1Jn 3:16 By this we know love, that THEY laid down THEIR life for us; and we ought to lay down
our lives for the brethren.
1Jn 1:5 This is the message we have heard from him and proclaim to you, that God is light and in him
is no darkness at all.
Rom 12:1 I beseech you therefore, brethren, by the mercies of God, to present your bodies a living
sacrifice, holy, acceptable to God, which is your spiritual service.
Receive the Kingdom and the Kingdom responsibilities that Jesus would confer upon you. Become
partakers in the redemptive process of the cosmos
Behold I make all things new.
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After His bodily ascension, Christ continues His work in the world through those He has redeemed—
the Church now demonstrates the love of God clearly, tangibly, and boldly. In this way, the Church
functions as “the Body of Christ.”
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In fact Paul says that
Rom 8:5-24
(5) For those who live according to the flesh set their minds on the things of the flesh, but those who
live according to the Spirit set their minds on the things of the Spirit. To set the mind on the flesh is
death, but to set the mind on the Spirit is life and peace. For the mind that is set on the flesh is hostile
to God; it does not submit to God's law, indeed it cannot; and those who are in the flesh cannot please
God.
But justification and propitiation were only part of the function. The incarnation was for a much
greater reason, to bring the body in consonance with the Head.
(6) But you are not in the flesh, you are in the Spirit, if in fact the Spirit of God dwells in you. Any one
who does not have the Spirit of Christ does not belong to him. But if Christ is in you, although your
bodies are dead because of sin, your spirits are alive because of righteousness. If the Spirit of him who
raised Jesus from the dead dwells in you, he who raised Christ Jesus from the dead will give life to
your mortal bodies also through his Spirit which dwells in you.
So then, brethren, we are debtors, not to the flesh, to live according to the flesh-- for if you live
according to the flesh you will die, but if by the Spirit you put to death the deeds of the body you will
live. This is the long plan of redemption
For all who are led by the Spirit of God are sons of God. For you did not receive the spirit of slavery
to fall back into fear, but you have received the spirit of sonship. When we cry, "Abba! Father!" it is
the Spirit himself bearing witness with our spirit that we are children of God, and if children, then
heirs, heirs of God and fellow heirs with Christ, provided we suffer with him in order that we may also
be glorified with him.
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God is incomprehensible in His essence. But God, who is love, allows us to know Him through His
divine energies, those actions whereby He reveals Himself to us in creation, providence, and
redemption. It is through the divine energies, therefore, that we achieve union with God. Logos
become human (ie hypostatically uniting Himself with human nature) so as to intimately unite
Himself with the entire created cosmos and put his own body in its proper healthy status. Far from
being seen only as a remedy to a sinful world, (which it is), is now the inflow of the blood to heal and
to reinstate the body.
But the incarnation, the cross and the resurrection goes much further than the humans and the earth.
"For the creation waits with eager longing for the revealing of the sons of God; for the creation was
subjected to futility, not of its own will but by the will of him who subjected it in hope; because the
creation itself will be set free from its bondage to decay and obtain the glorious liberty of the children
of God."
"We know that the whole creation has been groaning in travail together until now; and not only the
creation, but we ourselves, who have the first fruits of the Spirit, groan inwardly as we wait for
adoption as sons, the redemption of our bodies. For in this hope we were saved. Now hope that is seen
is not hope. For who hopes for what he sees?"
The ressurection of the dead is the purpose of incarnation whereby all creation was reconciled with
God. Creation - the body of God will one day function in health without loosing its freedom.
“He will judge and will forgive all, the good and the evil, the wise and the meek. And when He has
done with all of them, then He will summon us. ‘You too come forth,’ He will say, ‘Come forth ye
drunkards, come forth, ye weak ones, come forth, ye children of shame!’ And we shall all come forth,
without shame and shall stand before Him. And He will say unto us, ‘Ye are swine, made in the Image
of the Beast and with his mark; but come ye also!’ And the wise ones and those of understanding will
say, ‘Oh Lord, why dost Thou receive these?’ And He will say, “This is why I receive them, oh ye
wise—that not one of them believed himself to be worthy of this.’ And He will hold out His hands to
us and we shall fall down before Him…and shall weep…and shall understand all things…Lord, thy
Kingdom come!” Fyodor Dostoevsky, Crime and Punishment.
Jesus gave two figures to describe this relationship.
The first is the example of the Vine and the Branches.
This idea of deification differs considerably from the Gnostic, Hindu and New Age concept of Man
realizing as God. The cosmos being the creation of God and hence an extension of God, Man does not
partake of the unity in essence with the Triune God. There is a clear difference between God who is
transcendant and beyond creation and God who is immanent in creation. God is immanent in his
creation to which he has given freedom of will as his children. We are the branches and is distinct
from the root. But as branches we can produce the fruit expected of the branches – which is possible
only if the life giving spirit flows into the branches and transform it.
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John 15:5 I am the vine, you are the branches.
For this is why the gospel was preached even to the dead, that though judged in the flesh like men, they
might live in the Spirit like God. —I Peter 4:6
The glorious riches of this mystery, which is Christ in you, the hope of glory. — Col. 1:27
The second figure is the marriage of man and wife where they are united together into one body.
Eph. 5:31-32. . . the two will become one body. . . This mystery applies to Christ and the Church.
The representation of the being one in marriage goes far into the creation when Adam was a unity
including Man and Woman from which a seperation was so as to create. This in fact is an image of the
creation of Cosmos itself by God the unity. As in the union of Man and Wife they become one
organism, so will be the union of Created beings with the Creator Word. When Mankind (and all
sentient free will beings) join together into God we have the ultimate consumation.
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Athanasius commented regarding the incarnation as follows:
“For the Son of God became man, that we might become God.”
John 10:34-35 Jesus answered: Is it not written in your Law: I said, you are gods? So the Law uses
the word gods of those to whom the word of God was addressed, and scripture cannot be rejected.

So C.S. Lewis in “A Grief Observed” argues in thus: “ (God) said that we were "gods" and He is
going to make good His words. If we let Him-for we can prevent Him if we choose—He will make the
feeblest and filthiest of us into a god or goddess, dazzling, radiant, immortal creature, pulsating all
through with such energy and joy and wisdom and love as we cannot now imagine, a bright stainless
mirror which reflects back to God perfectly (though, of course, on a smaller scale) His own boundless
power and delight and goodness. The process will be long and in parts very painful; but that is what we
are in for.”

“God said to this hairless monkey, "get on with it, become a god."” Notice the g not G.
“He has called men gods that are deified of His Grace, not born of His Substance.” St. Augustine
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"the Word became flesh and the Son of God became the Son of Man: so that man, by entering into
communion with the Word and thus receiving divine sonship, might become a son of God" —St.
Irenaeus, Adv Haer III 19,1
“Souls wherein the Spirit dwells, illuminated by the Spirit, themselves become spiritual, and send
forth their grace to others. Hence comes . . . abiding in God, the being made like to God, and, highest
of all, the being made god.” —St. Basil the Great, On the Spirit.

“let us become the image of the one whole God, bearing nothing earthly in ourselves, so that we may
consort with God and become gods, receiving from God our existence as gods” —St. Maximus the
Confessor
II Peter 1:3-4 He has given us all the things that we need for life and for true devotion, bringing us to
know God himself... through them you will be able to share the divine nature.

The Only-begotten Son of God, wanting us to be partakers of his divinity, assumed our human nature
so that, having become man, he might make men gods. —St. Thomas Aquinas
Ephesians 4:13 In this way we are all to come to unity in our faith and in our knowledge of the Son of
God, until we become the perfect Man, fully mature with the fullness of Christ himself.
This concept of deification or the process of becoming part of God’s body is staggering as C.S.Lewis
writes in his book “The Weight of Glory”:
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“It is a serious thing to live in a society of possible gods and goddesses, to remember that the dullest
and most uninteresting person you talk to may one day be a creature which, if you saw it now, you
would be strongly tempted to worship. . .”
Human-beings can become Sons of God! The process involved is “You must be born again.”. Unless
we're born again –through resurrection we can't even see the Kingdom of God!

1Co 15:42-50 So is it with the resurrection of the dead. What is sown is perishable, what is raised is
imperishable. It is sown in dishonor, it is raised in glory. It is sown in weakness, it is raised in power.
It is sown a physical body, it is raised a spiritual body. If there is a physical body, there is also a
spiritual body. Thus it is written, "The first man Adam became a living being"; the last Adam became
a life-giving spirit. But it is not the spiritual which is first but the physical, and then the spiritual. The
first man was from the earth, a man of dust; the second man is from heaven. As was the man of dust,
so are those who are of the dust; and as is the man of heaven, so are those who are of heaven. Just as
we have borne the image of the man of dust, we shall also bear the image of the man of heaven. I tell
you this, brethren: flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God, nor does the perishable inherit
the imperishable.
1Jn 3:2 Beloved, we are God's children now; it does not yet appear what we shall be, but we know that
when he appears we shall be like him, for we shall see him as he is.
Php 3:20-21 But our commonwealth is in heaven, and from it we await a Savior, the Lord Jesus
Christ, who will change our lowly body to be like his glorious body, by the power which enables him
even to subject all things to himself.
The statement will make meaning only in the context of the world within worlds. When all the fallen
creatures aligns themselves to the direction of the divine purposes, the whole cosmos will be redeemed
and brought back into its newness of life.
1Co 15:54-57 When the perishable puts on the imperishable, and the mortal puts on immortality, then
shall come to pass the saying that is written: "Death is swallowed up in victory." "O death, where is
thy victory? O death, where is thy sting?" The sting of death is sin, and the power of sin is the law.
But thanks be to God, who gives us the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ.
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Theosis is not that man becomes in all essence God, but that every part of the creation which form part
of the body of God functions as they are expected to in the process of maintaining the Kingdom. Just
as each part of the body is to function properly for good health, the whole four world Kingdom will
ultimately work in unison as God wanted his body to function with oneness of purpose – the perfect
will of God.
Eph 4:11-13 And his gifts were that some should be apostles, some prophets, some evangelists, some
pastors and teachers, to equip the saints for the work of ministry, for building up the body of Christ,
until we all attain to the unity of the faith and of the knowledge of the Son of God, to mature manhood,
to the measure of the stature of the fullness of Christ;
Now the Lord is the Spirit, and where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is freedom. And we, with our
unveiled faces reflecting like mirrors the brightness of the Lord, all grow brighter and brighter as we
are turned into the image that we reflect; this is the work of the Lord who is Spirit. — 2 Cor. 3:17-18
I John 3:2 My dear people, we are already the children of God but what we are to be in the future has
not yet been revealed; all we know is, that when it is revealed we shall be like him because we shall
see him as he really is.
But to all who did accept him he gave power to become children of God, to all who believe in the
name of him who was born not out of human stock or urge of the flesh or will of man but of God
himself. — John, 1:12-13
Thus Kingdom of God is the realization of the whole sentient creation as children of God. This in
terrestial terms includes Man. But this concept is not a New Age idea. Here are some verses that
defines the process of theosis or the process of being in the image of Jesus by growing in Christ. This
is accomplished through the every day trials and overcoming of temptations.
Rom. 8:15-17 “. . . the Spirit and our spirit bear united witness that we are children of God. And if we
are children we are heirs of God and co-heirs with Christ, sharing his sufferings so as to share his
glory."
They (those who love him) are the ones he chose specially long ago and intended to become true
images of his Son, so that his Son might be the eldest of many brothers. — Rom. 8:29
Gal. 4:7...if God has made you son, then he has made you heir.
Copy of the Kingdom under Test
During the period of the ministry of Christ he must have emphasized this organic unity of all creation
and the need for mankind living as one organism that soon after the Great Commission and the
ascension we see the formation of such a nuclear society of believers. They tried to create the
Kingdom of God in accordance with the principles taught by Jesus.
Act 4:32 -35 “Now the company of those who believed were of one heart and soul, and no one said
that any of the things which he possessed was his own, but they had everything in common. And with
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great power the apostles gave their testimony to the resurrection of the Lord Jesus, and great grace was
upon them all.
There was not a needy person among them, for as many as were possessors of lands or houses sold
them, and brought the proceeds of what was sold and laid it at the apostles' feet; and distribution
was made to each as any had need.”
The Principle of
“From each according to his ability
To each according to his need”
Was first established by the Jerusalem Christian Commune.
But the experiment failed miserably because of one family who entered the community and acted
against the principle - Anani'as with his wife Sapphi'ra. This brought in immediate death for the
couple along with the community. The story still continues. The story of the failure of communism in
Russia proclaims the same fact. Today there are several experimental communes all over the world.
In every case the problems include selfishness. Kingdom of God cannot come unless sin is eradicated
and that is a long process involving new creation through resurrection power.
James the brother of Jesus reacted to this failure.
Jas 5:1-9 Come now, you rich, weep and howl for the miseries that are coming upon you. Your
riches have rotted and your garments are moth-eaten. Your gold and silver have rusted, and their rust
will be evidence against you and will eat your flesh like fire. You have laid up treasure for the last
days. Behold, the wages of the laborers who mowed your fields, which you kept back by fraud, cry
out; and the cries of the harvesters have reached the ears of the Lord of hosts. You have lived on the
earth in luxury and in pleasure; you have fattened your hearts in a day of slaughter. You have
condemned, you have killed the righteous man; he does not resist you.
Be patient, therefore, brethren, until the coming of the Lord. Behold, the farmer waits for the
precious fruit of the earth, being patient over it until it receives the early and the late rain. You also be
patient. Establish your hearts, for the coming of the Lord is at hand. Do not grumble, brethren, against
one another, that you may not be judged; behold, the Judge is standing at the doors.
“The deification or theosis of the creature will be realized in its fullness only in the age to come, after
the resurrection of the dead. This deifying union has, nevertheless, to be fulfilled ever more and more
even in this present life, through the transformation of our corruptible and depraved nature and by its
adaptation to eternal life.” (Vladimir Lossky, The Mystical Theology of the Eastern Church p. 196,
Crestwood, NY: St. Vladimir's Seminary Press, 1976 )
After the failure of the First Christian Commune, realizing the presence of Selfishness and on going
exploitation one by the other, the Church as a living organism with independent families as a viable
solution came in. The Kingdom is being formed in the Church where the presence of sin is
acknowledged.
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John 14:20-24 "...you will know that I am in My Father, and you in Me, and I in you. He who has My
commandments and keeps them, it is he who loves Me. And he who loves Me will be loved by My
Father, and I will love him and manifest Myself to him. .. If anyone loves Me, he will keep My word;
and My Father will love him, and We will come to him and make Our home with him. He who does
not love Me does not keep My words."
John 15:4-6 "Abide in Me, and I in you. As the branch cannot bear fruit of itself, unless it abides in the
vine, neither can you, unless you abide in Me. I am the vine, you are the branches. He who abides in
Me, and I in him, bears much fruit; for without Me you can do nothing. If anyone does not abide in
Me, he is cast out as a branch and is withered...."
John 3:3-6"...I say to you, 'unless one is born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God.... Most
assuredly, I say to you, unless one is born of water and the Spirit, he cannot enter the kingdom of God.
That which is born of the flesh is flesh, and that which is born of the Spirit is spirit."
This remaking of the Cosmos with all its freedom of will into one organic unity functioning in
perfection is the ultimate Kingdom of God. It has already started in the hearts and minds of the people
who has accepted Christ as their Lord and Master and He will transform and ultimately bring us all
into that Kingdom. It needs your free participation. That is the call of the Gospel. There will be
pruning, there will be pain. All these are part of the theosis process.
Theosis, becoming fully functioning body of God

The perfecting of the cosmos in its full function as part of God himself or the perfecting of God’s
body, will require the return of the fallen mankind and in fact all fallen creation to its pristine form in
line with God’s purposes.
I Cor.12.27 Now you together are Christ's body; but each of you is a different part of it.

Paulos Mar Gregorios (1922–1996) postulates that St. Gregory's reservation regarding a more in-depth
parallelism stemmed from a concern that man's high standing within creation not be attributed to his
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similarity to the universe (Gregorios, "Cosmic Man"). However, St. Gregory also views man as a
mediator between creation and God whose mediation is made possible by the incarnation:
"In Christ, Man, and through Man the whole creation, directly and without intermediaries participates
in the creative energies of God Himself" (Paulos Mar Gregorios, "Cosmic Man, p.103).
Man as Priest of Creation
Metr. Paulos Gregorios of the Orthodox Syrian Church of the East, who was one of the most ardent
advocates of Christian ecology wrote, "Nature, man, and God are not three disjunct realities on the
stage with a space-interval between their respective boundaries. [...] Christ has become part of
creation, and in his created body he lifted up the creation to God, and humankind must participate in
this eternal priesthood of Christ" (Gregorios, "The Human Presence")
Fr. Stanley Harakas of Greek Orthodox Archdiocese of America.summarizes the Orthodox position
thus far: "the creation exists for the use of humanity; but humanity exists as a microcosm to sanctify
creation and to draw it into the fullness of the life of the kingdom of God, to bring it into communion
with its maker." (The Integrity of Creation: Ethical Issues, in "Justice, Peace and the Integrity of
Creation," p.73)
Gregory's cosmology consists of God, man, and the world. Man is a part of the world, which exists
within the limits of time and space. However, God exists beyond all such limits. Therefore, God exists
without any change though the world goes on changing. As God exists beyond the limits of time and
space, God is incomprehensible to man. Human thought and language are limited to what exists within
the limits of time and space.
Gregory makes a distinction between the ousia and energia of God. The ousia(essence) of God is
totally incomprehensible to us. The world depends upon the energia (operation) of God for its
existence. It is from non-being, which merely appears to exist, that God, the true being, has brought the
world into existence.
According to the western Christian thought, which originated in Augustine, the essence of man is his
sinful nature. Man is originally sinner. Gregory cannot agree with this idea. If man is sinner by nature,
how can he be blamed for doing sin? According to Gregory, the essence of man is nothing but the
essence of God. Man is the visible image of the invisible God. The original and the image differ in that
the original is self-existent and remains unchanging whereas the image depends upon the original, and
moves from beginning to end. Man is absolutely free as God is free. However, man is in a state of
growing-- growing upto the perfection of God. As man is in need of growth, he is immature.
Immaturity often makes man misuse his freedom. This is what Gregory calls evil or sin. Whatever in
our attitude and behavior that hinders the perpetual growth towards the perfection of God is evil.
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ELEVEN
BEHOLD I MAKE ALL THIGS NEW
Building and Rebuilding the World

It is the whole of humanity at every place and time that is the visible image of God. As mankind is a
part of the world, and the image of God, mankind has a mediating role -- between God and world.
The process of recreation of Universe is an on going process which evidently will take ages after
ages. It is a process which involves judgement and seperation.
(Rev 21:1-8)
And I saw a new heaven and a new earth: for the first heaven and the first earth were passed away; and
there was no more sea. And I John saw the holy city, new Jerusalem, coming down from God out of
heaven, prepared as a bride adorned for her husband. And I heard a great voice out of heaven saying,
Behold, the tabernacle of God is with men, and he will dwell with them, and they shall be his people,
and God himself shall be with them, and be their God. And God shall wipe away all tears from their
eyes; and there shall be no more death, neither sorrow, nor crying, neither shall there be any more pain:
for the former things are passed away. And he that sat upon the throne said, Behold, I make all things
new. And he said unto me, Write: for these words are true and faithful. And he said unto me, It is done.
I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end. I will give unto him that is athirst of the fountain of
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the water of life freely. He that overcometh shall inherit all things; and I will be his God, and he shall
be my son. But the fearful, and unbelieving, and the abominable, and murderers, and whoremongers,
and sorcerers, and idolaters, and all liars, shall have their part in the lake which burneth with fire and
brimstone: which is the second death.
This describes the end of one age when it describes a clear seperation of the creation into two groups.
However it does not stop the pain in the body of God. Since there is no outside for God the problem
will still remain within the body of God only displayed.
But God's love is so much that this love that gives his life (the essential process by which life was
created) to the dead will recreate every living in his image according to the basic part and function of
the body. This indeed involve pain.
(Heb. 12:5-11).If you endure chastening, God deals with you as with sons; for what son is there whom
a father does not chasten? But if you are without chastening, of which all have become partakers,
then you are illegitimate and not sons. Furthermore, we have had human fathers who corrected us, and
we paid them respect.
Shall we not much more readily be in subjection to the Father of spirits and live? For they indeed for a
few days chastened us as seemed best to them, but He for our profit, that we may be partakers of His
holiness.
Now no chastening seems to be joyful… but painful; nevertheless, afterward it yields the peaceable
fruit of righteousness to those who have been trained by itǁ
Eventually God's love will redeem the whole creation as is clearly stated in the following verses.
Colossians 1:15-20
He is the image of the invisible God, the firstborn over all creation. 16 For by Him all things were
created that are in heaven and that are on earth, visible and invisible, whether thrones or dominions or
principalities or powers. All things were created through Him and for Him. And He is before all things,
and in Him all things consist. 18 And He is the head of the body, the church, who is the beginning, the
firstborn from the dead, that in all things He may have the pre-eminence. For it pleased the Father that
in Him all the fullness should dwell, and by Him to reconcile (apokatallasso) all things to Himself, by
Him, whether things on earth or things in heaven, having made peace through the blood of His cross.
God will reconcile ALL things on earth and ALL things in heaven through Jesus Christ having
made PEACE through the blood of His cross.
Please note that these verses, Colossians 1:15-20, are constructed in such a way that they leave
absolutely no room for any doubt whatsoever that the word ALL can only mean ALL, without any
exception. Apostle Paul, inspired by the Holy Spirit, repeats the word all seven times before coming to
the key verse, verse 20, which says that God will reconcile all things to Himself through Jesus Christ.
2 Cor. 5:15: “And he died for all, that those who live might live no longer for themselves but for
him who for their sake died and was raised.”
"Jesus Christ the righteous...is the propitiation for our sins; and not for ours only, but also for
the sins of the whole world" (1 John 2:2)
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"...who gave Himself a ransom for all, to be testified in due time" (1 Tim.2:6)
"The Father sent the Son to be the Saviour of the world" (1 John 4:14)
"We trust in the living God, who is the Saviour of all men, specially those that believe" (1
Tim.4:10)
"The lord is long-suffering toward us, not willing that any should perish" (2 Pet.3:9)
"The grace of God has appeared bringing salvation to all men" (Titus 2:11)
"I, if I am lifted up from the earth, will draw all people to Myself." (John 12:32)

and then the end comes when the following event takes place as the function of the Son as the
redeemer is accomplished. and he returns into the veil.
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1 Corinthians 15:28 Now when all things are made subject to Him, then the Son Himself will also be
subject to Him who put all things under Him, that God may be all in all.
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Universal Salvation
Universal reconciliation, universal salvation or sometimes simply universalism, is the doctrine or
belief that all will receive salvation, regardless of their current state because of the love and mercy of
God. But it is not forced on to individuals because of the freedom God has given us. Every act will
receive a just reward. As a result those who reject the offer of salvation will have to go through the
experience of hell here and now as well as in the ages to come until he returns to the father.
There are some who believe it to be a heresy because they feel it will reduce the impact of the
immediacy of the gospel message. This is the day of salvation and this is the day of grace. If you miss
this day of grace, you are going to suffer through hell. But there is yet hope even beyond hell and after
hell hell. For the shepherd will leave all the 99 good sheep and go out in search of the one lost. That is
the gospel in truth.

There were ninety and nine that safely lay
in the shelter of the fold.
But one was out on the hills away,
Far off from the gates of gold.
Away on the mountains wild and bare.
Away from the tender Shepherd’s care.
Away from the tender Shepherd’s care
"The Ninety and Nine" by Elizabeth C. Clephane (1868),
Painting by James Tissot - The Good Shepherd - Brooklyn Museum
Various early fathers definitely expressed this concept. These include: The Didascalia (the
Catechetical school of Alexandria), Pantaenus (first head of catechetical school at Alexandria),
Clement of Alexandria (second head of catechetical school at Alexandria), Origen, Athanasius
(Archbishop of Alexandria), Didymus , Anselm, Ambrose (Bishop Ephraim), Chrysostum, Gregory of
Nyssa, Gregory of Nazianzus (Bishop and President of the second Church council), Titus (Bishop of
Bostra), Cyril, Methodius,(Bishop of Tyre), Eusibius (early church historian ) and many others
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Four of the six theological schools of thought in ancient Christendom supported universalism and only
one supported eternal damnation. Additionally, theological thought appears more varied before the
strong influence of Augustine, who forcefully denied universal salvation
What we are told is that Jesus will redeem ALL THINGS and will make all things new. We have no
definite revelation regarding these intermediary states. Theologians through the ages have suggested
various methods.

Simple Two age model
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This is the simple western evangelistic model. They refuse to accept any further age. Thus those who
are in Christ (Christians) will live eternally in Heaven and those who are not in Christ (Non Christians)
will live eternally in hell in eternal suffering. This of course violates the character of God as Father.
How can there be joy in heaven when relations of those in heaven still burn in hell? God will have to
bring in a memory wipe out for them. Of course all creation is not made new here.
Some group devised another solution where the Non Christians are totally annihilated. They cease to
exist. So they don’t suffer any more.

Taking these factors the possible plan of salvation that is suggested is as follows:
What Paul and the New Testament assert is:
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There is a separation of men into two groups from one age to the other. One enters into Heaven and
the other to Hell. The presence of God continues even in the Hell because there is nothing outside of
God.
Psa 139:7 -8 Whither shall I go from thy Spirit? Or whither shall I flee from thy presence? If I ascend
to heaven, thou art there! If I make my bed in Sheol, thou art there!
Ultimately All creation will be reconciled and redeemed.
Thus in the love of God as a Father the patience of God continues through the Ages until by their own
choice every Son will all return to the Father. This is illustrated by the parable of the Prodigal Son.
This mystery however is not fully exposed in the Bible for the simple reason that the gospel is for
now. Today is the day of salvation. Sadhu Sunder Singh presents it as follows:

“I was also told that the love of God operates even in Hell.
Those in Hell will ultimately be brought to Heaven, like the prodigal son, but with regard to the
ultimate fate of certain in number you must not ask.
There is a kind of heavenly joke – no, joke is not a good word for it. Very few will be lost but many
will be saved. It is so but don’t tell,’ they said, as it were in jest, ‘because it will make men careless,
and we want them to enjoy the First Heaven - that is, the Heaven on earth - as well.’
Though we have no definite revelation on how this process takes place. Paul gives the following
necessary events before this is achieved
1Co 15:22-28
•
•

For as in Adam ALL die, so also in Christ shall ALL be made alive.
But each in his own order:

What is this order?
•

Christ the first fruit;
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•
•

then they that are Christ's, at his coming.
Then we have the white throne judgment when the righteous non-believers are given the
earth. Mat 25:46 “And these shall go away into eternal punishment: but the righteous into
eternal life. “

These are sure events, since we have details about these events in the Bible.
Then what?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Somethings happen so that it leads to a state When he shall have abolished all rule and all authority and power.
For he must reign,
Till he hath put all his enemies under his feet. (These are the evil forces of the whole cosmos)
For, He put all things in subjection under his feet.
The last enemy that shall be abolished is death.

And when all things have been subjected unto him
•
•

•

then shall the Son also himself be subjected to him that did subject all things unto him,
Then cometh the end, when he shall deliver up the kingdom to God, even the Father; But
when he saith, All things are put in subjection, it is evident that he is exempted who did
subject all things unto him. ,
That God may be all in all.

These are very cryptic statements. Evidently the struggle with the powers of darkness continues
beyond the White Throne judgment until Christ reigns. Then the Son himself will merge with the
Father so that God fill the whole cosmos.

(1Co 15:26) The last enemy to be destroyed is death.
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Rom 8:19-21 For the creation waits with eager longing for the revealing of the sons of God; for the
creation was subjected to futility, not of its own will but by the will of him who subjected it in hope;
because the creation itself will be set free from its bondage to decay and obtain the glorious liberty
of the children of God.
Rom 8:23-24 and not only the creation, but we ourselves, who have the first fruits of the Spirit,
groan inwardly as we wait for adoption as sons, the redemption of our bodies. For in this hope we were
saved.
We are only the first fruits and there are others to follow in order.
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Eph 1:9-10 For he has made known to us in all wisdom and insight the mystery of his will, according
to his purpose which he set forth in Christ as a plan for the fullness of time, to unite all things in him,
things in heaven and things on earth.
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Rev 21:5 And he who sat upon the throne said, "Behold, I make all things new."
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(1Co 15:28) When all things are subjected to him, then the Son himself will also be subjected to him
who put all things under him, that God may be everything to every one.
The cycle of Fall and Total Redemptions through a number of ages, brings back the cosmos to its
original consonance in God.
Here is the plan of salvation that is suggested in these verses which satisfies all the sequence of events.
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This idea is further exploited to introduce the concept of Purgatory even for the believers by the
Roman Church.
“Purgatory Is Necessary Purification
Before we enter into full communion with God, every trace of sin within us must be eliminated
and every imperfection in our soul must be corrected
At the General Audience of Wednesday, 4 August 1999, following his catecheses on heaven and hell,
the Holy Father reflected on Purgatory. He explained that physical integrity is necessary to enter into
perfect communion with God therefore "the term purgatory does not indicate a place, but a condition
of existence", where Christ "removes ... the remnants of imperfection". “ Pope Paul II
Just as we have no details of what happens in the ages to come, we don’t have any detail regarding the
Purgatory. It is an elaboration of concept of ages.
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WILL IT FALL AGAIN?
Will there be an ongoing cycle of creation, fall and redemption? Certainly it is a possibility. As long
as the children have the free will, the possibility will remain. If Lucifer who was close to God could
fall, every other child of God has that freedom and possibility. Father’s love will still continue to
sacrifice and redeem.
Will there be Cycle of Creation, fall, and redemption? We do not know because we have no specific
revelation of these eras in the Bible. There is another reason for this ignorance. Time and events
evolve and are not predestined. We can only guess the procedures based on the character of God and
Man.

HINDU YUGA THEORY
Indian Hindu teaching has come to take it for granted not only that this will happen and thee cycle of
creation and redemption process will go on eternally. It starts with the perfect state of Satya Yuga
and the moral standard and belligerence of creation against God will gradually increase unless an
incarnation of God redeems it back to perfect state. They not only make it a perfect cycle like the day
month year with predefined periods. This would simply mean that everything is predestined and thus
the whole thing will ultimately reduce to a game of God.
Swami Sriyukteswar Giri (1855 - 1936) is the monastic name of Priyanath Karar was the guru of
Swami Satyananda Giri and Paramahansa Yogananda. Sri Yukteshwar was an educator, astronomer, a
Jyotisha (Vedic astrologer), a yogi, and a believer in the Bhagavad Gita and the Bible. The book, The
Holy Science was written by Swami Yukteswar in 1894 under the title Kaivalya Darsanam. Sri
Yukteswar states that he wrote The Holy Science at the request of Mahavatar Babaji. The book
compares parallel passages from the Bible and Upanishads in order to show the unity of all religions.
Here are some quotes from the book:
•

“The Eternal Father God Swami Parambrahma is the only Real Substance, Sat, and is all in all
in the universe.”

•

“Man possesses eternal faith and believes intuitively in the existence of a substance, of which
the objects of sense – sound, touch, sight, taste, and smell, the component parts of this visible
world – are but properties….The Eternal Father God, the only substance in the universe is,
therefore, not comprehensible by man of this material world, unless he becomes divine by
lifting his self above this creation of Darkness Maya.”
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He has interpreted the Hindu mythical cyclic ages as follows:
If we accept the generally accepted definition of a charana being 1200 years of the devas and each
deva year is 360 human years, then the following notions of the Hindu creation mythology emerge.

SRF magazine winter 1999 by Vishvas Gaitonde
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1 Maha Yuga = 12,000 * 360 = 4,320,000, i.e. 4.32 Million solar years
1 Kalpa is made-up of 1,000 Maha Yugas = 4,320,000,000, i.e. 4.32 Billion solar years. One Kalpa is
only half a day of Brahma the creator. Thus the entire universe is re-created from scratch once every
8.64 Billion solar years (2 kalpas)
Modern science estimates the age of our current Universe as 13.75 ± 0.11 billion years.
Further Bhagavatham - Canto 3 further defines
1 Manvantara = 71 Maha Yugas = 71 * 4,320,000 = 306,720,000, i.e. 306.72 Million solar years each
manvantara is presided over by a Manu.
While the idea of repeated creation with free will beings within the cosmos invariably imply the
possibility of fall and subsequent redemption of the fallen creation by the father through appropriate
means is a possibility, the assignment of a fixed period as Hindu Yuga theory does would imply
predestinated events which either takes away the freedom granted to the creation (making it necessary
to fall) and the subsequent Hindu concept of creation as a child play for God which the Christian
Theology cannot accept. The conclusion simply is that:
Yes, it is possible for the created being to fall by virtue of the free will. But it is in no way insist or
necessitate the fall. However in case the fall occurs, God, being the Love He is will certainly find his
own method of redemption. It need not necessarily involve another incarnation while that is not ruled
out. That is the freedom of will of God. Love forces God to redeem his creation.
The Gospel is that "Today is the Day of Grace.
If we neglect so great a salvation
The Consequence of sin is Pain and Suffering."
This is clear revealed truth.
Yes God pains through the process until the creation is made whole.
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